Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends 11th Mo. 15, 1843

The Friend who has served this meeting as clerk previous to this not being willing to serve any longer according to the requisitions of the Yearly Meeting, he was released and Thomas Branson is appointed for the day.

The following minute was received from Miami Quarterly meeting; and the Friend there in name to attend this attended to satisfaction.

Levi Warner, Abel Janney and Isaac Warner are appointed to consider the propriety of a change and if the way opens forward to next Meeting the names of Friends to serve as overseers.

Isaac Warner and Abel Walker were appointed if the way opens to forward to next meeting the name of a Friend to serve as clerk and one to assist him.

Thomas Branson, Abel Janney and Abel Walker are appointed in conjunction with a like committee of women Friends to attend the indulged meeting of Oakland and report in the 1st month next.

On consideration of the subject it was concluded to hold our meetings for worship and discipline in the future at the home of Abel Walker until way opens for other arrangements.

The committee appointed by yearly meeting to attend this, and the Quarterly meeting most attended whose labours were acceptable.

50 copies of the minutes of the yearly meeting was received one of which was read and Abel Walker is appointed to distribute them amongst the members.

Then concluded

At Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends 12th Mo 13th 1843

One of the Friends appointed to forward the names of Friends to serve as overseers proposed Abel Walker and Isaac Warner who being seperately considered was united with and appointed to that service.

The committee appointed to propose the name of a Friend to serve this meeting as clerk and one to assist proposed Thomas Branson to serve as clerk and John G. Oldham to assist who being seperately considered was united with and appointed to that service the ensuing year.

Isaac Warner and Thomas Branson are appointed to open free subscriptions to raise money to aid the committee appointed by the yearly meeting on the people of colour.

Thomas Meritt and Isaac Warner are appointed to propose the name of a Friend to next meeting to serve as treasure the ensuing year.

Abel Walker is appointed to receive the money that may be paid in for keeping the meeting house last year.

Then concluded.

At Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends 1st Mo 17th 1844

The 1st 2nd and 9th Queries were read and written answers proposed; to be forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting to attend with which as our representatives we appoint Abel Janney, Levi Warner and Isaac Warner and to report to next meeting.

The committee appointed to open free subscriptions reported some attention there to, but are continued.

Abel Walker reported some money paid in for keeping the meeting house last year but he is continued the service not being performed.

Isaac Warner is appointed to procure a book suitable for recording the proceedings of this meeting and also one for recording births and deaths.

The committee appointed to propose the name of a Friend to serve this meeting as treasurer proposed Thomas Meritt who being united with is appointed to that service the ensuing year.

A communication of advice was received from a called meeting for sufferings which was read in this meeting to satisfaction.

Levi Warner and Thomas Meritt are appointed to propose to next meeting to name a Friend to record births and deaths.
Levi Warner and Isaac Warner are appointed to endeavor to obtain a suitable meeting house last year is continued in the service not yet performed.

At Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends 2nd Mo, 14th 1844

The committee appointed by the yearly meeting on the people of colour are continued the service not yet performed.

The Friend appointed to receive the money paid in for keeping the meeting house last year is continued in the service not yet performed.

Levi Warner and Isaac Warner are appointed to endeavor to obtain a suitable situation for a meeting house, and also to take into consideration the size and what materials would in their estimation be most suitable and report to next meeting.

Then concluded.

At Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends 3rd mo 13th 1844

The committee appointed by the Yearly Meeting on the people of colour are continued the service not yet performed.

The committee appointed on the occasion reported a suitable situation on Abel Walker's ground and to build a brick house 20 x 40 ft which is left for consideration till next month and the committee released.

The committee appointed to report the appointment in respect to the reception of the money paid for keeping the meeting house last year being complied with is closed.

Thomas Merritt, Joshua Harrison, Isaac Warner and Thomas Branson are appointed to contract for brick and all other materials that will be necessary for the building and likewise receive proposals for putting up the same and report to next meeting.

Isaac Warner reported the appointment in respect to books of records complied with.

Then concluded.

At Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 4th mo 17th 1844

The first, second and ninth queries were read in this meeting, and the following answers proposed, to be forwarded to the quarterly meeting.

To attend therewith as our representatives, we appoint, Abel Walker, Thomas Branson & John G. Oldham who are to report to next meeting.

A certificate was received from Whitewater monthly meeting for Edward & Peninah Shaw and their son Robert H. Shaw which was read and accepted.

The committee appointed to attend Oakland indulged meeting report it has been kept up to satisfaction.

The committee appointed to open free subscription for the use of people of color report $2.02 raised for that purpose. They are released and Abel Walker is appointed to forward it to the quarterly meeting.

The committee appointed to procure materials etc. for the meeting-house is continued.

Thomas Merritt, Abel Walker, Isaac Warner and Thomas Branson are appointed to open free subscriptions in order to raise money in order to defray expenses that may occur in building a meetinghouse and procuring a situation for the same, and report to next meeting.

At the Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 5th mo 15th 1844

One of the representatives appointed to attend the quarterly meeting reported they all attended. The friend appointed to forward the money raised for the use of the people of color reports service not performed, and is continued.

The committee for procuring materials for the meetinghouse is continued.
One of the friends appointed to open free subscriptions to defray the expenses that may accrue in building the meetinghouse etc. reported some attention thereto. But not being ready to make a full report the committee is continued.

Then concluded.

At Green Plain Monthly meeting of Friends held 6th mo. 12th 1844
The friend appointed to forward the money for the use of people of color is continued to report when ready.
One of the committee appointed to procure materials etc. for the meetinghouse reported further attention there to; the committee is continued to report when ready.
The subject of a site for a meetinghouse being again considered, it is thought the one proposed by the committee on Abel Walker's ground is most suitable; and the size also reported by the committee is united with.
One of the committee appointed to open free subscriptions to defray the expenses of building a meeting house reports some attention there to but is continued to report when ready.
John G. Oldham, Isaac Warner, and Thomas Branson are appointed trustees to receive title from Abel Walker for a piece of ground for the purpose of building a meeting house on for the use of the society of Friends.
Then concluded.

At Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 7th mo. 17th 1844
The Queries are all read in this meeting and the following answers proposed to be forwarded to the Quarterly as nearly representing the state of society, exclusive of those who have separated from us, and those of Goshen preparative meeting, which was not reported to this; to attend with which as our representatives, we appoint Thomas Branson, Abel Janney and John G. Oldham, who are to report to next meeting. Ans 1st, All our meetings for worship and discipline have been attended, unbecoming behavior mostly avoided, the hour of meeting observed. 2nd We believe friends maintain love towards each other as becomes our profession; Talebearing and detraction discouraged; no known differences amongst us. 3rd We believe there is a concern amongst Friends for the support of this query, but more care would be profitable. 4th We believe friends are clear of importing, vending or distilling spirituous liquors; and generally clear of frequenting taverns or attending places of diversion; a good degree of moderation is observed. 5th We know of none amongst us requiring aid. 6th We believe friends generally bear a testimony against a hireling ministry, Oaths, military service, clandestine trade prize goods and lotteries. 7th As far as appears friends are careful in the several particulars enumerated in this query. 8th We believe friends bear a testimony against slavery. 9th We believe friends endeavor to deal with offenders, as queried.

Annual Queries
1st Ans. None
2nd We believe they are as far as practicable.
3rd We believe they are.
The committee to attend Oakland indulged meeting report the meeting has been sustained to satisfaction.
The friends appointed trustees to receive the title from Abel Walker are continued.
A part of the yearly meeting's committee acceptable attended this.
Then concluded.

At Green Plain monthly meeting of friends held 8th mo. 14th 1844
One of the representatives appointed to attend the quarterly meeting reports they all attended except one for whose absence a reason was given.
The committee appointed to receive a title from Abel Walker report attention thereto but are continued.
The friend appointed to forward the money for the use of the people of color reports the service performed.

The Preparative meeting informs that Joseph A Dugdale has signed protest or disclaimer concerning words said to have been spoken in public communication by an approved minister a member of another yearly meeting thereby defaming the character of the aforesaid minister and promoting disunity and discord in our society. Has also neglected the attendance of our religious meetings and has joined with others in holding meetings, purporting to be meetings for worship and discipline out of the order of society and contrary to the advice and direction of the yearly meeting, which claiming the serious consideration of this meeting it was thought best to appoint a committee to visit him on the occasion. Thomas Branson and John G. Oldham are appointed for the purpose, and to report to next meeting.

Isaac Warner and Abel Walker are appointed to forward the name of a friend to record births and deaths in place of William Webster deceased.

---

At Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 9th mo. 18th 1844

The committee appointed to receive a title from Abel Walker not yet ready to make a full report is continued.

Our friend Amos Peasley a minister attended this meeting and produced a minute of concurrence from Green Street monthly meeting dated 4th mo. 18th 1844 endorsed by Philadelphia Quarter 5th mo 7th 1844.

Also Samuel West companion of Amos, one from Chester Monthly Meeting 6th mo 24th 1844, whose company were acceptable.

The committee appointed to visit Joseph A. Dugdale reported they had paid him a visit but he was not willing to receive them as a committee: - After a time of consideration this meeting thinks best to appoint a committee to prepare a testification against him, if they find no cause of forbearance, inform him thereof and produce it to next meeting.

Thomas Branson and Abel Walker are appointed for that purpose.

The committee appointed to forward the name of a friend to record births and deaths propose Edward Shaw, which being united with he is accordingly appointed.

Then concluded.

---

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 10th mo 16th 1844

Women's meeting informs, that Elizabeth L Borton has deviated so far as to sign a disclaimer concerning an approved minister, a member of another Yearly Meeting; thereby defaming the character of the aforesaid Minister, and promoting disunity and discord in our society. She has also neglected the attendance of our religious meeting and joined with others in holding meeting purporting to be meetings for worship and discipline out of the order of our society and contrary to the advice of the yearly meeting. After a time of deliberation this meeting unites with theirs in appointing a committee to prepare a testification (if they find no cause for forbearance) and produce it to next meeting. Isaac Warner, and Abel Walker are appointed for that purpose.

The committee appointed to receive a title from Abel Walker produced on to this meeting which is satisfactory; but the committee is continued for the further service of confirming the deed and placing it in the hands of the recorder.

The committee in Joseph A. Dugdale's case is continued to report to next meeting.

One of the committee appointed to attend Oakland Indulged meeting reports, it has been kept up to satisfaction.
Levi Warner, Isaac Warner and Edward Shaw are appointed our representatives to attend the Quarterly Meeting and report to next meeting.

Then concluded.

At Goshen preparative meeting and report its situation to next meeting.

A part of the Yearly meeting's committee appointed to attend the subordinate meetings, are acceptably in attendance at this meeting.

A certificate was received from Springboro monthly Meeting dated 24 th of 10th mo. 1844 for Stephen Wilson and Hannah his wife, and their minor children viz. Lydia L., Daniel R. & David P. Wilson. Hannah being a minister in unity which was read and accepted.

The committee appointed to prepare a testification against Elizabeth L. Borton produced one which after some alteration was approved and signed.

The committee appointed to receive a title from Abel Walker is continued, the appointment not being fully complied with.

The committee appointed to prepare a testification against Joseph A. Dugdale produced one which, with some alteration was approved and signed.

Able Walker and Isaac Warner are appointed to offer him a copy thereof, inform him of his right of appeal and report to next meeting.

One of the representatives appointed to attend the Quarterly meeting reports they all attended and produced about 50 copies of the minutes of the yearly meeting, and 35 of the epistle of advice.

The following minute from the Quarterly meeting was received:

At Miami Quarterly meeting of friends held 9th of the 11th mo 1844.

Three hundred copies of the minutes of the late yearly meeting were produced, one of which was read in this meeting. The representatives were directed to distribute them among the monthly meetings whose attenention to the subjects contained therein is required and to report to next meeting.

The Clerk was directed to forward each of the monthly meetings with a copy of the foregoing minutes.

James M. Janney, Ck.

Isaac Warner, and Thomas Merritt are appointed to open free subscriptions to raise money to aid the committee appointed by the yearly meeting, to assist the people of color.

Abel Walker, Abel Janney, Stephen Wilson, Thomas Branson and John G. Oldham are appointed in conjunction with a like committee of women friends to propose the name of friends to a future meeting to serve in the station of elders if way opens.

Thomas Merritt, Isaac Warner, Levi Warner and Abel Walker are appointed in conjunction with a like committee of women friends to visit Goshen preparative meeting and report its situation to next meeting.

Joseph A. Dugdale has deviated so far as to sign a protest or disclaimer against a friend a member of another Yearly meeting, thereby promoting disunity and discord in our society. He has also neglected the attendance of our religious meetings, and had joined with others in holding meetings purporting to be meetings for worship and discipline out of the order of society, and contrary to the advice and direction of the yearly meeting. And he being treated with according to the discipline and not manifesting a disposition to make satisfaction we therefore disunite him from our society until he condemns his outgoing, which we desire he may.

Signed in and by direction of Greenplain monthly meeting of friends held 11th mo 13th 1844.

At Greenplain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 11th mo. 13th 1844

The committee appointed to receive a title from Abel Walker are released the appointment being complied with.

The committee in Joseph A. Dugdale's case is continued.

The committee appointed to open free subscription to raise money for the people of color is continued to report to next meeting.

Women's meeting informs that Sarah B. Dugdale has signed a protest or disclaimer against a Friend a member of another Yearly meeting; thereby, promoting disunity and discord in our society. She has also neglected the attendance of our reliogious meeting. After a time of deliberation, this meeting unites with theirs in judgment that a committee be appointed
to prepare a testification against her and produce it to next meeting, if they find no cause of forbearance. Thomas Branson and Isaac Warner are appointed for that purpose.

The committee appointed to the service of people of color report, there has been some money subscribed, and is united with this and women's meeting and they are appointed to that service.

The clerk is directed to forward a copy of this minute to the select preparative meeting held at Miami.

The committee appointed to attend Goshen Preparative meeting are continued to report to next meeting.

Then concluded.

At Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 1st mo. 15th 1845

The 1st, 2nd and 9th queries were read in this meeting and the following answers agreed on, to be forwarded to the quarterly meeting;

1st Ans. All our meetings for worship and discipline (except Goshen) have been attended; unbecoming behavior therein mostly avoided, and the hour of meeting pretty well observed.

2nd Ans. We believe friends maintain love towards each other in a good degree as becomes our Christian profession. Tame bearing and distraction discouraged. And when differences arise endeavors are used to end them.

9th Ans. We believe care has been taken nearly as queried.

The committee in Joseph A. Dugdale's case is continued, they not having had an opportunity to comply with the appointment.

The committee appointed to open free subscription to raise money for the use of people of color, report, there has been some money subscribed and $2.10 paid in. Thomas Merritt is appointed to forward the amount to the quarterly meeting.

A testification was produced against Sarah B. Dugdale which was approved and signed.

The committee appointed to attend Goshen preparative Meeting report as follows: A part of the committee appointed to attend Goshen Preparative Meeting attended to the appointment and found the Preparative Meeting had been suspended for some time, but a number of friends with whom we had an interview both at King's Creek and Goshen seemed desirous that a meeting should be sustained in unity with us; signed on behalf of the committee by Levi Warner. Hannah P. Wilson.

The clerk is directed to forward a copy of the report to the Quarterly Meeting.

Levi Warner and Thomas Merritt are appointed to settle with the person who had the care of the meeting house last year: and to propose to next meeting the name of one to have the care of it the ensuing year.

Inasmuch as Joseph A. Dugdale is going about imposing himself upon the society of friends, and other, as a member of our religious society, it behoves this meeting to make more public the fact of his disownment from the Society of Friends: We, therefore grant the clerk the privilege of sending a copy of his disownment where he may think necessary.

Then concluded.

At Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 2nd mo. 12th 1845.

One of the representatives to the quarterly meeting reported, they all attended except one, for whose absence a reason was given to that meeting.

The committee in Joseph A. Dugdale's case report the service performed.

The friend appointed to forward the amount of money raised for the use of the committee on the people of color, report the service performed.

The committee appointed to settle with the friend for keeping the meeting-house report, last year's service settled for; and propose Abel Walker to have the care of it the ensuing year for five dollars, which is united with.
Thomas Merritt, Abel Walker, and Isaac Warner, are appointed to propose to next meeting the name of a friend to serve this meeting as clerk, and one for assistant.

Abel Walker, Isaac Warner, and Jonas Janney are appointed to open free subscriptions, in order to raise money to defray the expenses that have and may accrue the ensuing year. Also to propose, to next meeting, the name of a friend to serve as treasurer.

Then concluded.

At Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 3rd mo. 12th 1845.

The committee appointed to forward the names of friends to serve as clerk and assistant, reported Thomas Branson for clerk and John G. Oldham for assistant which is united with and Thomas Branson is appointed to that service; but John not being present his appointment is deferred till another meeting.

The committee appointed to open free subscription in order to raise money for the use of the meeting, also to propose the name of a friend to serve as treasurer report some attention thereto, but are continued to report to next meeting.

The Preparative meeting informs, that John Dugdale, Thomas Swayne, Richard Wright, John Shaw, Thomas Borton, William Hayward, and George Hayward have signed a protest or disclaimer against a friend a member of another yearly meeting; And have neglected the attendance of our religious meetings; also have joined with others in holding meetings contrairy to the direction of the yearly meeting. Thomas Branson and Levi Warner are appointed to visit them on the occasion and report to next meeting.

The subject of holding a Select Preparative Meeting claiming the attention of this meeting it was united with, and the time proposed to hold it is on the morning of the monthly meeting preceeding the Quarter, and to meet at nine o'clock.

Then concluded.

At Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 4th mo. 16th 1845.

The first, second and nonth Queries were read in this meeting and the following answers proposed to be forwarded to the quarterly meeting. To attend with which as our representatives we appoint Stephen Wilson, Isaac Warner, and Thomas Merritt, who are to report to next meeting.

1st Ans. All our meetings for worship and discipline have been attended, unbecoming behavior therein mostly avoided, the hour of meeting observed. 2nd Ans. We believe friends maintain love towards each other as becomes our profession talebearing and detraction discouraged; when differences are known endeavors are used to end them. 9th Ans. Care is taken to deal with offenders as queried.

John G. Oldham not yet being present, his appointment for assistant clerk is deferred till next meeting.

The committee appointed to raise money for the use of this meeting; also to propose the name of a friend for treasurer, informed they had attended to the appointment, and proposed Thomas Merritt for treasurer the ensuing year; which is united with.

The committee appointed to visit John Dugdale, Thomas Swaine, Richard Wright, John Shaw, Thomas Borton, William Hayward, and George Hayward, reported, they had had an opportunity with them but they did not incline to make satisfaction.

Thomas Branson and Abel Walker are appointed to prepare testification against them and produce them to next meeting.

One of the committee appointed to attend Oakland indulged meeting reported, some of them had attended that meeting and the meetings had all been kept up to satisfaction.

The committee appointed to take charge of building the meetinghouse made the following report:
The mechanics Bill for Building house is $173.00
Bill for Bricks for do. 75.87
For materials and hauling 128.32
The amount of money received is $415.66, of which $21.47 is paid for two stoves and pipe, $17.00 for a Mechanics bill for making benches, $31.00 for the whole amount of cost, $4.66 for Ballance unpaid.

Joshua Harrison
Isaac Warner

Isaac Warner and Abel Walker are appointed to open free subscriptions to raise money to that amount.

Levi Warner requests our certificate to Plainfield monthly meeting to accomplish his marriage with Margaret Smith, a member of that meeting. Stephen Wilson and Thomas Branson are appointed to make the necessary enquiry and if no obstruction appears produce one to the proposed time of adjourning this meeting as united with, which is two weeks from this date. They adjourned to meet at the time proposed. 4th mo. 30th 1845.

According to adjournment friends assembled.

The friends appointed to prepare a certificate for Levi Warner in order to accomplish his marriage with Margaret Smith, a member of Plainfield Monthly meeting, Bellmont Co., Ohio produced one which was approved and signed. And the clerk is directed to forward it to that meeting.

Then concluded.

At Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 5th mo. 14th 1845.

John G. Oldham being present is appointed to serve this meeting as assistant clerk the ensuing year.

The committee to prepare testifications for John Dugdale, Thomas Swayne, Richard Wright, John Shaw, Thomas Borton, William Hayward and George Hayward produced the several copies which were read approved and signed, except one for Thomas Barton, he not being informed thereof, which is deferred to to next meeting.

And Thomas Branson and Abel Walker are appointed for the further service according to discipline.

One of the friends appointed to open free subscriptions to raise money to defray the expenses yet unpaid towards the meetinghouse, reported some attention thereto; but are continued, not being ready to report in full.

John Dugdale has signed a protest or disclaimer, against a friend, a member of another yearly meeting; he has also neglected the attendance of our religious meetings, and joined with others in holding meetings contrary to the advice and direction of the Yearly meeting; and he being treated with according to discipline, and not being willing to make satisfaction, we disunite him from our society desiring his return.

Signed in and by direction of Greenplain Monthly Meeting. 5th mo. 14th 1845.

Thomas Swayne has signed a protest or disclaimer against a Friend, a member of another Yearly meeting; he has also neglected the attendance of our religious meetings, and joined with others in holding meetings contrary to the advice and direction of the Yearly meeting; and he being treated with according to discipline, and not being willing to make satisfaction, we disunite him from our society desiring his return.

Signed in and by direction of Green Plain Monthly meeting 5th mo. 14th 1845.

Richard Wright has signed a protest or disclaimer against a Friend, a member of another Yearly meeting; he has also neglected the attendance of our religious meetings, and joined with others in holding meetings contrary to the advice and direction of the Yearly meeting; and he being treated with according to discipline and not being willing to make satisfaction, we disunite him from our society desiring his return.

Signed in and by direction of Greenplain Monthly meeting 5th mo. 14th 1845.

John Shaw has signed a protest or disclaimer against a Friend; a member of another Yearly meeting; he has also neglected the attendance of our religious meetings, and joined with others in holding meeting contrary to the advice and direction of the Yearly meeting; and he being treated with according to discipline, and not being willing to make satisfaction we disunite him from our society desiring his return.
treated with according to discipline and not being willing to make satisfaction, we disunite him from our society desiring his return.

Signed in and by direction of Greenplain Monthly Meeting 5th mo. 14th 1845 by Thomas Branson Clerk

George Hayward has signed a protest or disclaimer against a friend, a member of another Yearly Meeting; he has also neglected the attendance of our religious meetings, and joined with others in holding meetings contrary to the advice and direction of the Yearly Meeting; and he being treated with according to discipline and not being willing to make satisfaction, we disunite him from our society desiring his return.

Signed in and by direction of Greenplain Monthly Meeting 5th mo. 14th 1845 by Thomas Branson Clerk

---

At Greenplain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 6th mo. 18th 1845.

The Friends appointed in the several cases of disownment report the service performed.

- Thomas Borton now having the necessary information according to discipline, Isaac Warner is appointed for the further service in his case.
- The committee to raise money by subscription to defray the expenses unpaid toward the meeting house are continued.
- Samuel S. Canby requests our certificate to Cherry Street Monthly Meeting Philadelphia; Abel Walker and Levi Warner are appointed to produce one to next meeting if no obstruction appears.
- Thomas Merritt and Abel Walker are appointed to assist the clerk in revising and recording the minutes of this meeting and report when done.

Thomas Borton has signed a protest or disclaimer against a friend, a member of another Yearly Meeting; he has also neglected the attendance of our religious meetings, and joined with others in holding meetings contrary to the advice and direction of the Yearly Meeting; and he being treated with according to discipline and not being willing to make satisfaction, we disunite him from our society desiring his return.

Signed in and by direction of Greenplain Monthly Meeting 6th mo. 18th 1845 by Thomas Branson Clerk

---

At Greenplain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 7th mo. 16th 1845.

The queries were all read in this meeting, and the following written answers were directed to be forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting, and to attend with which as our representatives, we appoint Levi Warner, Thomas Merritt, and John G. Oldham, who are to report to next meeting.

The friend appointed for the further service in Thomas Borton's case reported the service performed.

- The committee appointed to attend Oakland indulged Meeting, reported that the meetings had all been kept up to satisfaction.
- The committee appointed to raise money, to defray the expenses, yet unpaid, towards the meeting house, continued.
- The committee appointed to prepare a certificate for Samuel T. Canby, in order to join him to Cherry Street Monthly Meeting, Philadelphia, produced one which was approved, and signed, and Samuel Howell is appointed to forward to that Meeting.

Edward Merritt, having produced an acknowledgment to this Meeting, expressive of his deviation from the order of our society, in the accomplishment of Marriage; and also a desire to continue his right of membership, as far as his conduct in future will render him worthy; which claiming the consideration of this Meeting, it is united in accepting the offering and he is continued a member.

Then concluded.
At Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 8th M 13th 1845.
The representatives to the Quarterly Meeting reported they all attended.
The committee to raise money to defray the expenses yet unpaid towards the Meeting house reported that there was 15 dollars and some cents, yet unsubscribed; they are continued to report to next meeting.
The friend appointed to forward Samuel T. Canby certificate to Cherry Street Monthly Meeting, Philadelphia, reported the service performed.
A certificate was received from Plainfield Monthly Meeting for Margaret S. Warner dated 17th of the 7th Mo 1845, which was read and accepted.

Then Concluded.

At Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 9th M 17th 1845.
The committee appointed to open subscriptions to raise money to defray the expenses yet unpaid towards the meeting house, is continued, the service not yet being performed.
William B. French and Lydia L. Wilson informed this Meeting they intended marriage with each other, who having consent of Parents, and he being a member of another monthly meeting, a necessary certificate will be expected at next meeting.
Our friend Samuel Comfort & Elizabeth his wife produced a minute of concurrence in their proposed visit to Gennessee Ohio & Indiana Yearly Meeting, and also of appointing meetings as truth may open the way, from Falls Monthly Meeting, Bucks County, Pa. dated 4th Mo 12th 1845, and endorsed by Bucks Quarterly Meeting, held at Buckingham, Bucks County, Pa. dated 29th of the 5th Mo 1845, And also Sarah Brown and Mary Birdsell, companion of Sarah Brown, from Goose Creek Monthly Meeting, Va. held 15th of the 5th Mo 1845, and endorsed by Fairfax Quarterly Meeting, held 19th of the 5th M 1845 who acceptably attended this meeting, and the clerk is directed to furnish them a copy of the above minute.

Then Concluded.

At Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 10th Mo 15th 1845.
The committee appointed to raise money to defray the expenses towards the meeting house, are continued the service not being performed.
William B. French & Lydia L. Wilson informed this meeting they continued their intentions of marriage with each other and he produced a certificate suitable to the occasion, they are left at liberty to accomplish the same according to discipline, and Abel Walker and Isaac Warner are appointed to attend the marriage, and see that good order is observed, and forward the certificate to be recorded, and at their request, this meeting is united in appointing a meeting for that purpose, which is tomorrow at the usual hour and report to next meeting.
John G. Oldham, Thomas Merritt, & Jacob Brown are appointed as our representatives to our Quarterly Meeting, and report to next meeting.
One of the committee appointed to attend Oakland indulged meeting, informed that the meetings had all been kept up to satisfaction.

Then Concluded.

At Greenplain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 11th Mo 12th 1845.
The Clerk not present, John G. Oldham is appointed for the day.
The committee appointed to raise money to defray the expenses of building the Meeting house; not being ready to report are continued.
The committee appointed to attend the marriage of William B. French, & Lydia L. Wilson, reported that it was orderly accomplished, at the place appointed and the certificate returned to the recorder.
The representatives report they all attended except one, and produced a number of copies of the minutes of our late yearly Meeting, and a number of copies of a memorial of our friend, Jacob Jackson, dec. the reading of which is deferred to next meeting.
The nonattendance of our representative to the Quarterly meeting was from unforeseen circumstances, and not having energy to surmount them. The clerk is directed to forward a copy of this to our next Quarterly Meeting.
A part of the Yearly Meetings committee acceptably attended this meeting. Thomas Merritt is appointed to distribute the aforesaid minutes of our late Y. Meeting.

Then Concluded.

At Greenplain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 12th Mo 17th 1845.

The committee appointed to open a subscription to raise money to defray the expenses of building the meeting house continued.

The reading of the minutes of the Y. meeting and also of the memorials of our friend Jacob Jackson are deferred till next meeting, there being none of the copies present.

The friend appointed to distribute the minutes of the yearly Meeting, reported some attention thereto, but is continued to report next meeting.

Then Concluded.

At Greenplain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 1st M. 14th 1846.

The first, second, & ninth Queries were read in this meeting, and written answers agreed on, to be forwarded to the Quarterly meeting, to attend with which as our representatives we appoint Abel Walker, Thomas Branson & John G. Oldham and report to next meeting.

The committee appointed to open a subscription to raise money to defray the expenses of building the meeting house, report the service performed; are now released.

A copy of the minutes of the yearly meeting and also one of the memorials of our friend Jacob Jackson decd is now present. The parts requiring the attention of this meeting were taken into consideration and resulted in the appointment of a committee to open a subscription, to raise money to assist the Yearly Meeting's committee, on the people of colour, for which purpose we appoint Isaac Warner & Edward Shaw, who are to report to next meeting.

The preparative meeting informs this meeting that Isaac Richardson, James Frame, & David Kester have signed a protest or disclaimer, against a friend a member of another Yearly Meeting, they have neglected the attendance of our religious meetings; and are joined with others in holding meetings contrary to the advice and direction of the Yearly Meetings, which after a time of deliberation there on, this meeting unites in appointing Thomas Branson, and Levi Warner, to visit them on the occasion, and report to next meeting.

The friend appointed to distribute the minutes of the Yearly Meeting, reported the service performed.

The time for which the friend appointed to have the care of the meeting house, will expire next month, this meeting unites in appointing a committee to propose to next meeting, the name of a friend to have that care the ensuing year; also to open a subscription to raise money to defray the expense there of, and for fencing the graveyard, etc., for which purpose we appoint Joshua Harrison, and Isaac Warner, who are to report to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

At Greenplain Monthly meeting of Friends held 2nd Mo 18th 1846.

The representatives to the Quarterly Meeting, reported they all attended.

The committee appointed to open subscription, for the use of the Yearly Meeting's committee, on the people of colour, reported some attention thereto, but are continued, to report to the meeting in 4th nest.

The committee appointed on the occasion, reported they had an opportunity with David Kester, and James Frame, who did not appear willing to make satisfaction; and on deliberation thereon, this meeting unites in appointing a committee to prepare testification against them, if they find no cause of forbearance, for which purpose we appoint Isaac Warner, and Thomas Branson, to prepare and produce them, to next meeting, the committee also reported, they thought best to have Isaac Richardson's
case, for further care, the committee is there fore continued, to report to next meeting.

The committee appointed to forward the name of a friend, to have the care of the meeting house, the ensuing year, propose d the name of Abel Walker, to have that care, for five dollars, which is united with; and they also reported, that they had opened a subscription, to raise money to defray the expense of last years care. and for fencing the grave yard, etc. but are continued for further service, in that appointment; also to prepare materials for fencing, and report to next meeting.

The womens meeting informs that Asenath Frame, Mary Ann Hayward, Eliza Swayne, & Celia Anderson, has signed a protest or disclaimer, against a friend, a member of another Yearly Meeting, they also manifested a disunity with us, by neglecting the attendance of our religious meetings, and continue to aid in supporting a meeting, held contrary to the advice of the yearly meeting, in which case they have came to the judgment, they should be testified against and Isaac Warner & Thomas Branson, are appointed to prepare testifications for each of them, except Celia Anderson, who is under care and to produce them to next meeting.

The time for which the clerk and assistant was appointed, will expire next month, and Levi Warner, and Stephen Wilson, are appointed to forward names to next meeting, of friends to serve in that station the ensuing year.

Then Concluded.

At Greenplain monthly meeting of Friends held 3 Mo 18th 1846.

A certificate was received from Buckingham Monthly meeting, of Friends, dated 2nd of the 2nd Mo 1846, for Everard Foulke, Frances his wife, and their four menor children, viz., Watson, Jonathan Ingam, Thomas D. & Lestre Foulke, which was read and accepted.

The committee appointed to prepare testifications against David Kester, & James Frame produced them which was read and approved and signed; and Edward Shaw is appointed for the further service, according to the discipline.

The committee appointed to open subscription, to raise money to defray the expense of keeping the meeting house, last year and for fencing the grave yard, etc. and to prepare materials for the fence, reported, the service performed, but they are continued, with the addition of Abel Walker, to superintend putting up the fence, etc.

The committee appointed to prepare testification against Aseneth Frame, Mary Ann Hayward and Eliza Swayne, produced them, which was read, approved, and signed, & sent to the women, for further care.

The committee appointed to forward the name of a friend for clerk, and one to assist him, reported the name of Thomas Branson for clerk, and John G. Oldam, to assist him, for the ensuing year which is united with.

The committee in Isaac Richardson's care, continued, they not having had an opportunity with him.

Then Concluded.

At Greenplain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 4th Mo 15th 1846.

The 1st, 2nd & 9th Queries were read in this meeting, and written answers agreed on, to be forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting, to attend with which as our representatives, we (appoint) Thomas Branson, Henry Michener, & Edward Shaw, who are to report to next meeting.

A part of the committee appointed to attend Oakland indulged meeting, reported they had all been kept up.

The friend appointed for the service further in the cases of David Kester, and James Frame, reported the service performed.

The committee appointed to prepare materials, and to superintend the fencing of the grave yard, etc, not being ready to report, are continued, to report when ready.

The preparative meeting forwarded a complaint against John Howell, for using profane language, and that he desired to be disunited from society, and also one against Joseph Wilson, for neglecting the attendance
of our meeting for worship, and that he accomplished his marriage contrary to discipline, and desires to be disunited from society. John G. Oldham and Thomas Branson are appointed to visit them on the occasion, and report to next meeting.

The committee appointed to open subscription, to assist the Yearly Meeting's committee, appointed on the people of colour, reported $2.75 cents subscribed, the committee is continued, to pay over to the representatives what may be paid in, in order to be forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting and report to next meeting. The committee in Isaac Richardson's case, continued they not having had an opportunity with him since last month. Then Concluded.

At Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 5 Mo 13th 1846.

One of the representatives to the Quarterly Meeting, reported, one of them attended and one of the others that did not attend, sent a sufficient reason for his absence, it is expected the other will give his at our next monthly meeting.

The committee appointed to visit John Howell, and Joseph Wilson are continued, they not having had an opportunity with them.

This meeting is informed that the money raised for the use of the people of colour has been paid over according to the direction of last meeting.

The committee in Isaac Richardson's case, continued, they not having had an opportunity with him on account of his not being at home.

Then Concluded.

At Greenplain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 6th Mo 17th 1846

Joseph Sloan produced a certificate of removal from Chesterfield monthly meeting, New Jersey, dated 3rd of the 3rd Mo. 1846, which was read and accepted.

The friend appointed to attend the Quarterly Meeting, not forwarding a reason for his absence it is deferred till next meeting.

The committee appointed to visit John Howell and Joseph Wilson, reported they had an opportunity with them and that they did not manifest a disposition to make satisfaction, and after a time of deliberation, this meeting thinks best to appoint a committee to prepare testifications for them and produce them to next meeting, Thomas Branson & Levi Warner are appointed for that purpose and inform them thereof.

One of the committee appointed to visit Isaac Richardson report they had an opportunity with him, and he did not appear willing to make satisfaction, and after a time of deliberation this meeting thinks best to appoint a committee to prepare a testification against him, if they find no cause of forbearance, and produce it to next meeting.

Isaac Warner, & Edward Shaw, are appointed for that purpose and inform him thereof.

A part of the committee appointed by the Quarterly to attend the subordinate meetings, have acceptably attended this.

Then Concluded.

At Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 7th M. 15th 1846

The Queries were all read in this meeting, and written answers agreed on, to be forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting, and to attend there with as our representatives we appoint Isaac Warner, Levi Warner, Thomas Branson, who are to report to next meeting.

The friend appointed to attend the Quarterly Meeting has rendered a reason for his absence.

The friends appointed to prepare testifications against Joseph Wilson & John Howell, produced them which were read approved, and signed, and Isaac Warner is appointed for the further service according to discipline, in their cases.

The friends appointed to prepare testification against Isaac Richardson, produced one which was approved and signed, and Edward Shaw is appointed for the further service, according to discipline, in his case.

Then Concluded.
At Greenplain Monthly meeting of friends held 8th Mo 12th 1846.

One of the representatives to the Quarterly Meeting, reported they all attended.

The friend appointed in the cases of John Howell, and Joseph Wilson, are continued there not being an opportunity to comply with the request.

The friend appointed in Isaac Richardson's case reported the service performed.

Then Concluded.

At Greenplain Monthly meeting of Friends held 9th Mo 16th 1846.

The friend appointed in the cases of John Howell, and Joseph Wilson, reported the service performed.

Then Concluded.

At Greenplain Monthly meeting of Friends held 10th Mo 14th 1846.

Edward Shaw, John G. Oldham and Abel Walker are appointed to attend the ensuing Quarterly Meeting and report to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

At Greenplain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 11th Mo 18th 1846.

The representatives to the Quarterly meeting reported they all attended, and they produced 35 copies of the minutes of the yearly meeting, and also twelve of the address, one of each of which was read toour edification, and directed to be distributed amongst the members, and the parts of the minutes claiming the attention of this meeting, being considered resulted in the appointment of a committee, to open subscriptions to raise money to aid the committee, appointed on the people of colour.

Isaac Warner, & Abel Walker, are appointed for that purpose and report to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

At Greenplain monthly meeting of Friends held 12th Mo 16th 1846.

The committee appointed to open subscriptions to raise money to aid the committee, appointed by the Yearly Meeting, on the people of colour, reported some attention thereto, but are continued to report to next meeting.

Thomas Brown requests our certificate in order to join him to Hopewell Monthly meeting, State of Virginia.

Abel Walker and Isaac Warner are appointed to produce one to next meeting, if no obstruction appears.

Womens meeting produced to to certificates for Mary and Salome Horne in order join them to Cherry Street Monthly Meeting, Philadelphia, which being united with Isaac Warner is appointed to forward them to that Meeting.

Womens meeting informs that Martha Howell has attended the Marriage of a member, contrary to discipline and are of the judgment that she should be testified against. Abel Walker and John G. Oldham are appointed to prepare and produce a testification to next meeting.

Womens meeting informs this, that Celia Anderson according to their judgment should be testified against. Thomas Branosn and Isaac Warner, are appointed to produce a testification to next meeting.

Isaac Warner, Abel Walker, Joshua Harrison, Everard Foulke and Thomas Merritt are appointed to make inquiry whether there can be scholars obtained sufficient to support a school.

Then Concluded.

At Greenplain Monthly Meeting held 1st Mo 13th 1847.

The Clerk not being present, John G. Oldham is appointed for the day.

The first, second, & ninth Queries were read and the following answers, united with, which are directed to be forwarded to the Quarterly meeting by Levi Warner, Abel Walker & Stephen Wilson, whom we appoint as our representatives and they are to report to next meeting.
The committee appointed to open subscriptions, to raise money, to aid the committee appointed by the Yearly Meeting, on the people of colour, reported the sum of $4.50 cents, which is directed to be forwarded to the Quarterly meeting, by our representatives.

The friend appointed to forward certificates, for Mary & Salome Hoorne, reported the service performed.

The committee appointed to prepare a certificate of removal for Thomas Brown, to Hopewell Monthly Meeting, Va. produced one, which was read, approved, and signed, and Abel Walker is appointed to forward it.

The committee appointed to prepare a testification, for Martha Howell, produced one, which was read, and after some alteration, was approved and signed, and forwarded to the women's meeting, for further service.

The committee appointed to prepare a testification for Celia Anderson, produced one, which was read, approved, and signed, and forwarded to the women's meeting.

The committee appointed to inquire respecting instituting a school, to be under the direction of the monthly meeting, some attention thereto, but are continued.

Isaac Warner, & Joshua Harrison are appointed to collect money, and pay the expenses of keeping the meeting house the past year, also to forward the name of an individual to keep it the ensuing year.

Then Concluded.

At Greenplain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 2m 17th 1847

The representatives to the Quarterly meeting reported they all attended, and that they forwarded the sum raised for the use of the committee on the people of colour.

The friend appointed to forward Thomas Brown's certificate, reported the service performed.

The committee on the subject of a school reported that they thought there could be a sufficient number of scholars obtained to support a school, if we had a school house which being considered, resulted in appointing Levi Warner, Joshua Harrison, Thomas Merritt, & Samuel Howell, to consider the propriety of building a house, and if they should agree to build, propose to the next meeting the size, and kind, and endeavour to obtain the size thereof.

The committee appointed to collect money, and pay the expenses of keeping the meeting house, last year, reported the service performed, and Abel Walker, to have the care thereof, the ensuing year, for the sum of 5 dollars.

The overseers informed this meeting the time for which they were appointed, had expired. Levi Warner & Thomas Branson are appointed to propose to next meeting, the names of friends to serve in that station.

This being the time in course, for appointing a committee to propose to next meeting the names of friends to serve as Clerk and Assistant, Abel Walker, and Thomas Merritt, are appointed for that purpose.

At Greenplain Monthly meeting of Friends held 3d Mo 1st 1847. The committee on the subject of a school house reported a part of them met and agreed to report that the size of the house be 20 by 22 feet and to be of brick and that the cost would be about $240, but that the propriety of building be left with the meeting, which after consideration was thought best to refer to next meeting.

The committee appointed on the subject of overseers reported the names of Able Walker, and Isaac Warner which being united with Able Walker is appointed to that service, Isaac Warner not being present, his appointment is referred to next meeting.

The committee appointed to forward the names of Friends to serve as clerk and assistant reported, Thomas Branson for Clerk and John G. Oldham for assistant, which being united with, Thomas Branson is appointed to that service for the ensuing year, John G. Oldham not being present, his appointment is referred to next meeting.
The committee appointed to revise and record the minutes of this meeting, reported, the service performed. Then concluded.

At Green plain Monthly Meeting held 4th mo 14th/47

The first second & ninth queries were read and written answers agreed on to be forwarded to the ensuing Quarterly Meeting, to attend with which as our representatives we appoint Jacob Brown, Simeon Warner and Thomas Branson who are to report to next meeting.

The subject of schools again claiming the attention of this meeting as refered from last, after deliberation we appoint Joshua Harrison and Able Walker, a committee, to open a subscription to raise money to build a school house and report to next meeting.

Wmens meeting inform they think it would be right to have an addition to the number of Elders, with which this meeting unites, & Able Walker and Thomas Branson are appointed in conjunction with a like committee of wimen Friends to propose to next meeting the name of one or more persons to serve in that station.

Isaac Warner now being present is appointed in the station of overseer.

John G. Oldham now being present is appointed to serve as assistant clerk the ensuing year.

One of the committee appointed to attend oak land indulged meeting, reported, the meetings have been sustained; then concluded.

At Green plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held fifth mo 12th 1847.

One of the representatives to the Quarterly Meeting reported they all attended. The committee appointed to open a subscription to raise money to build a school house, reported 165 dollars subscribed, which being considered inadequate the committee is continued another month.

The committee appointed to forward of one or more female Friends to serve as Elders propose Margarett S. Warner and Hannah Walker which being considered is refered to next meeting; then concluded.

At Green plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 6th Mo 16th 1847.

A certificate was received for Jesse W. Cook and Elizabeth S. his Wife, with their six minor Children, (viz.) Theodore M, Jesse W, Andrew M, Joseph R, Thomas W. and Emma Cook from Miami Monthly Meeting, dated 5th Mo 26th 1847 which was read and accepted.

The committee continued from last month on the subject of a school house reported 230 dollars now subscribed, they are continued.

The subject of Elders being again revived, men and wimen meetings are united in appointing Margaret S. Warner to that station, and she accordingly appointed; Hannah Walker is excused by her request.

The meeting then concluded.

Green plain Monthly meeting of Friends 7th Mo 16th/47.

the Queries were all read in this meeting and written answers agreed upon to be forwarded to the ensuing Quarterly Meeting, to attend there-with as our representatives we appoint William Cain, Levi Warner and Thomas Branson who are to report to next meeting.

The committee appointed to attend Oakland indulged meeting, reported, they have been kept up, and that information is directed to be forwarded to the Quarterly meeting.

The committee on the subject of school house business are continued to report when ready.

Our Friend, Hannah Wilson mentioned in this meeting, a concern had rested on her mind for some time past to attend Ohio Yearly Meeting, and also some of the subordinate meetings thereof, and if way opens to appoint some others; which after a season of deliberation, we are willing she should be at liberty to persue, as truth may direct, she being a member and minister in good Esteem the clerk is directed to furnish her with a copy of the above minute.

Then concluded.
Green plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 8th Mo 18th 1847
The representatives to our late Quarterly Meeting reported, they all attended.
Then Concluded.

Green plain Monthly Meeting of Friends, held 9th mo 16th/47
Edward Merritt requests our certificate in order to enable him to accomplish his Marriage with Maria Barton a member of Springborough Monthly Meeting; Able Walker & Isaac Warner are appointed to make the necessary enquiry and if no obstruction appears prepare and produce one to next meeting.

Eleazar Havaling in the course of a religious visit to Ohio and Indiana Yearly Meeting acceptable attended this, and produced a minute of concurrence from Nine partners Monthly Meeting, dated 15th of 7th month 1847, endorsed by Nine Partners Quarterly Meeting, held at Albany, Duches Co New York, 3rd of 8th Mo/47. Jacob Wilites a member and Elder of Nine partners Monthly Meeting, also, acceptably attended this a companion of Eliazer's who likewise produced a minute from the same meeting.

Elizabeth M. Peart in the course of a religious (visit) to Ohio and Indiana Yearly Meeting's acceptably attended this and produced a minute of concurrence from Wilmington monthly Meeting held 6th mo 26th 1847 endorsed by Concord Quarterly meeting held at Concord Delaware county Pennsylvania on the 27th of 7th mo 1847 also Jane Price in company with Elizabeth, acceptable attended this and produced a minute of concurrence from Birmingham Monthly Meeting held 6th Mo 26th 1847; and endorsed by Concord Quarterly Meeting held at the same time. Thomas Paxton a member and Elder, of Buckingham monthly meeting acceptably attended this, and produced a minute from that meeting, held 2d of 6th mo 1847.

Hannah P Wilson returned the minute granted her in the seventh and acknowledged she had accomplished her visit with much satisfaction to her mind.
Then Concluded.

At Green plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 10th Mo 13th/47.
The committee appointed to prepare a certificate for Edward Meritt to enable him to accomplish his Marriage with Maria Barton a member of Springborough Monthly Meeting, produced one, which after some alteration was approved and signed; the clerk is directed to furnish him with a copy thereof.

A certificate was received from Plainfield monthly meeting dated 9th mo 16th 1847 for Margaret W. Penington which was red and accepted.

Maria J Pient an Elder, from Penns Grove Monthly meeting, Chester Co., Pennsylvania held 6th of 8th Mo/47, acceptably attended this, and produced a minute of concurrence from that meeting.

Levi Warner, Edward Shaw & Isaac Warner are appointed to attend the ensuing Quarterly Meeting and report to our next.
Then Concluded.

Green plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 11th Mo 17th/47.
One of the representatives to the Quarterly meeting reported they all attended, and furnished about fifty copies of the epistle's of advice from the Yearly Meeting one of which was red, and able Walker is appointed to distribute them amongst our members.
The following copy of a minute was received from the Yearly Meeting, which after a time of deliberation a committee was appointed; (to wit) Able Walker, Isaac Warner, Thomas Branson and Levi Warner, who are to report in seventh month next.
Then Concluded.

"The following copy of a minute, from our late Yearly Meeting was received and the instructions therein contained were directed to the attention of Green Plain Monthly Meeting which is required to report its care on the subject in the 8th month next: "The joint committee in the case of Green Plain Monthly Meeting report that after duly considering the subject we have agreed to propose that that Monthly Meeting be encouraged
to appoint a judicious committee of men & women friends to visit, as way
may open, all who are believed to be members of that Meeting and of
sufficient age to choose for them selves, and having ascertained their
views & wishes, a record should be made of the names of all who desire
to remain in membership with us, together with the names of their minor
children, all of whom should be accounted members, unless they shall
have transgressed the discipline, in which case they should satisfy the
Mo Meeting of their contrition. All who refuse to accede to the foregoing
terms should be deemed to have relinquished their right of membership."

The clerk was directed to furnish Green Plain Monthly Meeting with
a copy of the above minute.

Extracted from the minutes of Miami Quarterly Meeting of Friends
held the 13th of the 11th Mo, 1847.

James M. Janney, Clk.

Green plain Monthly Meeting of Friends 12th mo 15th/47
The friend appointed to distribute the epistles of advice amongst our
members reported the business attended to but there was some remaining,
which he is directed to forward to Friends at Kings Creek and Goshen.

Then Concluded.

Green plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held first Mo 12th 1848.

The first second and ninth queries were read and written answers
agreed upon to be forwarded to the Quarterly meeting to attend therewith
as our representatives we appoint Isaac Warner, Able Walker, Thomas
Meritt who are to report to next meeting. One of the committee appointed
to attend Oakland indulged meeting, reported they were sustained. Wimens
Meeting informed that Eliza Packer formally Webster has accomplished her
marriage contrary to Discipline and that it is their judgment she should
be disowned. Thomas Branosn and Able Walker are appointed to prepare a
testification against her and produce it to next meeting.

The friend appointed to have care of the meeting house informed his
time of appointment would expire next month. Isaac Warner and Simeon
Warner were appointed to open a subscription in order to defray the expenses
of last year and also to propose to next meeting the name of a friend to
have that care the ensuing year.

Then Concluded.

Green plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 2d mo 16th 1848.

The representatives to Quarterly Meeting reported they all attended,
and produced to this meeting 36 copies of the minutes of the Yearly
Meeting one of which was red.

The committee appointed to prepare a testification against Eliza
Packer produced one which was approved and signed and referred to wimen
meeting for further care. The committee appointed to open a subscription
to raise money to defray the expense of keeping the meetinghouse last year,
and produce the name of a friend to have that care the coming year
reported they had raised and paid over the amount and proposed Able
Walker to have that care the ensuing year for the usual sum which is
united with.

A certificate was received from Spring Borough Monthly Meeting
dated 12th mo 23d 1848 for Mariah Merritt and her minor daughter Elizabeth
Ann Borton which was read and accepted.

A minute was received from the Quarterly meeting, which claiming
the attention of this meeting, Thomas Merritt and Able Walker are appointed
to insert in the discipline the proposed change as directed in the extracts
and report in 7th mo. next. Four hundred copies of the minutes of the
Yearly Meeting were produced, one of which was red, and were referred to
the representatives in attendance for distribution amongst the monthly
meetings, whose attention is directed to the subjects therein contained,
and report in 8th mo next that the change made in the Discipline has been
transcribed as directed. Taken from the minutes of Miami Quarterly meeting
of Friends held 12th of 2nd mo/48 by James M. Janney Clerk.

Jonas Janney and Isaac Warner are appointed to open a subscription
to raise money to assist the committee appointed by the Yearly Meeting
Lydia L. French should be testified against; Able Walker and Thomas Branson are appointed to prepare a testification and produce it to next meeting. Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 3rd Mo 15th 1848.
The committee appointed to prepare a testification against Lydia L. French produced one which was read and approved.

Edward Shaw request to be released from recording births and deaths; William Cain and Thomas Meritt are appointed to propose to next meeting the name of a friend to supply his place.

Then concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 4th 12th 1848.
The 1st 2nd and 9 Queries were read in this meeting and written answers agreed on to be forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting to attend which as our representatives we appoint Jonas Janey, Isaac Warner and Thomas Merritt who are to report to next meeting.

The committee appointed to forward the name of a Friend to record births and Deaths propose Simeon Warner which being united with he is appointed.

The committee appointed in the 2nd mount to open a subscription to rais money to assist in the education of the people of Colour reported $3 Dollars and 52 cents collected for that purpose. Isaac Warner is appointed to forrowed to Quarterly Meeting and report to our next.

Oakland indulged Meeting has been kept up. The time for which the clerk and assistant were appointed has expired. Jonas Janey and Able Walker are appointed to propose thename of a friend to serve in that Station the ensuing year.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 5th Mo 17th 1848.
The representatives to the Quarterly Meeting reported they all attended.

The friend appointed to forward the money raised for the education of the People of Color reported the service performed. The committee appointed to propose to this meeting the name of Friends to serve as clerks the ensuing year propose Thomas Branson for clerk and John G. Oldham for assistant which being united with Thomas Branson is appointed John G. Oldham not being present his appointment is defered till next meeting.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 6th Mo 14th 1848.
John G. Oldham now being Present is appointed assistant clerk for the ensuing year.

James Brown informs this meeting that he has so far deviated from the order of Friends as to attend his sisters marriage which was accomplish contrary to Discipline and requests friends to pass by the offence and after a time of deliberation there on Friends united in doing so. Also Asa Williams and Elizabeth his wife inform that they have so far deviated from the order of Society as to suffer the marriage of there Daughter to be accomplished in their house contrary to Discipline and wish Friends to pass by the offence which after a time of deliberation there on Friends unite in doing and the Clerk is directed to inform them there of.

A certificate was received from Fairfax Monthly Meeting for William Schoolly and Abigail his wife with their minor children viz Mary, Lambert, Rachel, Sarah, Abigail, Samuel, Meriam Schoolly Dated 15th of 3rd Mo 1848. which was read and accepted Also one for Sarah Schoolly, and one for Hannah Schoolly from the same meeting bearing the same date. Then Concluded.

Virginia M., Elizabeth and Ruth Alice
Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 7th Mo 12th 1848.

The Queries were all read in this meeting and written answers agreed on to be forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting to attend with which as our representatives we appoint Thomas Branson, John G. Oldham and Able Walker who are to report to next meeting.

The committee appointed in the 11th month last to visit the members of this meeting report that they had attended to the appointment and forward the names of all those who Desire to be in fellowship with us to be recorded which is directed to be forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting. The committee appointed in 2nd month last to inspect the proposed change in the discipline reported the service performed which information is directed to be forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting.

A certificate was received from Cincinnati Monthly Meeting for Robert W. Carrol which was read and accepted. Women Friends inform that Mahala Ann Clemons formerly Bennet has been joined in marriage with a person not in membership with Friends by the assistance of a minister and they have come to the judgment that She Should be testified against. Isaac Warner and Abel Walker are appointed to prepare a testification and forward it to next meeting. Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 6th Mo 16th 1848

The representatives to the quarterly meeting reported they all attended.

Abel Walker, Thomas Merritt and Thomas Branson are appointed to record the names of the members of this meeting in the book obtained for recording births and deaths with an explanatory note suitable to the occasion. The committee appointed to prepare a testification against Mahala Ann Clemons are continued the appointment not being completed with.

Daniel Whitely an Elder in unity Acceptably attended this meeting and produced a minute of concurrence from Milford Monthly Meeting Dated 7th month 20th 1848 the Clerk is directed to furnace him with a coppy of the above minute.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 9th Mo 13th 1848

The committee appointed to record the names of the members of this meeting reported the Service performed.

The Committee appointed to prepare a testification against Mahala Ann Clemons produced one which was read approved and signed and refered to women Friends for further care.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held 10th Mo 18th 1848

Jonas Janney, Jacob Brown and Able Walker are appointed to attend the ensuing Quarterly Meeting and report to next meeting. The committee appointed to attend oakland Indulged Meeting reported that two meetings were dropped on account of Sickness and death which ocured at the house where the Meeting was held and also one meeting on fifth day preceding the yearly Meeting one or more Friends having gone to the yearly meeting and some Absent on business. Isaac Warner, Joshua Harrison and Able Walker are appointed to forward to next Meeting the Name of one or more friends to have the care of the graveyard and also to provide what boards they may think necessary. Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 11th Mo 15th 1848

The representatives to the Quarterly Meeting reported they all attended and produced to this meeting about 50 copies of the minutes of the yearly meeting and a considerable number of copies of the address. The committee appointed to forward the name of a friend to have care of the grave yard not being ready to report are continued.

Then Concluded.
Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 12th Mo 14th 1848

The committee appointed to forward the name of one or more Friends to have the care of the grave yard. Not being ready to report are Continued. Edward and Penninah Shaw request our Certificate for them selves and their three Children viz Robert H., Rebecca, and Mary Elizabeth Shaw, in order to join them to Miami Monthly Meeting. Thomas Branson and Isaac Warner are appointed in conjunction with a like committee of woman Friends to prepare and to produce one to next meeting if no obstructions appears. Thomas Shaw forwards an acknowledgement to his meeting in which he expressed regret for having Signed a document called the Disclamor after a time of deliberation there on it was accepted and he continued a member and he requests our certificate in order to join him to Miami Monthly Meeting. Isaac Warner and Thomas Branson are appointed to make the necessary inquiry and if no obstructions appears prepare and produce one to next meeting. 

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 1st Mo 17th 1849.

The 1st 2nd and 9th Queries were read in this meeting and written answers agreed on to be forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting to attend there with as our representatives we appoint Thomas Merritt, George Brown and Henry Michener who are to report to next meeting.

The committee appointed to forward the names of one or more Friends to have the care of the grave yard offered the names of Able Walker and Joshua Harrison who are united with and they are appointed to the Service.

A certificate was produced for Edward and Penninah Shaw his wife and three Children which was read and approved and Signed one for Thomas Shaw which was approved and Signed and women Friends produced one for Elizabeth Shaw that was united with and the Clerk is directed to forward them.

The committee appointed to attend Oakland meeting through neglect have no report to offer, but the members of that meeting informs that the meetings have all been kept up.

John Shaw forwarded an acknowledgement to last meeting which again claiming the attention of this and after a time of deliberation there on are of the judgement that it did not sufficiently condemn the error; and Thomas Branson is appointed to inform him there of.

This being the time in course to appoint a committee to forward the name of a Friend to have the care of the meeting house and collect money to defray the expense of last year appoint Joshua Harrison and Isaac Warner for that purpose.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 2nd Mo 14th 1849.

The representatives to the Quarterly Meeting reported they all attended. The Committee appointed to forward the name of a friend to have the care of the meeting house the ensuing year and to collect money to defray the expenses of last year reported the service performed and proposed Isaac Warner to have the care the ensuing year which was united with.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 3rd Mo 14th 1849

There being no business the meeting concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 4th Mo 18th 1849

The 1st 2nd and 9th Queries were read in this meeting and written answers agree on to be forward to the Quarterly Meeting to attend with as our representatives we appoint Jonas Janey, Able Walker and Simeon Warner who are to report to next meeting. 

The committee appointed to attend Oakland Indulged meeting report that the meetings had all been kept up. The time to which the clerk and assistant were appointed to serve this meeting has expired. Able Walker and Joshua Harrison are appointed to forward to next meeting the names of Friends to serve the ensuing year. 

Then Concluded
Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 5th mo 16th 1849

The Clerk not being present John G. Oldham is appointed Clerk for the day.

Levi Townsend produced an offering to this meeting condemning the act of signing a protest or disclaimer which was read and accepted and he is continued in membership with us.

One of the representatives to the Quarterly meeting reported they all attended, The Committee appointed to forward the names for Clerk and assistant offered the names of Thomas Branson for Clerk and John G. Oldham for assistant which was united with Thomas not being present his appointment is deferred till next meeting. Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 6th mo 13th 1849

Thomas Branson now being present is appointed to serve this meeting as Clerk the ensuing year and John G. Oldham is appointed assistant.

Womens meeting produced a certificate for Hannah P. Wilson transferring her right of membership to Cincinnatti Monthly Meeting which was read approved and signed.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly meeting of Friends held 7th mo 18th 1849

The Querries were all read in this meeting and written answers agreed on to be forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting to attend which as our representatives we appoint Thomas Branson, Levi Warner and Joshua Harrison who are to report to next meeting.

One of the committee appointed to attend Oakland Indulged Meeting reported that the meeting were all kept up.

Levi Townsend request our certificate in order to Join him to Short Creek monthly meeting Ohio. Able Walker and Henry Michener are appointed if no obstructions appears to prepare and produce one to next meeting.

The unclosed minute of the yearly meeting as noticed in 11th mo 1847 in respect to this meeting has received attention but we believe it will be benefitial to leave it open another year.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly meeting of Friends held 8th mo 15th 1849

The representatives to the Quarterly Meeting reported one of them attended and a sufficient reason was rendered for one of the two that were absent and the other informed this meeting he was prevented from an unavoidable circumstance, the clerk is directed to give that information to the Quarterly meeting.

The committee appointed to prepare a certificate for Levi Townsend are continued the service not being performed.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain monthly meeting of Friends held 9th mo 12th 1849 The committee appointed to prepare a certificate for Levi Townsend produced one which was read approved and signed and the Clerk is directed to forward it.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly of Friends held 10th mo 17th 1849

Joshua W. Warner produced an offering to this meeting expresive of regret for a breach of discipline in the accomplishment of his marriage which was read and accepted; and he is continued a member.

A certificate was received from Short Creek Monthly Meeting of Friends Dated 6th mo 21st 1849 for Avis Thomas one for Abagail M. Lawrence from the Same Meeting and same Date which were both read and accepted. Our Esteemed Friend Thomas Fawcett in the course of a religous visit to Indiana Yearly Meeting and its members in company with his wife acceptably attended this meeting.

Isaac Warner, Joshua Harrison and Thomas Merritt are appointed to attend the ensuing Quarterly Meeting and report to our next

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 11th mo 14th 1849
The representatives to the Quarterly Meeting reported they all attended and produced 45 copies of the Minutes of the yearly meeting and also a considerable number of the Memorials of our Friend, Margaret Hatton deceased which is directed to be distribute amongst our members, agreeable to the directions of the Quarterly Meeting on the subject of yearly meeting Stock we appoint Joshua Harrison and Wm Cain to open a subscription in order to raise money for that purpose and report in 1st Mo next. Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 12th Mo 12th 1849
Able Walker and Joshua Harrison are appointed to apply for and receive the former minutes of this meeting and report when ready. Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 1st Mo 16th 1850
Thomas Swayne produced The Following acknowledgement which after a time of Deliberation thereon was received and Isaac Warner is appointed to inform him

As regards the stand I took against the order of Society I am now prepared to condemn and if in accordance with your judgements I desire that my name shall be recorded as a member.

The 1st 2nd and ninth Queries were red and written answers agreed on to be forward to the Quarterly Meeting and to attend which as our representatives we appoint Jonas Janey, Isaac Warner and Joshua Harrison who are to report to next meeting.

One of the Committee appointed to attend oakland indulged Meeting report they had been kept up.

A Certificate was received from Miami Monthly Meeting for Marcelius S. Cook and his minor Children; namely Esther Jane and Harriet E. Cook which was read and accepted.

The committee appointed to apply for and receive the former minutes of this meeting reported that they had obtained them. The committee appointed in the 11th Mo last to offer a subscription to raise money for yearly meeting stock reported the amount subscribed which is directed to be forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting by our representatives. This being the time in course to appoint a committee to forward the name of a Friend to have the care of the meeting house and to collect money to defray the expense of last year we appoint Joshua Harrison and Evert Foulk for that purpose who are to report to next meeting.

Marcellius S. Cook and Eliza W. Branson informed this Meeting they intend marriage with each other they having consent of parents. Able Walker and Thomas Merritt are appointed to Make the necessary inquiry and report to next meeting. Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 2nd Mo 13th 1850
Isaac Warner reported that he had informed Thomas Swayne of the reception of his acknowledgement.

One of the representatives reported that one of them attended a satisfactory reason was given for the absence of Joshua Harrison and Isaac Warner informed this Meeting that he was prevented from attending on account of indisposition of his family. The representative in attendance informed that the money raised for the use of the yearly meeting was paid over.

The Committee appointed to raise money to defray the expense of keeping the meeting house last year reported the amount raised and paid over and propose that Joshua Harrison should have the care of the house the ensuing year which was united with and he appointed to that service. The Friends appointed to make the necessary inquiry in respects to Marcelius S. Cook and Eliza W. Branson proceeding in marriage no obstruction.

Marcelius S. Cook and Eliza W. Branson informs that they continue their intentions of marriage with each other and no obstructions appearing they are left at liberty to proceed according to discipline. Able Walker and Isaac Warner are appointed to attend the marriage see that good order is observed return the certificate to be recorded, and report to next meeting.
Thomas Merritt, Jonas Janey and Simeon Warner are appointed to assist the clerk in revising and recording the Minutes of this Meeting and report when done
Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 3rd Mo 13th 1850.
The clerk not being present, Able Walker is appointed for the day
One of the Friends appointed to attend the marriage of Marcelius S. Cook and Eliza W. Branson reported it was orderly accomplish and the certificate placed in the hands of the recorder.
Joshua W. Warner request our certificate to join him to Center Monthly Meeting Clinton County Ohio. Isaac Warner and Able Walker are appointed to prepare one and produce it to next meeting if no obstructions appears
Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 4th Mo 19th 1850
The 1st, 2nd and 9th Queries were read in this meeting and written answers agreed on to be forward to the Quarterly Meeting to attend there with as our representatives we appoint Thomas Branson, Evert Foulk and Levi Warner who are to report to next meeting.
The Friends appointed to prepare a certificate for Joshua W. Warner to join him to Center Monthly Meeting Clinton County Ohio produced one which was approved and signed
The clerk is directed to forward it
James P. Harrison and Ruth Hannah Brown informs this meeting they intend marriage with each other they having consent of parents. Able Walker and Isaac Warner are appointed to make the necessary inquiry and report to next meeting
A certificate was received from Whitewater Monthly Meeting Dated 2nd Mo 27th 1850 for Elamor Sands; one for Edith Jones both same date were read and accepted
Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 5th Mo 15th 1850
The representatives to the Quarterly Meeting reported they all attended.
The Friends appointed to make the necessary inquiry in respect to James P. Harrison and Ruth Hannah Brown proceeding in marriage with each other reported no obstructions they are left at liberty to proceed according to discipline. William Schoolly and Jonas Janey are appointed to attend the marriage see that good order is observed return the certificate to be recorded and report to next meeting.
Levi Warner and Thomas Merritt are appointed to forward to next Meeting the name of a Friend to Serve This Meeting as clerk and one for assistant.
Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 6th Mo 12th 1850
The friends appointed to attend the marriage of James P. Harrison and Ruth Hannah Brown reported that it was orderly accomplished and the certificate returned to the recorder.
The friends appointed to forward the names of friends to serve this meeting as clerks proposed Thomas Branson for clerk and John G Oldham for assistant which is united with and they appointed to the service the ensuing year.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 7 Mo 17th 1850
The Queries were all read in this meeting and written answers agreed on to be forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting to attend there with as our representatives are Levi Warner, Thomas Meritt and Simeon Warner who are to report to next meeting.
one of the committee appointed to attend Oakland indulged meeting reported that they had all been kept up.
The preparative meeting informed that William Harrison has accomplished his Marriage contrary to the order of our Society. Thomas Branson and Abel
The representatives to the Quarterly meeting reported they all attended.

Then concluded.

At Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 8th Mo 14th 1850
The representatives to the Quarterly meeting reported they all attended. The committee appointed to visit William Harrison reported, they had an opportunity with him and that he did not appear to desire to continue his right of membership; Isaac Warner & Thomas Branson are appointed to prepare and produce a testification to next meeting.

Isaac M. Baret and Rebecca Swain informed this meeting that they intended marriage with each other.

Then concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 9th 19th 1850
One of the friends appointed to prepare a testification against William Harrison produced one which was approved and signed; and Isaac Warner is appointed to offer him a copy thereof and inform him of his right of appeal and report to next meeting.

Isaac M. Barret and Rebecca Swain informed this meeting that they continued their intention of marriage with each other he having produced a certificate from Miami Monthly Meeting suitable to the occasion and having consent of parents they are left at liberty to accomplish the same according to our order. Abel Walker and Joshua Harrison are appointed to attend the marriage see that good order is observed return the certificate to the recorder and report to next meeting.

Samuel N. Mathews and Esther Branson informed this meeting that they intend marriage with each other.

Then concluded.

Green Plain Monthly meeting of friends held 10 Mo 16th 1850
The friend appointed to offer William Harrison a copy of his testification and inform him of his right of appeal reported the service performed.

The friend appointed to attend the marriage of Isaac M. Barrett and Rebecca Swain reported it was orderly accomplished and the certificate placed in the hands of the recorder.

Samuel N. Mathews and Esther Ann Branson inform this meeting they continue their intentions of marriage with each other he having produced a certificate suitable to the occasion from Whitewater Monthly meeting dated 25th of 9th mo 1850 having consent of parents and no obstruction appearing are left at liberty to proceed according to discipline. And at their request a meeting is appointed to morrow at the usual hour for that purpose. Abel Walker and Isaac Warner are appointed to attend the marriage see that good order is observed and place the certificate in the hands of the recorder and report to next meeting.

The committee appointed to assist the clerk in revising and recording the minutes of this meeting reported they have all been recorded up to the present time.

Jonas Janney, Thomas Swain and Thomas Merrit are appointed to attend the ensuing Quarterly meeting and report to next meeting.

One of the Committee appointed to attend Oakland indulged meeting reported they had all been kept up.

Levi Warner, Thomas Merrit and William Cain are appointed to consider the propriety of a change of Overseers and propose to next Meeting the names of two friends to serve in that Station.

Then Concluded.

Green plain monthly meeting of friends held 11th mo 15th 1850
The friends appointed to attend the Marriage of Samuel N. Mathews and Esther Ann Branson reported it was orderly accomplished and the certificate placed in the hands of the recorder.

The representatives to the Quarterly meeting reported they all
attended, and received ten copies of the discipline and thirty six of the minutes of the Yearly meeting. Abel Walker is appointed to distribute them among the members of this meeting and also to have the care of the copies of the discipline.

The friends appointed to propose to this meeting the names of two friends to serve in the Station of Overseers reported the names of Abel Walker and Isaac Warner which being united with they are appointed.

Then concluded

Green plain monthly meeting of friends held 12th mo 18th 1850

The friend appointed to distribute the minutes of the Yearly meeting and to have the care of the copies of discipline reported that it had been attended to.

Certificates were received for Lydia, Ann, Sarah Esther, Emeline, and Mary Ellen Schooley, from Fairfax monthly meeting dated 11th mo 10th 1850 which was read and accepted.

In accordance with the directions of the Quarterly meeting in respect to that part of the Yearly meeting minutes claiming the attention of this we appoint Isaac Warner, Joshua Harrison and Thomas Merrit to open a subscription to raise money for the use of the committee appointed to extend care to the people of colour and report to next meeting.

Then concluded

Green plain monthly meeting of friends held 8mo 15" 1851 (1st mo)

The 1st 2nd and 9th queries were read in this meeting and written answers agreed on to be forwarded to the quarterly meeting to attend therewith as our representatives we appoint Abel Walker, Marcellus S. Cook, Thomas Merrit and Jonas Janney who are to report to next meeting.

A certificate was received from Fairfax monthly meeting Loudon County Virginia dated 12th of 11th mo 1850 for Joel, Daniel and Elijah Schooley transferring their right of membership to this meeting which was read and accepted.

The friends appointed to raise money for the use of the Yearly meetings Committee on the education of the people of Colour reported they had raised six dollars and twenty two cents which is directed to be forwarded to the Quarterly meeting by our representatives.

The time has expired for which the friend was appointed to have the care of the meeting house; Isaac Warner and Abel Walker are appointed to collect a sum sufficient to defray the expense thereof and pay him for his services and propose to next meeting the name of a friend to have that care the ensuing year.

Then concluded

Green plain monthly meeting of friends held 2nd mo 12th 1851

The representatives to the quarterly meeting reported they all attended.

The friends appointed to raise money to defray the expense of keeping the meeting house last year and pay the friend for his services reported they have settled with him, also have agreed with Abel Walker to have the care thereof the ensuing year for the sum of eight dollars which is united with.

Then concluded

Green plain monthly meeting of friends held 3rd mo 12th 1851

Abel Walker, Thomas Swayne, and Thomas Merrit are appointed to propose to next meeting the name of a friend to read marriage certificates if way should open.

Then concluded

Green plain monthly meeting of friends held 4th mo 16 1851

The friends appointed at last meeting to bring to bring forward the name of a friend to read marriage Certificates proposed Thomas Swain with which the meeting unites and he is appointed.
An offering was received from George W. Brown for accomplishing his marriage contrary to discipline and after deliberation thereupon this Meeting is united in continuing his right of membership. The 1st 2nd and 9th queries have been read in this meeting and written answers agreed on to be forwarded to our next quarterly meeting to attend therewith as our representatives we appoint Thomas Merrit, William Schooley and Thomas Swain who are to report to next meeting.

This meeting is informed that all the meetings of Oakland indulged meeting have been kept up.

Then Concluded.

Green plain monthly meeting of friends held 5th mo 14th 1851

The representatives to quarterly meeting reported they all attended. Womens meeting informs that Sarah Ann Warner requests to be united in membership with friends and that she has been visited on the occasion and are united in receiving her; with which this meeting unites.

Then Concluded.

Green plain monthly meeting of friends held 6th mo 18th 1851

John G. Oldham was appointed clerk for the day. Harlan Ingram requests our certificate to join him to Green street Monthly Meeting Philadelphia; Thomas Swain and Isaac Warner are appointed to prepare one and produce it to next meeting if they find nothing to obstruct.

Women friends informs this meeting that Ann outland formerly Brown has accomplished her marriage contrary to discipline with the assistance of a minister, and had visited her on the occasion and thought right that a testification should be issued against her, with which this meeting unites, Abel Walker and Thomas Merrit are appointed to prepare one and produce it to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

Green plain monthly meeting of friends held 7th mo 16th 1851

The queries were all read in this meeting and answers united with to be forwarded to the quarterly meeting to attend therewith as our representatives we appoint Levi Warner, William Cain, and Abel Walker who are to report to next meeting.

The friends appointed to prepare and produce to this meeting a certificate for Harlan Ingram prepared one which was read approved and signed, and the Clerk directed to forward it to the monthly meeting.

The friends appointed to prepare and produce to this meeting a testification for Ann Outland produced one which was read approved and signed and forwarded to women friends for further service according to discipline.

This meeting is informed that all the meetings of Oakland indulged meeting have been kept up.

Then Concluded.

Green plain monthly meeting of friends held 8 mo 15th 1851

The representatives to the quarterly meeting reported they all attended.

A certificate was received from Abington monthly meeting dated 27th of 8th mo 1849 for John Lukins which was read and accepted and John Oldham is appointed to inform him thereof.

Then Concluded.

Green plain monthly meeting of friends held 17th 9th mo 1851

John Oldham informed this meeting that he gave John Lucas the necessary information.

Our friend Amos Peasley in the course of a religious visit to Ohio and Indiana Yearly meetings acceptably attended this and produced a minute of Concurrence from Green Street Monthly meeting Philadelphia dated 7th mo 17th 1851 endorsed by Philadelphia Quarterly meeting held at Radnor 8th mo 5th 1851. The clerk is directed to furnish him with a copy of the
Green plain monthly meeting of friends held 10th mo 15th 1851
Abner Warner produced an offering to this meeting for his outgoing in Marriage which was read and after a time of deliberation thereon it was accepted. Abel Walker is appointed to inform him thereof.

Women's Meeting informs that Elizabeth W. Futton has accomplished her marriage contrary to discipline and it is their judgement that she should be testified against, Abel Walker and Thomas Merrit are appointed to prepare and produce one to next meeting.

William Schooley, Thomas Swain and Isaac Warner are appointed to attend the ensuing quarterly meeting and report to our next meeting.
One of the friends appointed to attend Oakland indulged meeting reported the meetings had been kept up
Abel Walker and Joshua Harrison are appointed to bring forward the name of a friend to serve this meeting as clerk and one for assistant the ensuing year.
Then Concluded

Green plain monthly meeting of friends held 11th mo 12th 1851
The friends appointed to prepare and produce to this meeting a testification for Elizabeth W. Futton produced one which was read approved and signed and forwarded to women's meeting for further service according to discipline.

One of the Representatives to the Quarterly meeting reported they all attended and produced fifty copies of the minutes of the Yearly meeting.
The friends appointed to propose to this meeting the name of a friend to serve as clerk and one for assistant proposed Thomas Branson for Clerk and James Harrison for Assistant who being united with are appointed to the Service for the ensuing year.
Abel Walker, Isaac Warner and Jonas Janney are appointed to open a free subscription to raise money for Yearly Meeting Stock and report in the 1st month next.

Then Concluded

Green plain monthly meeting of friends held 12th mo 17th 1851
No business appearing the meeting

Concludes

Green plain monthly meeting of friends held 1st mo 14th 1852
The first, second and ninth queries were read in this meeting and written answers agreed on to be forwarded to the Quarterly meeting to attend therewith as our representatives we appoint Abel Walker, Thomas Swain, and Simeon Warner who are to report to next meeting.
We have no official report from Oakland indulged meeting at this time.
The friends appointed in the eleventh month last to open a subscription to raise money for Yearly meeting not being ready to make a full report are continued to report in the fourth month next.
This being the time in course to appoint a committee to forward the name of a friend to have the care of the meeting house the ensuing year, and also to open a subscription to raise money to defray the expense and settle with the friend who had that care last year, we appoint Everet Foulk and Joshua Harrison for that purpose who are to report to next meeting.

Then Concluded

Green Plain monthly meeting of friends held 2nd mo 18th 1852
The representatives to the Quarterly meeting reported they all attended.
The friends appointed to collect money to defray the expense of keeping the meeting house settle with the friend who had that care last year also to forward the name of a friend to have that care the ensuing year proposed Abel Walker which is united with; but some friends omitting to pay their portion of the expense in time to make settlement the committee are continued.

Then Concluded
Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 3rd mo 17th 1852
The representatives to the Quarterly meeting reported they all attended.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 4th mo 14th 1852
The first second and ninth queries were read in this meeting and written answers agreed on to be forwarded to the quarterly meeting to attend therewith as our representatives we appoint Thomas Branson, Joshua Harrison, and James Harrison and report to next meeting.

This meeting is informed that the meetings of Oakland indulged meeting have been kept up.

The friends appointed to open a subscription in order to raise money for the use of the Yearly meeting reported the sum of ten dollars and twenty cents which is directed to be forwarded to the Quarterly meeting by the representatives.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 5th mo 12th 1852
The representatives to the Quarterly meeting reported they all attended.

William Cain requests our certificate for himself and family in order to join them to Whitewater monthly meeting Indiana; Thomas Branson and Thomas Swain are appointed to make the necessary inquiry and if no obstruction appears prepare one and produce it to next meeting.

Jonas Janney and James Harrison are appointed to assist the Clerk in revising and recording the minutes of this meeting and report when finished.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 6th mo 16th 1852
A certificate was received from Deer creek monthly meeting for Charles Shin and his minor children viz, Joseph, Albina and Hannah which was read and accepted.

The friends appointed to prepare and produce to this meeting a Certificate for William Cain and Wife and their three minor Children produced one which was read approved and signed and directed to be forwarded to Whitewater monthly meeting Indiana.

Thomas Branson, Isaac Waither and William Schooley are appointed in conjunction with a like Committee of Women friends who are to attend Oakland indulged meeting and report their care to each monthly meeting proceeding the Quarter.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 7th mo 14th 1852
Isaac Richardson produced and offering to this meeting which was read and accepted, and he restored to his right of membership.

The queries were all read in this meeting, and written answers agreed on to be forwarded to the quarterly meeting to attend which as our representatives we appoint Jonas Janney, Marcellious T. Cook and Abel Walker and to report to the next meeting.

The meetings of Oakland indulged meeting have all been kept up.

The friends appointed to assist the Clerk in revising and recording the minutes of this meeting, reported they were all recorded up to the present time.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends, held 8th mo 18th 1852
The representatives to the Quarterly meeting reported they all attended.

Women friends informs that they are satisfied that Anna Meritt should be testified against; Joshua Harrison and Abel Walker are appointed to prepare and produce a testification to next meeting.

Then Concluded
Green Plain monthly meeting of Friends held 9th mo 15th 1852
The Committee appointed to prepare a testification against Anna Meritt produced one, which was read, approved, and directed to be signed, and forwarded to the women's meeting for their action according to discipline.

Richard Crowell (a minister) accepted this meeting with a minute from New York Monthly Meeting held 8th mo 4th 1852.

Rachel Hicks (a minister) accepted this meeting with a minute from Westbury Monthly Meeting held 7th mo 14th 1852 and endorsed by Westbury Quarterly Meeting held 7th 22th 1852.

Amos and Caroline Willetts (companions of Rachel Hicks) accepted this meeting with a minute from New York Monthly Meeting held 8th mo 4th 1852.

The clerk is directed to furnish the above named friends with the minutes of their acceptance with us.

Then concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 10th 185h 1852
The clerk being absent James Harrison is appointed Clerk for the day.

William Schooley, James P. Harrison and Simeon Warner are appointed to attend the ensuing Quarterly Meeting, and report to next meeting.

All of the meetings of Oakland indulged meeting have been kept up.

A certificate has been received from Miami Monthly Meeting held 9th mo 22nd 1852 for Louisa Lukin; which was read and accepted.

Then Concluded

Green Plain monthly meeting of Friends held 11th mo 17th 1852
The clerk not being present James P. Harrison is appointed Clerk for the day.

One of the representatives to the late Quarterly meeting reports they all attended, and have produced to this meeting 40 copies of the minutes to the late Yearly meeting which are left with Abel Walker for distribution.

The committee appointed to visit Robert Way and family attended to the appointment and are willing to receive their certificate with which the meeting unites; Joshua Harrison is appointed to inform him of the reception of it.

Marcellous Cook, Thomas Swayne and Jonas Janney, are appointed to open a free subscription to raise money for the use of the committee on the concerns of the people of colour and report to next meeting.

Then concluded

Green Plain monthly meeting of Friends held 12th mo 19th 1852
The friend appointed to inform Robert Way of the reception of his certificate, paid attention thereto, but Robert not being at home, is continued.

Robert W. Carrol has removed within the verge of Cincinatti monthly meeting, and requests our certificate in order to join him thereto; Isaac Warner and Thomas Branson are appointed to prepare and produce one to next meeting if no obstruction appears.

Abel Walker, Thomas Swayne and Levi Warner are to forward to next meeting the name of a friend to serve this meeting as clerk and one for assistant the ensuing year.

Then concluded

Green Plain monthly meeting of Friends held 1st mo 12th 1853
The 1st 2nd and 9th queries were read in this meeting, and answers agreed on to be forwarded to the quarterly meeting, to attend which as our representatives we appoint Thomas Swayne, Jonas Janney, and Thomas Branson, who are to report to next meeting.

This meeting is informed that Robert Way has heard the necessary information respecting his certificate.

The friends appointed to prepare a certificate for Robert W. Carrol produced one which was read, approved and signed, and the clerk directed to forward it.

The friends to propose the names of friends to serve this meeting as Clerks proposed Thomas Branson for Clerk and James P. Harrison for assistant, which being united with, they are appointed for the ensuing year.

One of the committee appointed to attend Oakland indulged meeting informs the meetings have all been kept up.
The committee appointed to open a subscription to raise money for the use of the committee on the people of colour reported 5$ for that purpose which is directed to be forwarded to the treasurer of the quarterly meeting by our representatives.

The preparative meeting informs this that Daniel P. Wilson and Jesse W. Cook jr have so far deviated from the order of our Society as to encourage and attend a dancing school.

Jesse W. Cook jr produced to this meeting an acknowledgement, condemning his error in encouraging, and attending a dancing school which is accepted.

Levi Warner and Thomas Branson are appointed to visit Daniel P. Wilson on the ground of complaint against him and report to next meeting.

Joshua Harrison and Isaac Warner are appointed to open a subscription to raise money to defray expense of, and settle with the friend who had the care of the meeting house last year; and propose to next meeting the name of a friend to have the care thereof the ensuing year.

Then concluded.

Green Plain monthly meeting of Friends held 2nd mo 16th 1853
The representatives to the quarterly meeting reports the all attended.

The friends appointed to visit Daniel P. Wilson not being ready to report, are continued.

The friends appointed to raise money and settle with the friend for keeping the meeting house last year, reports, they have settled with him, and propose the name of Abel Walker to have the care thereof the ensuing year for 8$ with which this meeting unites.

Then concluded.

At Green Plain monthly meeting of Friends held 3rd mo 16th 1853
The clerk being absent James P. Harrison is appointed for the day.

One of the committee appointed to visit Daniel P. Wilson, reports, he had an opportunity with him, and he not being willing to condemn his conduct Isaac Warner and Thomas Swayne are appointed to prepare a testification against him, and produce it to next meeting.

Jonas and Ruth Janney request our certificate for themselves and four minor children, viz. Elouisa D., Mary E., Nancy C. and James E. Janney to join them to Springborough monthly meeting.

Abel Walker and Joshua Harrison are appointed with a like committee of Women friends to make the necessary inquiry and if no obstruction appears prepare and produce one to next meeting.

Nixon G. Brown requests our certificate in order to join in marriage with Hannah P. Wilson, a member of Goose Creek monthly meeting Virginia. Simeon Warner and Marcellious T. Cook are appointed to make the necessary enquiry respecting his clearness of like engagements and if no obstruction appears prepare and produce one to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

At green plain monthly meeting of friends held 4th mo 16th 1853
The clerk being absent James is appointed for the day.

1st 2nd and 9th Queries were read in this meeting and written answers agreed on to be forwarded to the Quarterly meeting to attend which as our representatives we appoint Isaac Warner, William Schooley and Joshua Harrison who are to report to next meeting.

Oakland indulged meetings have all been kept up.

The committee appointed to prepare a testification against Daniel Wilson produced one which was read approved and signed, and Isaac Warner appointed to inform him of his right of appeal and report to next meeting.

The friends appointed to prepare a certificate for Jonas and Ruth Janney and family produced one which was read approved, and signed and the clerk directed to forward it and report to next meeting.

A certificate was produced from womens meeting for Lydia Janney a minister and member in unity with us to transfer her right of membership to Springborough Monthly meeting which read approved and signed.

Then concluded.
At Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 5th Mo 13th 1853
The representatives to the Quarterly meeting reported they all attended.
The Friend appointed to report the results to next meeting.
Fairfax monthly meeting Loudon County, Va., informs that Arnold Boon Holmes
a member of that meeting who now resides within the limits of this has
accomplished his marriage contrary to Discipline and requests this meeting
to treat with him on the occasion and report the result of our
labours to that meeting.

Then concluded.

At Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 6th Mo. 15th 1853
One of the friends appointed in Arnold Boon Holmes case reports that he
had an opportunity with him that he is Desirous to retain his right of
membership and he has produced an acknowledgement with which this
meeting unites, and are writing he should be retained a member. The
clerk is directed to inform Fairfax Monthly meeting the judgement of this.

Then concluded.

At Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 7th Mo. 13th 1853
The Queries were all read in this meeting and answers agreed on to
be forward to the Quarterly meeting to attend with which is our representa-
tives we appoint Isaac Warner, Isaac Richardson and James Harrison who
are to report to next meeting.
The meetings of Oakland indulged meetings have all been kept up.
Marcellus S. & Elizabeth W. Cook request our certificate For them
Selves and their three minor Children Namely Ester Jane, Harriet E. &
Anna B Cook in order to Join them to Fall Creek Monthly Meeting, Madison
County Indiana. Simeon Warner & Thomas Swain in Conjunction with women
Friends are appointed to make the necessary enquiry and produce one to next
meeting if no obstruction appears.

Then Concluded.

At Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 8th Mo 17th 1853.
The representatives to the Quarterly meeting reported they all
Attended.
The Friends appointed to prepare and produce to this meeting a certificate
for Marcellous S Cook and Family to fall creek Monthly Meeting Madison
County Indiana produced one which was approved and directed to be signed
and forwarded to that meeting.
Thomas Branson requests our certificate in order to Join in marriage with
Tamson M. Walker a member of hopewell monthly Meeting Frederic County
Virginia. Isaac Warner & Thomas Swain are appointed to make the necessary
enquiry and if no obstruction appears prepare and produce one to next
meeting.

Then Concluded.

At Green plain monthly meeting of Friends held 9th Mo 14th 1853
James P. Harrison was appointed Clerk for the Day.
The friends appointed to prepare a certificate for Thomas Branson produced
one which was read approved and directed to be signed.

Then Concluded.

At Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 10th Mo 12th 1853
The Clerk not being present James P. Harrison is appointed Clerk for the Day.
Joshua Harrison, Jacob Brown and Thomas Swaine are appointed to attend
the ensuing quarterly meeting and report to next meeting.

A certificate was received at this meeting from Goose Creek Monthly
Meeting Virginia for Hannah P. Brown which was read and accepted.
The Clerk is directed to inform the quarterly meeting the reason for there
being no answer to the 9th query it was an oversight in the Clerk in
transcribing the minutes.
Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 11th Mo 16th 1853

The representatives to the Quarterly meeting reported they all attended and produced about 50 copies of the minutes of the Yearly Meeting which is Directed to be Divided amongst our members a certificate was received from Fairfax Monthly Meeting Loudon County Va. for Arnold Boon Homes which was red but he not being present Able Walker is appointed to inform him thereof

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 12th Mo 14th 1853.
The friend appointed to inform Arnold Boon Holmes of the reception of his certificate has attended thereto and it is now accepted

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 1st Mo 18th 1854

The 1st 2nd & 9th Queries were red in this meeting and answers united in to be forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting by our representative who are George Brown, Abel Walker and Isaac Warner who are to report to next meeting.

The committee appointed to attend Oakland indulged meeting informs that the meetings have all been kept up to satisfaction. Thomas Swayn, Simeon Warner and Isaac Warner are appointed to propose to next meeting the name of a friend to serve this meeting as clerk and one for assistant the ensuing year. Joshua Harrison and Isaac Warner are appointed to collect money and Defray the expenses last year and to agree with one to have that care the ensuing year and report to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

At Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 2nd Mo 15th 1854

The representative to the Quarterly Meeting reported they all attended.

The Friend appointed to propose the name of a friend to serve this meeting as clerk and one for assistant proposed Thomas Branson for Clerk and James P. Harrison for assistant who are united with and they appointed for the ensuing year.

The friend appointed to settle with the friend that had the care of the Meeting house last year reported the service performed; and have agreed with Abel Walker to have that care the ensuing year for $9.00 which is united with

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 3rd Mo 15th 1854

James P. Harrison & Simeon Warner are appointed to assist the Clerk in revising and recording the minutes of this meeting.

Women's Meeting produced a certificate to this meeting for Sarah Brown inorder to join her to Hopewell Monthly Meeting State of Va. which with Some alteration was red approved and signed.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 4th Mo 12th 1854. The 1st 2nd and 9th Queries were red in this meeting and answers united in to be forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting to attend with which as our representatives we appoint Thomas Branson, Isaac Richardson and Wm. Schoolly who are to report to next meeting.

The indulged meeting at Oakland have all been kept up to satisfaction A certificate was received from Hopewell Monthly Meeting State of Va. for Tamson H. Branson Dated 3rd Mo 9th 1854 which was red and accepted.

The Subject of appointing a committee to forward the name or names of one or more individuals to serve in the stations Elders has claimed
the attention of this meeting but is thought best to refer it for consideration another month.
Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 5th Mo 17th 1854
The representatives to the Quarterly Meeting reported two of them attended. a reason will be expected at next meeting for the non attendance of Isaac Richardson.
The Subject of Elders as refered from last Meeting being again considered Thoams Branson, Isaac Warner and Abel Walker are appointed in conjunction of a like commity of woman Friends to propose to next meeting the name of one or more Friends to Serve in that Station.
Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 6 mo 15th 1854
The reason of Isaac Richardson's non attendence at last quarterly meeting was on account of wrong information as to the time of the cars leaving the station.
The committee appointed to forward the name of one or more persons to serve this meeting as elders propose the name of Hannah Walker which is united with. And the clerk is directed to furnish the Preparative Meeting of Ministers and Elders with a copy of the above minute.
Charles Shinn requests our certificate for himself and three minor children namely Joseph, Alzina and Hannah in order to join them to Wite Water Monthly Meeting Ind. Isaac Warner and Thomas Swayne are appointed in conjunction with a like committee of women friends and if no obstruction appears to prepare and produce one to next meeting
Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 7m 12th 1854
The queries were all read in this meeting and written answers thereto united in to be forwarded to the ensuing quarterly meeting to attend with which as our representatives we appoint Isaac Warner, Jacob Brown and Thomas Branson who are to report to next meeting.
Oakland indulged Meeting has been kept to Satisfaction.
The friends appointed to prepare a certificat for Charles Shinn and his minor children produced one which was read approved and sighed and directed to be forwarded.
Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 8mo 16th 1854
Isaac and Sarah Ann Warner request for their five monor children namely Ann Elizabeth, John G., Simeon, Joseph and Amos P Warner to be received in membership with us with witch this and Womens Meeting unites.
An offering was received from Levi Oldham condemning the course he pressed in the accomplishment of his marriage which was received and he continued a member. Henry Michiner is appointed to inform him thereof.
Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly meeting of Friends held 9mo 13th 1854
Henry Michiner not being present is continued.
Womens meeting informs that Lidia Warner requests to be united in membership with Friends with which this meeting unites.
Then Concluded.

Green Plain monthly meeting of Friends held 10 Mo 13th 1854
Henry Michiner not being present is continued.
Thomas Swayne, James P. Harrison and George N Brown are appointed our representatives to attend the ensuing quarterly meeting and report to next meeting. Oakland indulged meeting has been kept up to Satisfaction.
Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly meeting held 11mo 14th 1854
Henry Michiner informs that the Service to which he was appointed
has been performed

The representatives to the quarterly meeting report they all attended and forwarded to this meeting our share of the yearly meeting extracts together with an address from the meeting of Sufferings which is directed to be distributed amongst our members.

Womens meeting informs that Lidia Elen Oldham requests to become a member of our Society that they have visited her on the occasion and are willing her request should be granted with which this meeting unites. Thomas Swayne, Thomas Branson and Able Walker are appointed to make the alterations in our book of discipline as directed by the yearly meeting and report to next meeting.

---

At Green Plain monthly Meeting of Friends held 12mo 13th 1854.

The Clerk not being present James P. Harrison is appointed for the day.

The committee appointed to make the alterations in our book of discipline as directed by the yearly meeting report the service performed. Womens Meeting informs that Eliza Brown requests to become a member with us that she has been visited on the occasion and that they are willing to grant her request with which this meeting unites then Concluded.

---

at Green Plain monthly Meeting of Friends held 1mo 17th 1855

The 1st 2nd and 9th queries were read in this meeting and written answers there to agreed upon to be forwarded to the quarterly Meeting to attend with which as our representatives we appoint Isaac Warner, George W. Brown and Thomas Branson who are to report to next meeting.

Oakland indulged meeting has been kept up, to satisfaction Joshua Harrison and Everet Folk are appointed to agree with and bring forward the name of a friend to have the care of the meeting house the ensuing year and raise means and settle with the friend for that care last year and report to next meeting.

---

At Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 2nd mo 14th 1855

The Friends appointed to agree with a friend to have the care of the meeting house the ensuing year report that they have settled for care of it last year and propose the name of Able Walker to have the care the ensuing year for the sum of 9 dollars.

then Concluded

---

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 3rd Mo 14th 1855

The preparative Meeting informs that Elwood Brown has accomplished his marriage contrary to discipline. Thomas Branson and Isaac Warner are appointed to confer with him on the occasion and report to next meeting. Also that Edwin Brown has accomplished his marriage contrary to discipline. Thomas Branson and Isaac Warner are appointed to confer with him on the occasion and report to next meeting.

Then Concluded

---

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 4mo 18th 1855

The 1st 2nd and 9th queries were read in this meeting and written answers agreed upon to be forwarded to the quarterly meeting to attend with which as our representatives we appoint Edward Merit, Thomas Branson and Joshua Harrison who are to report to next meeting. Oakland indulged Meeting has been kept up to Satisfaction

Womens Meeting informs that Caroline Eliot formerly Brown has accomplished her marriage contrary to discipline that they had written to her on the occasion and that she does not manifest any wish to retain her right of membership amongst us and that they are of opinion she should be testified against with which this meeting unites; Isaac Warner and Thomas Branson are appointed to prepare and produce one to next meeting.

The friends appointed to confer with Elwood Brown are continued.

The friends appointed to confer with Edwin Brown report that have
attended to the appointment and that he manifest no desire to retain his
right of membership among us this meeting unites in appointing Simeon
Warner and Thomas Swayne to prepare and produce to next meeting a
testification against him. Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 5mo. 16th 1855
The representatives to the quarterly meeting report they all
attended.

The committee appointed to produced a testification against Elwood
Brown produced one which was read and directed to be sighed and the clerk
directed to furnishe him with a copy thereof and inform him of his right of
appeal.

The committee in Caroline Eliots case produced a testification
which was Satisfactory and and directed to be sighed by the clerk.
The committee in Edwin Browns case are continued
Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 6mo. 14th 1855
The committee in edwin browns case report they have confered with him
that he has no wish to retain his right of membership. Able Walker and
Isaac Warner are appointed to produce to next meeting a testification
against him.
Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 7mo. 18th 1855
The queries were all read in this meeting and written answers
thereto agreed upon to be forwarded to the quarterly meeting to attend
which as our representatives we appoint Able Walker, William Schooley and
Thomas Branson who are to report to next meeting.

The friends appointed to produce to this meeting a testification
against Elwood Brown produced one which was read and united with and the
clerk directed to sighn it and furnish him with a copy thereof and inform him of his right of
appeal. (This should have been Edwin Brown.)

Womens meeting informs that Virginia Carrol formerly Brown has
accomplished her marriage contrary to dicipline that she has been treated
with on the ocasion and they are united in Judgement that she should be
testified against. Isaac Warner and Thomas Branson are appointed to
prepare and produce one to next meeting.

The preparitive Meeting informs that David P Wilson has accomplished
his marriage contrary to dicipline. Isaac Warner and Thomas Branson are
appointed to visit him on the occasion and report to next meeting.

Oakland indulged meeting has been kept up to Satisfaction
Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly meeting of friends held 6mo. 15th 1855
The friends appointed to attend the quarterly meeting report they all
attended. The friends appointed to prepare a testification against
Caroline Eliot produced one which read and united with and forwarded to
Womens meeting for their further action according to dicipline.

The Friends appointed in David P Wilsons case not being ready to
report are continued.

Thomas Swayne and Able Walker are appointed to bring forward the
name of a friend to serve this meeting as clerk and one for assistent
the ensuing year.
Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 9mo. 12th 1855
The friends appointed to visit David P Wilson report they had an
opportunity with him and have produced to this meeting an offering with
after a time of deliberation there on it was thought best to defer it
another month for further consideration.

The friends appointed to propose the names of persons to serve this
meeting the ensuing year propose the name of Thomas Branson for clerk and
At Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 10mo 17th 1855
On the further consideration of David P Wilsons case as refered from last month it is the judgement of this meeting that should be testified against. Joshua Harrison and Able Walker are appointed to prepare and produce on to next meeting and inform him thereof. William Schooley, James P Harrison and Simeon Warner are appointed to attend the ensuing quarterly meeting and report to next meeting.

Then Concluded

At Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 11mo 14th 1855
The friends appointed to prepare a testification against David P Wilson produced one which was read and united with. Thomas Branson is appointed to furnish him with a copy thereof and inform him of his right of appeal.

Then Concluded

At Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 12mo 12th 1855
Thomas Branson informs that the appointment in David P Wilsons case has been attended to.

Then Concluded

At Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 1st mo 16th 1856
The first, second and ninth queries were read in this meeting and written answers thereto agreed upon to be forwarded to the quarterly meeting to attend which as our representatives we appoint George W. Brown, Thomas Swayne and William Schooley who are to report to next meeting.

Oakland indulged meeting has been kept up to satisfaction.

The committee appointed to raise money for the use of the committee on the people of color for for yearly meeting stock report $5.50 cts collected for yearly meeting stock which is directed to be forwarded to the quarterly meeting by our representatives.

The preparative meeting informs that Jessey W. Cook has accomplished his marriage contrary to discipline. Able Walker and Thomas Branson are appointed to confer with him on the occasion and to report to next meeting.

Joshua Harrison and Everett Folke are appointed to settle with the friend for the care of the meeting house for the past year and propose the name of a friend to have that care the ensuing year.

Then Concluded

At Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 2nd mo 13th 1856
The representatives to the quarterly meeting all attended and produced to this meeting our share of the yearly meeting extracts one of which was read.

The Committee in Jessey Cooks case report they had an opportunity with him that he is desireous to retain his right of membership and he was left at liberty to produce an offering to this meeting which he has done, but he not being present his case is left with the committee another month.

The Committee appointed to raise money and pay the friend for the care of the meeting house and propose the name of Isaac Warner to have that care the ensuing year for the sum of ten dollars with which this meeting unites. Edward E. Harrison and Esther (Walker) inform they intend marriage with each other; Isaac Warner and Thomas Swayne are appointed to make the necessary enquiry according to discipline and report to next meeting.

Then Concluded

At Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 3mo 12th 1856
The offering of Jesse Cook Jr was now read he being present and after a time of deliberation thereon was accepted and Joshua Harrison appointed to inform thereof.
Womens meeting informs that Mary Ellen Littler formerly Schooley has accomplished her marriage contrary to discipline that they had visited her and are united in judgement that she should be testified against with which this meeting unites. Able Walker and Isaac Warner are appointed to prepare and produce to next meeting a testification against her.

Edward E Harrison and Esther L Walker continue their intention of marriage with each other. And no obstruction appearing they having consent of parents are left at liberty to accomplish the same according to discipline. Isaac Warner and Thomas Swayne are appointed to attend the marriage so that good order is observed and forward the certificate to the recorder and report to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 4mo 12th 1856

The 1st, 2nd and ninth queries were read in this meeting and written answers thereto agreed upon to be forwarded to the ensuing quarterly meeting to attend which as our representatives we appoint Thomas Branson, Simeon Warner and James P Harrison who are to report to next meeting.

The friends appointed to produce a testification against Mary Ellen Littler formerly Schooley produced one which was read and united with and directed to be signed and forwarded to women's meeting for their further service according to discipline. The friends appointed to attend the marriage of Edward E Harrison and Esther L Walker report it was orderly accomplished and that the certificate was forwarded to the recorder. A certificate of removal was produced for Samuel Elwood Croshaw. Isaac Warner and Able Walker are appointed to make inquiry concerning him, as friends have no knowledge of where he resides and report to next meeting.

The preparative meeting informs that Joshua Swayne has accomplished his marriage contrary to discipline. And that he now resides within the limits of Miami Monthly Meeting the clerk is directed to furnish that meeting with the substance of the above and ask them to treat with him and inform this meeting with the result of their labours.

The preparative meeting informs that Nathan Branson has been guilty of fornication. Thomas Warner and Thomas Swayne are appointed to visit him and report to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

At Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 5mo 15th 1856

The representatives to the quarterly meeting report they all attended.

The friends appointed to make inquiry concerning Samuel Elwood Croshaw report the have paid some attention to the subject but it is thought best to defer further action upon another month.

The friends appointed to visit Nathan V Branson report they had a satisfactory opportunity with him but thought he was not in a frame of mind to make satisfaction to this meeting which being considered Thomas Swayne and Joshua Harrison are appointed to prepare and produce to next meeting a testification against him.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 18th of the 6mo 1856

James P. Harrison was appointed Clerk for the day.

A certificate of removal was read for Samuel Elwood Croshaw from upper Springfield monthly meeting Burlington County New Jersey held 3mo 5th 1856 which was accepted.

The friends appointed to prepare and produce to this meeting a testification against Nathan V Branson produced one which was read and approved, and Isaac Warner is appointed for the further service in the case according to discipline.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 7mo 16th 1856

The queries were all read in this meeting and written answers thereto agreed upon to be forwarded to the ensuing to attend which as our representatives we appoint Able Walker, Isaac Warner and William.
Schooley who are to report to next meeting

Oakland Indulged Meeting has been kept up except one which omission
was on account of a funeral of one of the family at the house where the
meeting is held on meeting day.

Isaac Warner informs that the service to which he was appointed in
Nathan V. Bransons case has been attended to

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 9th mo 13th 1856

The Clerk is directed to inform the ensuing quarterly meeting that the
reason of William Schooleysone of our representatives to last quarterly
meeting non attendance was on account of Sickness in his family

A certificate of removal for Caroline Snowdon from Baltimore for
the western was forwarded to and read in this meeting and she not being
present Isaac Warner is appointed in conjuction with women friends to
inform her it was received and report to next meeting

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 8th mo 13th 1856

The representatives to the quarterly meeting report they all
attended except one

A minute was received from the quarterly meeting requesting this
meeting to forward to next quarterly meeting the reason of the nonattend-
ence of William Schooley one of our representatives to that meeting

Nixon Brown is appointed to inform him thereof and report to next
meeting

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 10th mo 15th 1856

The committee appointed to inform Caroline Snowdon of the result of the
action of last meeting in her case report that they have written to her
and received word that she expects to be present at next mon meeting

Further action on the subject is therefore deferred until that time.

Miami Mo Meeting informs that they have treated with Joshua Swayne
on behalf of this meeting for his departure from discipline in the accom-
plishment of his marriage and he not making the required satisfaction give
it as their judgement that he should be testified against with which
judgment this meeting unites and Isaac Warner and Able Walker are
appointed for the further service in the case as required by discipline
and report to next meeting. We appoint George W Brown, Isaac Warner and
Joshua as our representatives to the ensuing quarterly meeting and report
to next meeting

Oakland indulged Meeting has been kept up to satisfaction

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 11th mo 12th 1856

One of the representatives to the quarterly meeting reports they
all attended and produced to this meeting about 40 of the copies of the
extracts of our late yearly meeting

The friends appointed to produce to this meeting a testification
against Joshua Swayne produced one which was read and approved and directed
to be signed by the clerk on behalf of the meeting. Able Walker is
appointed to forward it to Miami monthly meeting for their further care
and report to next meeting

Womens Meeting informs that Caroline Snowdon is now present and her
certificate of removal from Baltimore Monthly Meeting for the Western
district dated 7th mo 8th 1856 is accepted

Two Minutes have been received from our late quarterly meeting And
the matter therein contained directed to the attention of this meeting the
minutes are as follows

1st We are united in judgement that it would be
right for the yearly meeting to issue a minute to the affect that when an any
of our members shall so far manifest disunity with any of our testimonyes
as to participate with those who profess to believe in spiritualism or to hold converse with departed spirits by taking an active part with them.

Such shall be regarded as departed or disowned themselves from our Society and that it shall be the duty of Monthly Meetings where such reside to make a minute of disownment against them and a copy of Said minute be offered to them.

2nd It is the judgement of this meeting that in regard to the last paragraph under the head of gaming and diversions in our book of discipline it should be understood to embrace all secret societies and women's meeting uniting in said judgement our subordinated meetings attention is called there to. Taken from the Minutes of Indiana yearly meeting Meeting of Friends held at Miami for the year 1856.

John Plummer Cr.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 12 Mo 17th 1856.

Able Walker informs he has forwarded the testimony against Joshua Swayne to Miami Monthly Meeting for its further care. Then concluded.

At Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 1st Mo 14th 1857.

The 1st 2nd and 9th queries were read in this meeting and written answers thereto agreed upon to be forwarded to the ensuing quarterly meeting to attend which as our representatives we appoint Nixon G. Brown, Isaac and Simeon Warner who are to report at next meeting. Oakland indulged Meeting has been kept up to satisfaction. Joshua Harrison and Simeon Warner are appointed to raise money and pay the Friend for the care of the meeting house last year and propose to next meeting a friend to have that care the ensuing year.

Able Walker and Thomas Swayne are appointed to propose to next meeting the name of a friend to serve this meeting as clerk and one for assistant the ensuing year.

Then concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 2 nd 18th 1857.

The representatives to the quarterly meeting report they all attended.

The friends appointed to pay the friend for the care of the meeting house report the service performed and propose the name of Isaac Warner to have that care the ensuing year with which the meeting unites and he appointed and to have ten dollars for the service.

The Friends appointed to propose to this meeting the name of a friend for clerk and one for assistant propose the name of Thomas Branson for clerk and James P. Harrison for assistant which is united with and they appointed to the service the ensuing year.

Isaac Warner and James P. Harrison are appointed to assist the Clerk in revising and recording the minutes of this meeting and report when done.

Then concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 3mo 18th 1857.

Miami Monthly Meeting informs that the Service in Joshua Swayne's case has been attended to.

Then concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 4th Mo 15th 1857.

The 1st 2nd and 9th queries were read in this meeting and answers united with to be forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting to attend with which as our representatives we appoint George Brown, Thomas Branson and Abel Walker who are to report on next meeting.

Oakland indulged Meeting has been kept up.

Then concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 5th Mo 13th 1857.

The friends appointed to revise and record the minutes of this meeting report the service performed.

Then concluded.
Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 6th Mo 17th 1857

A certificate was produced to this Meeting from Goose Creek Monthly Meeting Loudon County Virginia for Eli and Hannah Hirst and their two minor children namely Thomas C. and John G. Hirst—- they not being present Wm Schooley is appointed in conjunction with women Friends to inform them thereof and that their presence is desired when accepted

The Preparative Meeting informs that J. I. Foulke has joined the order of Odd Fellows which claiming the attention of this meeting Thomas Branson and Thomas Swayne are appointed to visit him on the occasion and report to next meeting

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 7th Mo 15th 1857

The queries were all read in this meeting and written answers upon to be forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting to attend with which as our representatives we appoint J. P. Harrison, Abel Walker and George Brown who are to report to next meeting

Oakland indulged meeting has been kept up to satisfaction

The case of Eli Hirst and families' certificate is continued—- The friends appointed to visit J. I. Foulke report that they had an opportunity with him, and that he did not manifest any disposition to condemn the course he had taken. Abel Walker and Isaac Warner are appointed to prepare and produce to next meeting a testification against him

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting fo Friends held 8th Mo 12th 1857

The certificate of Eli Hirst and Family is continued by their request. The friends appointed to prepare a testification against J. I. Foulke produced one which was approved and signed. Thomas Bransin is appointed for the further care according to discipline

Womens Meeting informs that Elizabeth Haley formerly Borton has accomplished her marriage contrary to discipline and that they are of opinion she should be testified against with which this meeting unites. Thomas Branson and Isaac Warner are appointed to prepare and produce to next meeting a testification against her

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly meeting of Friends held 9th Mo 16th 1857

Eli Hirst and family certificate continued

The Friends appointed to prepare a testification against Elizabeth Haley formerly Borton produced one which was approved and directed to be signed and forwarded to womens meeting for further service according to discipline

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 10th Mo 14th 1857

The clerk being absent Abel Walker is appointed for the day. The certificate of Hannah Hirst and her two minor sons Thomas C. & John G. Hirst are now received (Eli Hirst is deceased since our last Monthly Meeting). Also certificates for their daughters Cornelia and Cosmelia Hirst from the same place and date. We appoint as our representatives to the Quarterly Meeting George Brown, Isaac Warner and Edwd E. Harrison who are to report to next meeting

Oakland indulged Meeting has been kept up

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 11th Mo 18th 1857

The representatives to the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended and produced about forty copies fo the minutes of the Yearly Meeting. Isaac Warner is appointed to distribute them among our members.

Thomas Branson informs that his appointment in J. I. Foulke's case has been completed with.
Thomas Branson and Abel Walker are appointed to insert in our book of discipline the minute of the Yearly Meeting in respect to Spiritualism so called as directed by the Quarterly Meeting.

Thomas Swayne requests our certificate of removal in order to join him to Miami Monthly Meeting. Isaac Warner and George Brown are appointed to prepare and produce one to next meeting.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 12th Mo 16th 1858(7)
The friends appointed to insert the minute of the Yearly Meeting in respect to spiritualism so called in our book of discipline report attention thereto but are continued for further care, and are to report to next meeting. The friends appointed to prepare a certificate for Thomas Swayne in order to join him to Miami Monthly Meeting produced one which was read united with and directed to be signed and the Clerk is directed to forward it to that meeting.

Jesse W. Cook requests our certificate of removal in order to join him to Fall Creek Monthly Meeting Indiana. Abel Walker and Simeon Warner are appointed to prepare and produce one to next meeting if no obstructions appear.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 1st Month 13th 1858
The 1st 2nd and 9th queries were read in this meeting and written answers united with which as our representatives we appoint Wm Schooley, Abel Walker and Simeon Warner who are to report to next meeting.

The friends appointed to prepare a certificate of removal for Jesse W. Cook produced one which was read approved and signed and directed to be forwarded.

The friends continued from last meeting to insert in our book of discipline the minute of the Yearly Meeting in respect to Spiritualism (so called) report it attended to. Oakland indulged meeting has been kept up to satisfaction.

Abel Walker and Simeon Warner are appointed to collect money to defray the expense of keeping the meeting house last year and pay it over; and agree with a friend to have the care of the house the ensuing year.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 2nd Mo 17th 1858
The representatives to the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended.

The friends appointed to collect money and pay the friend for keeping the meeting house last year report the service performed and that they have agreed with Abel Walker to have the care of the house the ensuing year for ten dollars with which the meeting unites. Caleb Williams and Anna W. Oldham inform that they intend marriage with each other. Abel Walker and Thomas Branson are appointed to make enquiry whether the rights of her children are properly secured, and it will be expected that Caleb will produce the necessary certificate to next meeting.

Simeon Warner, James P. Harrison and Edwd. Meritt are appointed to propose to next meeting the name of a friend to read Marriage Certificates.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 2nd Mo 17th 1858
The Friends appointed to enquire whether the rights of Anna W Oldham's children were properly secured report that they found nothing to secure to them.

Caleb Williams and Anna W Oldham inform that they continue their intentions of marriage with each other and Caleb producing to this meeting the necessary certificate they are left at liberty to accomplish the same according to discipline. And at their request we appoint a meeting for that purpose to be held tomorrow at the usual time and place. Abel Walker and Thomas Branson are appointed to attend the marriage see that good order is observed, and return the marriage certificate to be recorded.
The friends appointed to propose the name of a friend to read
marriage certificates proposed J. P. Harrison which being united with
he is appointed to that service.

Richard P. Gause and Hannah Richardson inform that they intend marriage
with each other, it is expected that Richard will produce to next meeting
a suitable certificate.

The preparative meeting informs that Joshua Harrison has accomplished
his marriage contrary to our discipline with a woman in membership with
us. Thomas Branson and Isaac Warner are appointed to visit him on the
casion and report to next meeting.

Womens Meeting informs that Lydia Ann Wade formerly Schooley has
accomplished her marriage contrary to discipline and that they have visited
her, and have come to the judgement that she should be testified against,
which being united with Isaac Warner and Thomas Branson are appointed to
prepare a testification against her and produce it to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 4th Mo 14th 1858
The friends appointed to visit Joshua Harrison report they have attended
to the appointment and that he was desirous to retain his right. He
produced an acknowledgement which was read and accepted and he retained
a member. George Brown and Edwd Meritt are appointed to inform him
thereof and report to next meeting.

The 1st 2nd and 9th queries were read in this meeting and written
answers agreed on to be forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting. James P.
Harrison, Abel Walker and Edwd Meritt are appointed to attend therewith
and report to next meeting.

The friends appointed to attend the marriage of Caleb Williams and Anna W.
Oldham report, it was orderly accomplished, and the certificate returned
to be recorded.

Richard Gause and Hannah Richardson inform that they continue their
intentions of marriage with each other, and Richard producing the
nessessary certificate and having consent of parents they are left at
liberty to accomplish the same according to discipline. Isaac Warner and
Thomas Branson are appointed to attend the marriage, see that good order
is observed, return the certificate to be recorded and report to next
meeting.

The friends appointed to prepare a testification against Lydia Ann
Wade produced one which was read approved and directed to be signed and
forwarded to Womens meeting for their further care according to discipline.

One of the committee to attend Oak Land indulged meeting, report it
has been kept up to satisfaction

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 5th 12th 1858

Nathan V. Branson having erred in principle produced to this meeting
an acknowledgement expressive of sorrow therefor, which was read and
accepted and he is reinstated to membership with us. Isaac Warner and
Simeon Warner are appointed to inform him thereof and report to next meeting.

The friends appointed in Joshua Harrison's case report the service
performed.

A certificate was received from Darby Monthly Meeting dated 4th Mo
20th 1858 for Abby Ann Harrison which was read and accepted.
The representatives to Quarterly Meeting report they all attended

The friends appointed to attend the marriage of Richard P. Gause
and Hannah Richardson report it was orderly accomplished and the
certificate returned to be recorded.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 7th Mo 14th 1858
The queries were all read in this meeting and written answers agreed on
to be forwarded to the Quarterly meeting to attend with which as our
representatives we appoint George Brown, Isaac Warner and Simeon Warner
The Friends appointed to prepare certificate for Anna W. Williams requests our certificate of removal to Fall Creek Monthly Meeting. Isaac Warner and Edwd E. Harrison are appointed to make the necessary inquiry and if no obstructions appear produce one to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 9th mo 15th 1858
Nathan V. Branson requests our certificate to Fall Creek Monthly Meeting Indiana in order to join in marriage with Anna Swayne a member of that meeting. Isaac Warner and Abel Walker are appointed to make the necessary inquiry and if no obstructions appear produce one to next meeting.

Anna W. Williams requests our certificate of removal to Fall Creek Monthly Meeting Indiana for herself and her three minor children namely Abner W., Joseph W. and James G. Oldham. Thomas Branson and Edwd E. Harrison are appointed to make the necessary inquiry and if no obstructions appear produce one to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

The Friends appointed last month to prepare a certificate for Nathan V. Branson produced one which was directed to be signed.

The Friends appointed to prepare certificate for Anna W. Williams and her four minor children produced one which was read approved and directed to be signed and the Clerk directed to forward it.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 10th mo 13th 1858

The representatives to Quarterly Meeting report they all attended.

Six dollars for Yearly Meeting Stock $1.50 for the committee on the concerns of the people of color. they are continued another month.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 12th mo 13th 1858

The Friends appointed to open a subscription to raise money for Yearly Meeting Stock etc report attention thereto and have in possession.

Six dollars for Yearly Meeting Stock $1.50 for the committee on the concerns of the people of color. they are continued another month.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 1st Mo 1859

The 1st 2nd and 9th queries were read in this meeting and answers united with to be forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting by Thomas Branson, Isaac Warner and George Brown our representatives who are to report to next meeting.

A certificate was received from Miami Monthly Meeting for Sarah M. Engle dated 24th of 11th Mo 1858 which was read and accepted.
The friends continued from last month to raise money for Yearly Meeting Stock etc report an addition of fifty cents making Six dollars for Yearly meeting Stock and two dollars for the committee on the concerns of the people of color which is directed to be forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting by our representatives.

Simeon Warner and Thomas Branson are appointed to receive the amount of money agreed on for keeping the Meeting house last year and settle with the friend that had that care, and agree with a friend to have the care of the house the ensuing year and report to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 2nd Mo 16th 1859

The representatives to the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended.

The friends appointed to settle with the friend for keeping the meeting house last year report the service performed and that they have agreed with Abel Walker to have the care of the house the ensuing year for ten dollars with which the meeting unites.

Womens Meeting informs that Mariam Long formerly Schooley has accomplished her marriage contrary to discipline and that she had been treated with but did not manifest any disposition to retain her right in society, and it was their judgement that she should be testified against with which this meeting unites. James Harrison and George Brown are appointed to prepare a testification against her and provide it to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 3rd Mo 16th 1859

The Clerk being absent J. P. Harrison is appointed for the day. The committee appointed to prepare a testification against Mariam Long produced one which was read approved and directed to be signed and forwarded to womens meeting for their further care according to discipline.

Women friends inform that Mary E. Shigley formerly Myres has accomplished her marriage contrary to discipline and that they have visited her on the occasion, and that she has no desire to retain her right of membership with us and it is their judgement she should be testified against with which this meeting unites and appoints Abel Walker and Joshua Harrison to produce to next meeting a testification against her and provide it to next meeting.

Meeting concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 4th Mo 13th 1859

The clerk being absent James P. Harrison is appointed for the day.

The first second and ninth queries were read in this meeting and answers agreed on to be forwarded to the ensuing Quarterly Meeting to attend with which we appoint George N. Brown, Isaac Warner and Edwd Meritt who are to report to next meeting.

Oakland indulged meeting has been kept up.

The Friends appointed to prepare a testification against Mary E. Shigley (formerly Myres) produced one which was read and approved and forwarded to Womens meeting for their further care according to discipline.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 5th Mo 18th 1859

The representatives to the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended.

A minute was received from the Quarterly Meeting informing us that our proportion of money to be raised was seventeen cents to the dollar.

Isaac Warner and Nixon Brown are appointed to propose to next meeting the name of a friend to serve this meeting as Clerk and one for assistant the ensuing year. A certificate was received from Fall Creek Monthly Meeting Indiana for Anna Branson which was read and accepted.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 6th Mo 15th 1859

-23-
The preparative meeting informs that Levi Warner has accomplished his marriage contrary to discipline. Able Walker and Edward E. Harrison are appointed to assist the clerk in revising and recording the minutes of this meeting and report to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 7th Mo 13th 1859

The queries are all read in this meeting and written answers agreed on to be forwarded to the ensuing Quarterly Meeting to attend with which our representatives we appoint Isaac Warner, Abel Walker and James P. Harrison who are to report to next meeting.

Oakland indulged meeting has been kept up.

David J. Frame being now present his certificate which has been read is now accepted.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly meeting of Friends held 8th Mo 17th 1859

The representatives to the Quarterly meeting report they all attended except one for whose absence a satisfactory reason was rendered.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 9th Mo 14th 1859

Thomas Branson and Nixon G. Brown are appointed to assist the clerks to revise and record the minutes of this meeting and report when complied with.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 10th Mo 12th 1859.

Nixon Brown, Thomas Branson and Isaac Warner are appointed to attend the ensuing Quarterly Meeting and report to next meeting.

Oakland indulged meeting has been kept up.

The committee appointed to assist the clerk in revising and recording the minutes of this meeting report the service performed.

The preparative meeting informs that Levi Warner has accomplished his marriage contrary to discipline. Able Walker & Thomas Branson are appointed to visit him on the occasion and report to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 11th Mo 16th 1859

The friends appointed to attend the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended. And have produced to this meeting thirty five copies of the extracts of our late Yearly Meeting. Thomas Branson is appointed to distribute them among our members.

The committee appointed to visit Levi Warner report they had an opportunity with him, and that he was desirous of retaining his right of membership, but he not being present his case is continued.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 12th Mo 14th 1859

Thomas Branson reports the service of distributing the extracts of our late Yearly Meeting performed.

Levi Warner produced to this meeting an offering expressive of a desire that friends would look over his breach of discipline in accomplishing his marriage and continue him a member, which was read and accepted. Able Walker is appointed to inform him thereof.

Then Concluded.
Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 1st mo 18th 1860
The 1st 2nd and 9th queries were read in this meeting and written answers thereto agreed upon to be forwarded to the ensuing Quarterly Meeting to attend with which as our representatives we appoint James P. Harrison, Able Walker & Isaac Warner who are to report to next meeting.

All the meetings of Oakland indulged meeting have been kept up. Able Walker reports the service in Levi Warners case performed. Able Walker, Wm Schooly and Isaac Warner are appointed in conjunction with a like committee of women friends to have the care of Oakland indulged meeting.

Simeon Warner and Thomas Branson are appointed to raise money and settle with the friend for his care of the meeting-house last year and agree with some friend to have that care the ensuing year and report to next meeting.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 2nd Mo 15th 1860
The representatives to the Quarterly meeting reported they all attended
The friends appointed to raise money and settle with the friend for his care of the meeting house last year and to agree with some friend to have the care thereof the ensuing year report that they have settled with the friend who had that care and propose the name of Isaac Warner to have the care the ensuing year for the sum of ten dollars, which is united with and he appointed to the cervice.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 3rd Mo 14th 1860
Isaac Warner and George W. Brown are appointed to propose to next meeting the names of two friends to have the care of funerals and the grave yard.

Womens Meeting informs that Sarah Shook formerly Schooley has accomplished her marriage contrary to discipline; that they have visited her on the occasion and that she manifested no desire of retaining her right of membership; And that they are of the judgement that She should be testified against with which this meeting unites. Thomas Branson & Isaac Warner are appointed to prepare a testification against her and produce it to next meeting.

Nixon G. Brown & Able Walker are appointed to examine the records of this meeting and forward the name of some friend to serve as recorder and report to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly meeting of Friends held 4th mo 18th 1860
The first second and ninth Queries were read in this meeting and written answers thereto agreed upon to be forwarded to the ensuing Quarterly Meeting, to attend with which as our representatives we appoint C. W. Brown, Isaac Warner and Thomas Branson who are to report to next meeting. The committee appointed to propose the names of two friends to have the care of funerals and the grave yard propose Joshua Harrison which is united with and they appointed to the cervice.

The committee appointed to prepare a testification against Sarah Shook produced one which was read approved and directed to be signed and forwarded to womens meeting for their further care according to discipline.

The committee appointed to examine the the records of births and deaths, report "they have all been recorded up to this time so far as known; and propose the name of Simeon Warner for recorder which is united with and he appointed to the cervice.

Oakland indulged meeting has been kept up. G. W. Brown, Able Walker & Wm Schooly are appointed in conjunction with a like committee of women friends to propose to next meeting if way opens the names of one or more friends to serve this meeting in the Station of elders.
Green Plain Monthly meeting of Friends held 5th mo 16th 1860
The friends appointed to attend the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended.
The committee appointed to propose the name of one or more friends to serve in the Station of elders, propose the names of Thomas Branson and Isaac Warner who being separately considered are united with and they appointed to that Station.
The clerk is directed to furnish the Quarterly Meeting of Ministers and elders with a copy of the above minute.
Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly meeting of Friends held 6th mo 13th 1860, Then Concluded
The Queries addressed to the Monthly Meeting have been read and answers agreed upon to be forwarded to the ensuing Quarterly MT to attend with which we appoint Isaac Warner, Edwd E Harrison & Thomas Branson who are to report to next meeting. Oakland indulged meeting has been kept up. The preparative meeting informs that Andrew Cook has united himself with the order of the presbyterians. Able Walker & Thomas Branson are appointed to visit him on the occasion and report to next meeting. The preparative meeting informs that Thomas Cook has accomplished his marriage contrary to the order of our Society. Able Walker and Thomas Branson are appointed to visit him on the occasion and report to next meeting.
Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly meeting of Friends held 8th mo 15th 1860
The representatives to the Quarterly meeting report they all attended
The committee appointed to visit Andrew Cook report "they had an opportunity with him and that he justified himself in the course he had taken. It is the judgement of this meeting that he should be testified against. Isaac Warner & James P Harrison are appointed to prepare a testification against him and produce it to next meeting.

The committee appointed to visit Thomas Cook report they had an opportunity with him and that he was not in a frame of mind to make suitable satisfaction to the meeting. It is the judgement of this meeting that he should be testified against. James P Harrison and Isaac Warner are appointed to prepare a testification against him and produce it to next meeting.

George W Brown ans Isaac Warner are appointed to propose to next meeting the name of a friend for Clerk ans also one for assistant clerk for this meeting.
Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 9th mo 12th 1860
The committee appointed to prepare a testification against Andrew Cook produced one which was read approved and signed. Thomas Branson is appointed to offer him a copy thereof and inform him of his right of appeal. The committee appointed to prepare a testification against Thomas Cook produced one which was read approved and signed. Thomas Branson is appointed to offer him a copy thereof and inform him of his right of appeal and report to next meeting.
The committee appointed to forward to this meeting the name of a friend for Clerk, propose James P. Harrison for clerk which is united with and he appointed to the cervice and Edwd E Harrison for assistant which is united with but he not being present his appointment is deferred until next meeting.
Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 10th mo 17th 1860
Green Plain Monthly meeting of Friends held 11th mo 14th 1860

The representatives to the Quarterly meeting report "they all attended and produced to this meeting our portion of the extracts of our late Yearly meeting one of which was read. Isaac Warner is appointed to distribute them among our members.

Nixon G. Brown and Able Walker are appointed to open a free subscription to raise money for the use of the committee on the concerns of the people of color and report to our monthly meeting in the 1st mo next.

The preparative meeting informs that, Joseph Cook has joined the order of the presbyterians. Isaac Warner & James P Harrison are appointed to visit him on the occasion and report to next meeting.

The preparative meeting informs that Jesse W Cook consented to and encouraged his sons marriage contrary to discipline. Isaac Warner, James P Harrison and Thomas Branson are appointed to visit him on the occasion and report to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly meeting of Friends held 12th mo 12th 1860

The committee appointed to visit Jesse W Cook report that two of them had a satisfactory opportunity with him that he manifested a consciousness of his many short comings and inconsistencies and that he was willing to make an acknowledgement to Society therefor, which the committee left him at liberty to do. His acknowledgement was now read and accepted and he continued a member.

Isaac Warner & Simeon Warner are appointed to inform him thereof and report to next meeting.

The committee appointed to visit Joseph Cook report that he was satisfied with and justified himself in the course he has taken. It is the judgement of this meeting that he should be testified against. James P Harrison & Simeon Warner are appointed to prepare a testification against him and produce it to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly meeting of Friends held 1st Mo 16th 1861

The first second and ninth queries were read in this meeting and written answers thereto agreed upon to be forwarded to the ensuing Quarterly meeting to attend which as our representatives we appoint Isaac Warner, Joshua Harrison & George W Brown who are to report to next meeting.

Oakland indulged meeting has been kept up. Isaac Warner reports the service in Jesse W Cook's case performed.

The committee appointed to prepare a testification against Joseph Cook produced one which was read approved and signed. Isaac Warner is appointed to offer him a copy thereof and inform him of his right to appeal.

The committee appointed in the 11th mo last to raise money for the use of the Yearly meeting's committee on the concerns of the people of color report that $2.50 has been raised which is directed to be forwarded to the quarterly meeting by our representatives. Nixon Brown and Thomas Branson are appointed to pay further attention to the subject and report to next meeting.

A certificate of membership for Wm P. Flowers was received from Makefield Monthly meeting Bucks Co. Pennsylvania dated 11th mo 8th 1860 which was read and accepted. Isaac Warner is appointed to inform him thereof.
Several of the Quarterly meeting's educational committee have attended this meeting and gave such council and encouragement as best wisdom seemed to direct their labours amongst us have been acceptable and encouraging.

Then Concluded.

---------------------------------

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 2nd mo 13th 1861

The Clerk being absent Edwd E Harrison is appointed for the day.

The representatives to the Quarterly Meeting report "they all attended".

Isaac Warner reports the service in Joseph Cooks case attended to.

The committee appointed to raise money for the use of the committee on the concerns of the people of color are continued to report in 4th mo next.

Isaac Warner reports the appointment in Wm P Flower's case attended to.

The time having expired last month Thomas Branson and Joshua Harrison are appointed to raise money & settle with the friend having the care of the meeting house last year and agree with a friend to have that care the ensuing year.

Isaac Warner & Thomas Branson are appointed to propose to next meeting the names of two friends to have the care of the grave-yard and funerals.

Then Concluded

---------------------------------

Green Plain Monthly meeting of Friends held 3rd mo 13th 1861

The friends appointed to raise money and settle with the friend for his care of the meeting house last year report the service performed and propose the name of Isaac Warner to have the care thereof the ensuing year for ten dollars which is united with and he appointed to the service.

The friends appointed to bring forward the names of friends to have the care of the graveyard & funerals propose the names of Joshua Harrison, Simeon Warner & G. W. Brown which is united with Joshua Harrison and Simeon Warner are appointed to the service. George W. Brownd not being present his appointment is deferred untill next meeting.

Then Concluded.

---------------------------------

Green Plain Monthly meeting of Friends held 4th mo 17th 1861

The first Second and ninth Queries were read in this meeting and written answers agreed upon to be forwarded to the ensuing quarterly meeting to attend which as our representatives we appoint Nixon G Brown, Isaac Warner and Thomas Branson who are to report to next meeting.

The committee appointed to raise money for the use of the Yearly meeting's committee on behalf of the people of color report, that they have raised three dollars which is directed to be forwarded by our representatives to the treasurer of the quarterly meeting.

G. W. Brown is appointed in conjunction with friends appointed at last meeting to have care of the grave-yard and funerals.

George W. Brown, Thomas Branson and Joshua Harrison are appointed to propose to next meeting the names of two friends to serve in the station of overseers of this meeting.

Then Concluded.

---------------------------------

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 5th mo 15th 1861

The representatives to the quarterly meeting report that they all attended.

The friends appointed to propose the names of two friends to serve this meeting in the station of overseers, propose the names of Isaac Warner and Thomas Branson which is united with and they are appointed to the cervice.

Then Concluded.

---------------------------------

Green Plain Monthly meeting of Friends held 6th mo 12th 1861. no business. Then concluded
The queries addressed to the Monthly Meetings were read and written answers agreed upon to be forwarded to the ensuing quarterly Meeting to attend with which as our representatives we appoint Simeon Warner, Joshua Harrison and James P Harrison who are to report to next meeting.

Oakland indulged meeting has been kept up.

Womens Meeting informs that Emma Jane Cook has attached herself to another religious Society, that she has been visited on the occasion and manifested no desire to retain her right of membership, and that it is their judgement she should be testified against with which this meeting unites. Simeon Warner and Isaac Warner are appointed to prepare a testification against her and produce it to next meeting.

The preparative meeting informs that Saml J. Myres has accomplished his marriage contrary to the order of our Society, and has neglected the attendance of our religious meetings. George W Brown and Wm Schooley are appointed to visit him on the occasion and report to next meeting.

Then concluded.

The representatives to the quarterly meeting report they all attended. The committee appointed to prepare a testification against Emma Jane Cook produced one which was read approved and directed to be signed and forwarded to women's meeting for their further care according to discipline. The committee appointed to visit Saml J. Myres report some attention thereto and are continued to report to next meeting.

Stephen Cook and Mary Walker inform this meeting that they intend marriage with each other a certificate suitable to the occasion will be expected at next meeting.

Then Concluded.

The committee appointed to visit Saml J. Myres report they have visited him and that he did not desire to continue his right of membership. it is the judgement of this meeting that he should be testified against. C. W. Brown and James P Harrison are appointed to prepare a testification against him inform him thereof and produce it to next meeting.

Stephen Cook and Mary Walker continue their intentions of marriage with each other, and having consent of parents and no obstructions appearing, there said intentions of marriage are allowed by this meeting and they are left at liberty to accomplish the same according to discipline. James P. Harrison and Simeon Warner are appointed to attend the marriage, See that good order is observed and that the certificate is returned to be recorded and report to next meeting. It is requested that a meeting be appointed for the accomplishment of Said marriage at the usual time and place tomorrow 19th of 9th mo 1861 which is united with.

Then Concluded.

We appoint Isaac Warner, Thomas Branson and Simeon Warner our representatives to the ensuing quarterly Meeting who are to report to next meeting.

The committee appointed to prepare a testification against Samuel J Myers produced one which was read approved and directed to be signed. James P Harrison is appointed to inform him thereof, and inform him of his right of appeal and report to next meeting. The committee appointed to attend the marriage of Stephen Cook and Mary Walker report that good order was observed and the certificate returned in order to be recorded.

Then Concluded.

The representatives to the quarterly meeting report they all attended, and produced to this meeting 50 copies of the extracts of our
The clerk being absent Thomas Branson is appointed for the day.

An extract from the minutes of our late yearly meeting was received from the quarterly meeting in reference to those of our members who have placed themselves beyond the knowledge or christian care of friends. James P Harrison and Thomas Branson are appointed to have the necessary insertions relative thereto made in our book of discipline and report to next meeting.

Simeon Warner and Edward E Harrison are appointed to open a free subscription to raise money for the use of the yearly meetings committee on the concerns of the people of color and report in first month next.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 12th Mo 18th 1861

The friend appointed to make the necessary insertions in our book of discipline relative to those of our members who have placed themselves beyond the knowledge or christian care of friends report the service performed.

Womens Meeting forwarded to this a certificate of Membership for Mary W Cook in order to join her to Miami Monthly Meeting which was read approved and signed and forwarded to Womens Meeting for their further care according to discipline.

Edward E Harrison and Thomas Branson are appointed to assist the clerk in revising and recording the minutes of this meeting.

On further consideration it was thought best to take no further action at this time on the subject of raising money for the use of the yearly meetings committee on the concerns of the people of color. And the committee on that concern are released.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 1st Mo 15th 1862

The clerk being absent Thomas Branson is appointed for the day.

The 1st 2nd & 9th queries were read in this meeting and answers agreed upon to be forwarded to the ensuing Quarterly meeting to attend which as our representatives we appoint Edwd E. Harrison, Geo W. Brown & Isaac Warner, who are to report to next meeting.

Oakland Indulged meeting has been kept up. The committee appointed to assist the clerk in revising & recording the minutes of this meeting report the service performed.

Simeon Warner and Thomas Branson are appointed to raise money & settle with the friend for his care of the meeting house the past year and agree with same friend to have that care the ensuing year & report to next meeting.

Several of the Yearly & some of the Quarterly meeting's committee on the subject of the guarded school education of our youth have attended this meeting and gave such counsel and encouragement as Divine Goodness seemed to direct their labour among us has been acceptable & encouraging.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 1st mo 17th being adjourned from 1st mo 15th 1862.

The representatives to the quarterly meeting report they all attended. The committee appointed to raise money & settle with friend for his care of the meeting house the past year, report the service performed, and propose Isaac Warner to have the care thereof the ensuing year for the sum of ten dollars which is united with & he appointed to the service.
The 1st, 2nd and 9th Queries were read in this meeting and answers thereto.

Miami Monthly meeting informs that Wm. P Janney has accomplished his marriage contrary to discipline and requests this meeting to treat with him therefor & report to that meeting the result of our labors. James P. Harrison & Nixon Brown are appointed to visit him on the occasion & report to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

---

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 3rd Mo 12th 1862

The committee appointed to propose to this meeting the name of a friend for Clerk & one for assistant propose James P Harrison for Clerk & Edwd E. Harrison for Assistant who being separately considered are united with and they appointed to those services.

Edwd E. Harrison is appointed to inform Miami Monthly meeting of the aid written answers agreed upon to be forwarded to the ensuing Quarterly meeting to attend which as our representatives we appoint Geo. W. Brown, Thomas Branson & Simeon Warner who are to report to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 4th Mo 16th 1862

The representatives to the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended except Wm Schooley & Thomas Branson who are to report to next meeting.

Green Plain Monthly meeting of Friends held 5th Mo 14th 1862

Geo. W. Brown reports the service in Wm P Janney's case performed.

Edwd E. Harrison reports that he has attended to the service to which he was appointed at last meeting.

The representations to the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended, & produced to this meeting three copies of our Book of Discipline which are left in the care of the clerk for distribution.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly meeting of Friends held 6th Mo 18th 1862

Their being no business to transact the meeting

Concludes.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 7th Mo 16th 1862

All the Queries addressed to the monthly meeting were read in this meeting and written answers agreed upon to be forwarded to the ensuing Quarterly Meeting to attend which as our representatives we appoint Joshua Harrison, Wm Schooley & Thomas Branson who are to report to next meeting. Oakland indulged meeting has been kept up.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 8th Mo 13th 1862

The representatives to the quarterly meeting report they all attended except Joshua Harrison for whose absence a sufficient reason was given.

Then Concluded.
Green Plain Monthly meeting of Friends held 9th mo 12th 1862
No business appearing the meeting Concludes

Green Plain Monthly meeting of Friends held 10th mo 15th 1862
The Clerk being absent Edwd E. Harrison is appointed for the day.
Green Plain preparative meeting informs that Oliver Faucett requests to become a member of our Society. Thomas Branson & Isaac Warner are appointed to confer with him on the occasion and report to next meeting. As our representatives to attend the ensuing Quarterly Meeting we appoint Isaac Warner, G. W. Brown and Edwd E Harrison who are to report to next meeting.

Oakland Indulged meeting has been kept up.
Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly meeting of Friends held 11th mo 18th 1862
The friends appointed to confer with Oliver Faucett report that they have had a satisfactory opportunity with him and are of the judgement that his request should be granted with which this meeting unites.
The representatives to the Quarterly meeting report they all attended, and produced to this meeting our proportion of the extracts from the minutes of our late Yearly meeting one of which has been read. Thomas Branson is appointed to distribute them among our members.
James P Harrison, Isaac Warner, Simeon Warner & Nixon G Brown are appointed to open a free subscription to raise money for a friend to erect suitable buildings for the accommodation of schools for the education of our youth, and also to raise money for a fund for the purchase or publication of suitable school books, and report in the first month next.
Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly meeting of Friends held 12th mo 17th 1862
Simeon Warner, Joshua Harrison, Nixon G Brown & Isaac Warner are appointed in conjunction with a like committee of women friends to take into consideration the subject of building a meeting House at Oakland. Also report what steps in their judgement had better be taken towards building a school House for the accommodation of friends children, and if it is their judgement that we should build either to take the necessary steps towards locating them and ascertain the probable cost, and report to next meeting.
Several of the Committee appointed by the Quarterly Meeting to assist in promoting the guarded school education of friends children have acceptably attended this meeting.
Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly meeting of Friends held 1st mo 14th 1863
The 1st 2nd & 9th Queries were read in this meeting and written answers agreed upon to be forwarded to the ensuing quarterly meeting to attend which as our representatives we appoint Geo. W. Brown, Edward Meritt & Edwd E. Harrison who are to report to next meeting. The Committee appointed to raise money for the use of the Yearly meeting Committee on the concerns of the people of color report that $2.25 has been raised which is directed to be forwarded to the quarterly meeting's treasurer, by our representatives.
The committee appointed to raise money for the erection of suitable buildings for schools for friends children, and for the purchase or publication of school books for friends children report some attention Thereto but not being prepared to report in full, the committee is continued to report in 4th mo next.
The preparative meeting informs that Jehu Brown has so far transgressed our order as to associate with congregational friends and suffer his name erased from the records of this meeting, and that he wishes friends to pass by the offence and reinstate him in society. Thomas Branson and Isaac Warner are appointed to confer with him on the occasion and report to next meeting.
The report is united with and the committee released.

Green Plain Mo meeting of Friends held 2nd mo 18th 1863.

Oakland Indulged meeting has been kept up to satisfaction.

Geo. W. Brown on which to build a meeting House & School-house & report the people of color as directed.

the name of a friend to serve this meeting as Clerk & one as Assistant attended, and paid the money for the use of the committee on behalf of the necessary preparations & contracting therefor and report to next meeting. The committee is continued to raise further means, receive said subscriptions, and to forward names to serve this meeting as Clerk & Assistant is continued to

The committee appointed to take into consideration the building of a subscription to raise money for the purpose of building a meeting & school house at Oakland and if in their judgement from the amount subscribed it will be $450.00 and probable cost of school house $550.00

the necessary preparations & contracting therefor and report to next meeting. The committee shall make

Nixon G. Brown, Joshua Harrison & Geo. W. Brown are appointed to make the following report; that we have visited that neighbourhood and are of the judgement that we would be safe to proceed with said building, then the committee shall make

Then Concluded.

The representatives to the quarterly meeting report they all attended, and paid the money for the use of the committee on behalf of the meeting house last year report that service performed & have agreed

Wm P. Flowers requests a certificate to be forwarded to Salem Mo meeting.

The preparative meeting informs that David J. Frame has accomplished his marriage contrary to discipline. Geo. W. Brown & Thomas Branson are appointed to have that care the ensuing year. Then Concluded.

Edwd Meritt & Edwd E. Harrison are appointed as trustees to receive money & settle with the friend for his care of the meeting house the past year and agree with the committee to thereto agreed upon to be forwarded to the ensuing Quarterly Meeting to mention thereto.

Simeon Warner & Thomas Branson are appointed to raise money & settle with some friend to have that care the ensuing year.

N. J. Isaac Warner & Simeon Warner are appointed to make the following report, that the people of color as directed.

Then Concluded.

Thomas Bronson is appointed Clerk for the day.

The preparative meeting informs that Geo. W. Brown on which to build a meeting house & School-house & report that $890.00 have been subscribed and that they have contracted for the erection of said buildings at the sum of $950.00; the report is satisfactory & the subscription to raise money for the purpose of building a meeting & school house at Oakland agree with the committee to thereto agreed upon to be forwarded to the ensuing Quarterly Meeting to mention thereto.

Then Concluded.

Ruth H. Harrison

Signed on behalf of the committee Joshua Harrison.

Ruth H. Harrison

The 1st 2nd & 9th Queries were read in this meeting and answers thereto agreed upon to be forwarded to the ensuing Quarterly Meeting to mention thereto.

The committee appointed to visit him on the occasion and report to next meeting.

The preparative meeting informs that David J. Frame has accomplished his marriage contrary to discipline. Geo. W. Brown & Thomas Branson are appointed to have that care the ensuing year. Then Concluded.

Edwd Meritt & Edwd E. Harrison are appointed as trustees to receive money & settle with the friend for his care of the meeting house the past year and agree with the committee to thereto agreed upon to be forwarded to the ensuing Quarterly Meeting to mention thereto.

Simeon Warner & Thomas Branson are appointed to raise money & settle with some friend to have that care the ensuing year.

N. J. Isaac Warner & Simeon Warner are appointed to make the following report, that the people of color as directed.

Then Concluded.

Wm P. Flowers requests a certificate to be forwarded to Salem Mo meeting.

The preparative meeting informs that Geo. W. Brown, Joshua Harrison & Geo. W. Brown are appointed to open a subscription to raise money to build a meeting house at Oakland and if in their judgement from the amount subscribed it would be safe to proceed with said building, then the committee shall make

Then Concluded.

The representatives to the quarterly meeting report they all attended, and paid the money for the use of the committee on behalf of the meeting house last year report that service performed & have agreed

Wm P. Flowers requests a certificate to be forwarded to Salem Mo meeting.

The preparative meeting informs that David J. Frame has accomplished his marriage contrary to discipline. Geo. W. Brown & Thomas Branson are appointed to have that care the ensuing year. Then Concluded.

Edwd Meritt & Edwd E. Harrison are appointed as trustees to receive money & settle with the friend for his care of the meeting house the past year and agree with the committee to thereto agreed upon to be forwarded to the ensuing Quarterly Meeting to mention thereto.

Simeon Warner & Thomas Branson are appointed to raise money & settle with some friend to have that care the ensuing year.

N. J. Isaac Warner & Simeon Warner are appointed to make the following report, that the people of color as directed.

Then Concluded.

Wm P. Flowers requests a certificate to be forwarded to Salem Mo meeting.
The committee in Jehu Brown's case is continued

The committee appointed to propose the name of a friend to serve this meeting as Clerk and one as Assistant, propose Edwd E Harrison for Clerk & Edwd Meritt as Assistant, who being Separately considered are united with and appointed to those servises.

The friends appointed to visit David J. Frame with respect to his outgoing in marriage report that they have visited him on the occasion. And he has produced to this meeting an acknowledgement therefor which has been read and accepted and he continued a member.

The Committee to prepare a certificate for Wm P. Flowers in order to join him to Salem monthly meeting N. J., produced one which was read and united with. Thomas Branson is appointed to forward it to that meeting.

The friends appointed to receive a title to a piece of ground on which to build a meeting house & School house at Oakland report the service performed; they are continued to have the deed recorded and report to next meeting.

The committee appointed to open a free subscription to raise money for the erection of suitable buildings for the accomodation of schools for friends children & for the purchase or publication of suitable school books is continued. The preparative meeting informs that Josiah Meritt has accomplished his marriage contrary to discipline. Isaac Warner & Thomas Branson are appointed to confer with him on the occasion & report to next meeting.

Oakland indulged meeting has been kept up.

Then Concluded

Green plain Monthly meeting of Fr'ds held 5th mo 13th 1863
The representatives to the Quarterly meeting report they all attended.

The Committee in Jehu Brown case is continued

The committee in Josiah Meritt's case report some attention thereto, but not being prepared to report in full is continued.

The preparative meeting informs that Elijah M. Schooley has accomplished his marriage contrary to discipline; And he produced to this meeting an acknowledgement therefor which has been read and accepted and he continued a member.

A certificate has been received from Miami mo meeting held 4th mo 22nd 1863 for Robt and Susanna E Hatton & their five minor Children namely Eliza, Robert, Willets, Lorenza M. & Edmund E. Hatton; also one for Joseph Hatton from the same meeting; and one for Elizabeth E, Sarah & Margaret Hatton from the same meeting; all of which have been read & accepted. the Clerk is directed to forward them to be recorded.

The trustees who were directed to have the deed for the Meeting & School House Lot at Oakland recorded report the service performed; they are directed to take charge of the deed.

Then Concluded

Green plain Mo meeting of Friends held 6th mo 17th 1863
The friends appointed in Jehu Brown's case report that they have had further conferences with him without receiving anything more satisfactory; it is the judgement of the meeting that the committee should be released.

The committee appointed to confer with Josiah Meritt, report that he manifests no desire to retain his right of membership. It is their judgement that he should be testified against with which the meeting unites.

Isaac Warner and J. Harrison are appointed to propose & produce to next meeting a testification against him.

A certificate has been received from Fall creek mo meeting dated 4th mo 9th 1863, for Jesse W. & Susan G Cook & their three minor children namely Bowen M, Isaac W. & George L. Cook which has been read & accepted

Then Concluded.

Green plain Mo meeting of Friends held 7th mo 15th 1863
The preparative meeting informs that George C. Richardson has accomplished his marriage contrary to discipline. Isaac Warner & Thomas Branson are appointed to visit him on the occasion & report to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

--

Green Plain Mo meeting of Friends held 8th Mo 12th 1863
The representatives to the Quarterly meeting report they all attended and forwarded the money for the publication of school books as directed.

The friend appointed in Josiah Meritt's case reports the cervise performed.

Then Concluded.

______________________________

Green Plain mo meeting of Friends held 9th mo 14th 1863
The preparative meeting informs that George C. Richardson has accomplished his marriage contrary to discipline. Isaac Warner & Thomas Branson are appointed to visit him on the occasion & report to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

______________________________

Green plain Mo meeting of Fr'ds held 10th mo 14th 1863
The committee appointed to visit Geo C Richardson is continued
As our representatives to attend the ensuing Quarterly meeting we appoint Edwd E. Harrison, Isaac Warner and Nixon Brown who are to report to next meeting.

Oakland Indulged meeting has been kept up.

Then Concluded.

______________________________

Green Plain monthly meeting of Friends held 11th mo 18th 1863
The Committee in Geo C Richardson's case report that they have attended to the appointment and that he seemed disposed to give satisfaction to the meeting the committee is continued.

The representatives to the Quarterly meeting report they all attended & produced to this meeting 40 copies of the extracts from the minutes of our late Yearly Meeting. Isaac Warner is appointed to distribute them among our members.

The preparative meeting informs that Watson Foulke has accomplished his marriage contrary to discipline & located himself beyond the Christian Care of Society. It is the judgement of this meeting that he should be discontinued from membership with us.

Joshua Harrison & Simeon Warner are appointed to agree with some person to put a new roof on the monthly meeting house & such other repairs as may be necessary; raise the money by subscription to defray the expenses & report when ready.

Then Concluded.

______________________________

Green Plain mo meeting of Friends held 12th mo 16th 1863
The committee in Geo C Richardson's case mot being prepared to report is continued
By an extract from the minutes of our late Quarterly meeting, this meeting is directed to raise a further amount of money for the purchase or publication of school-books, the amount previously raised being insufficient for that purpose. Nixon Brown & Isaac Warner are appointed to open a free subscription for that purpose & report to next meeting.

Then Concluded.
Green Plain Mo meeting of Friends held 1st Mo 13th 1864
The 1st 2nd & 9th Queries were read in this meeting and written answers agreed upon to be forwarded to the ensuing quarterly meeting to attend which as our representatives we appoint Geo. W. Brown, Simeon Warner & Edwd Meritt who are to report to next meeting.

The committee in Geo C Richardson's case is continued.
The Committee appointed to Open a free subscription to raise money for the purchase or publication of school books report some attention thereto they are continues

Thomas Banson & Robt Hatton are appointed to raise money & Settle with the friend for his care of the meeting House the past year & agree with some friend to have that care the ensuing year & report to next Meeting. Oakland Indulged meeting has been kept up to satisfaction.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Mo meeting of Friends held 2nd mo 17th 1864.
The representatives to quarterly meeting report they all attended.
The Committee in Geo C Richardson's case is continued.
The Committee on school books is continued.
The committee to settle with the friend for the care of the meeting house & agree with some person to have that care the ensuing year report some attention thereto; But that they have not agreed with anyone to have the care of the House for the ensuing year. The committee is continued.

Simeon Warner & Isaac Warner are appointed to propose to next meeting the name of a friend to serve this meeting as Clerk & one as Assistant.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Mo meeting of Friends held 3rd Mo 16th 1864
The committee in Geo C Richardson's case report that he is deceased.
The Committee appointed to open a free subscription to raise money for the purchase or publication of school books is continued.
The committee continued from last meeting to agree with a friend to have the care of the meeting house the ensuing year report that they have agreed with Amos Warner to have that care for the sum of $15.00 with which the meeting unites.
The friends appointed to propose the names of friends for Clerks propose Edwd E. Harrison for Clerk & Edwd Meritt for assistant who being separately considered are united with and appointed to those services.

Nixon Brown, Simeon Warner & Edwd E Harrison are appointed in Conjunction with a committee of women friends to employ teachers and endeavour to raise schools at Oakland when it is thought that they can be advantageously sustained to have the oversight of the same & transact the business connected therewith & report in 7th mo next.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Mo meeting of Friends held 4th Mo 13th 1864
The 1st 2nd & 9th queries were read in this meeting and written answers agreed upon to be forwarded to the ensuing Quarterly meeting to attend with which we appoint Robt Hatton, Joshua Harrison & Edwd E Harrison who are to report to next meeting.
The committee appointed to open a free subscription to raise money for the purchase or publication of school books as directed by our late yearly meeting report that they have raised $10.00 which is directed to be forwarded to the quarterly meeting by our representatives.

Then Concluded.

C. P. Mo. mtg. held 5th mo 16th 1864
The representatives to the Quarterly meeting report they all attended and forwarded the money for the use of the Yearly meeting as directed.
The Committee appointed to have the monthly meeting house new-roofed etc report the service of the appointment performed.

Then Concluded.
Green Plain monthly meeting of Fr'ds held 8th mo 17th 1864

The representatives to the Quarterly meeting report they all attended.

Robt Hatton expressed in this meeting a concern to attend the next Yearly Meeting of Friends of Ohio, with which this meeting unites him in unity with us. The Clerk is directed to furnish him with a copy of the above minute.

Then Concluded.

G. P. Mo. Mtg of Fr'ds held 9th mo 14th 1864

Robt Hatton informs that he attended Ohio Yearly Meeting of Friends and produced a certificate of acceptance from that meeting.

Womens meeting informs that Eliza Myers has joined another Society that they have visited her on the occasion & that it is their judgement she should be disowned, with which this meeting unites. Geo. W. Brown & Edwd E. Harrison are appointed to produce to next meeting a testification against her.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain mo mtg of Friends held 10th mo 12th 1864

The committee appointed for that purpose produced a testification against Eliza Myers which being read is approved & directed to be signed & forwarded to womens meeting for their further care in the case.

Joshua Harrison, Simeon Warner & Edwd E Harrison are appointed our representatives to the ensuing Quarterly meeting and to report to next meeting.

Oakland Indulged meeting has been kept up.

Then Concluded.

G. P. Mo mtg of Fr'ds held 11th mo 16th 1864

The representatives to the quarterly meeting report they all attended except one for whose absence a reason was given & produced 50 copies of the printed minutes of our late Yearly meeting one of which has been read.

Isaac Warner is appointed to distribute them among our members.

Edwd E. Harrison, Simeon Warner & Nixon G. Brown are appointed to open a free subscription to raise money for the several purposes directed by our late Yearly meeting viz for the use of the Committee on the concern of the people of color for Yearly meeting stock & for the purchase or publication of school books and report in 1st mo next the amount raised for each fund.

To raise money to pay for the stoves in use at the meeting house & school house at Oakland & to purchase new stoves for the monthly meeting house, Isaac Warner, Nixon G Brown & Edwd Meritt are appointed who are to
report to next meeting.
Then Concluded.

G. F. Mo Mtg of Frds held 12th Mo 14th 1864

The Friend to distribute the minutes of our late Yearly meeting
reports the Service performed.
The committee to raise money & settle for our stoves is continued.
Then Concluded.

G. F. No Mtg held 1st mo 15th 1865

The 1st 2nd & 9th Queries have been read in this meeting & answers
agreed upon to be forwarded to the ensuing quarterly meeting to attend
which we appoint Isaac Warner, Nixon Brown & Robt Hatton our representatives,
who are to report to next meeting.

The committee to settle for our stoves reports the service attended to.
The committee appointed to raise money for several purposes directed by
our late Yearly meeting report that they have raised $11.00 for the use
of the committee on the concerns of the people of color, $9.10 for the
Yearly meeting stock & $18.20 for the publication of schoolbooks, making
in all $18.40 which is directed to the quarterly meeting by our representa-
tives.

The preparative meeting informs that Jos Hatton has accomplished his
marriage contrary to discipline & he produced to this meeting an acknow-
legement therefor which has been read & accepted & he continued a member.
Isaac Warner is appointed to inform thereof.
Then Concluded.

2nd Mo 15th 1865

The representatives to the quarterly Meeting report they all attended.
Joshua Harrison & Simeon Warner are appointed to raise & settle with the
friend for his care of the meeting house the past year & agree with same
friend to have that care the ensuing year & report to next meeting.
Robt Hatton & Geo. W. Brown are appointed to propose to next meeting
the name of a friend to serve this meeting as Clerk & one as Assistant.
Then Concluded.

Green Plain 3rd mo 15th 1865

The Committee appointed in regard to the care of the meeting house
report that they have settled with the friend for his care the past year
& have agreed with Phineas Walker to have that care the ensuing year for
$20.00 with which the meeting unites. The Committee to propose the names
of friends & assistant propose Edwd E Harrison for Clerk & Edwd Meritt
for assistant, with which the meeting unites & they are appointed to those
services the ensuing year. An acknowledgement has been read in this
meeting from Jehu & Susannah Brown dated 1st mo 15th 1865 Condemning
their course in encouraging meetings not in accordance with the order of
our society & requesting to be reinstated in membership with us, which is
received by this & womens meeting. Isaac Warner is appointed to inform
them thereof.

Our Quarterly Meeting informs that Alum Creek monthly meeting & Whetstone
preparative meeting for worship have been laid down and the members
attached to this meeting.
Then Concluded.

Green plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 4th Mo 12th 1865

The 1st 2nd & 9th queries have been read in this meeting and answers
agreed upon to be forwarded to the ensuing quarterly meeting by Geo. W.
Brown, Wm Schooley and Isaac Warner our representatives who are to report
to next meeting.

The Friend appointed in Jehu Brown case reports the Service performed.
One of the Committee having the Care of Oakland Indulged meeting
reports that it has been kept up.
Robt Hatton & Simeon Warner are appointed to agree with some friend to
have the care of the meeting house the ensuing year (Phineas Walker having declined to have the care) & report to next meeting

Then Concluded

Green Plain Mo meeting of Friends held 5th mo 17th 1865
The Clerk being absent Robt Hatton is appointed for the day.

The representatives to the quarterly meeting report they all attended.
A Certificate from Short Creek monthly meeting of Friends in Ohio, dated 4th of last mo for Aaron Packer & Ann his wife the latter a minister in unity was read & accepted. A Certificate from Miami mo meeting of Friends held 25th of last month for Thomas Thorp & Maria his wife was read & accepted.

The committee to agree with a friend to have the care of the meeting house report they have agreed with Thomas Thorp to have that care the ensuing year for $20.00 (wood to be furnished by the meeting) which is satisfactory to the meeting.

The committee appointed by our Q. M. in 2nd mo to attend the laying down of Alum Creek monthly meeting produced the books & papers of said meeting & the minutes of the last meeting by which it appears that its business was all closed up. The books & papers are directed to be placed with the other books & papers belonging to this meeting & Isaac Warner is appointed to have the care of them.

Geo W. Brown, Isaac Warner & Robt Hatton are appointed to judge of the propriety of a change of overseers & propose to next meeting the names of Friends for that service.

Simeon Warner & Nixon G Brown are appointed to examine our records of births & deaths & report to next meeting.

Nothing further appearing the meeting concludes.

Green Plain mo meeting of Friends held 6th mo 14th 1865
The Committee on the subject of overseers report that they have conferred together & unite in proposing Thomas Branson, Isaac Warner, Geo W. Brown and Wm Schooley for overseers, with which the meeting unites & they are appointed to that service.

The Committee to examine the record of births & deaths is continued.

Nixon G Brown & Robt Hatton are appointed to assist the Clerk in revising & recording the minutes of this meeting. Then Concluded.

Green Plain Mo meeting of Friends held 7th mo 12th 1865
All the Queries addressed to the monthly meeting have been read and written answers agreed upon to be forwarded to the ensuing Quarterly meeting to attend which we appoint Simeon Warner, Geo. W. Brown & Edwd Meritt our representatives, who are to report to next meeting.

The Committee to examine our record of birth and deaths report that they have attended to the appointment and that they are all recorded as far as known.

The committee to assist in revising & recording the minutes of our monthly meeting is continued.

Womens meeting produced to this a Certificate of removal for Susanna Mosher to Wapsanoc monthly meeting Iowa which is directed to be signed and forwarded to women friends fortheir further care.

The Preparative meeting informs that John G Warner has accomplished his marriage contrary to the order of our Society. Robt Hatton & Thomas Branson are appointed to visit him on the occasion & report to next meeting.

The committee appointed in 7th month last year to endeavour to raise a School at Oakland & under the care of Friends & to have the oversight of the same, report that a school has been taught nine months under the care of the committee the average daily attendance being about 16 scholars, the school was visited frequently by several of the committee who were well pleased withthe manner in which the School was conducted as well as with their progress in learning; and are of the opinion that the subject should claim the further attention of the monthly meeting. Signed on behalf of the Committee Simeon Warner
which report is satisfactory to the meeting and the committee is continued in the same service another year.

Our late Q M informs that the Amt of money raised for the publication of school books is insufficient for that purpose & directs that monthly meetings raise an additional sum; our representatives are directed to endeavour to raise the amount required & forward it to the Q. M. with the reports & report to next meeting.

One of the Committee having the care of Oakland Indulgences meeting reports that it has been kept up.

Geo W Brown, Aaron Packer & Thomas Branson are appointed in conjunction with a like committee of women friends to consider the propriety of making an addition to the No of our Elders & if way opens to propose to next meeting, the names of friends to serve in that Station.

The subject of appointing a committee to visit the different neighborhoods & families belonging to our monthly meeting, as way might open to endeavour to encourage our members in the cause of Truth has claimed the serious attention of this meeting but women friends not be prepared to enter into an appointment at this time, the subject is deferred another month.

Then Concluded.

---

Green Plain M. M of friends held 8th Mo 16th 1865.

The Representatives to the Quarterly Meeting, Report they all attended, and that they collected & forwarded $4.50 for the publication of school books.

The committee to assist in revising and recording the Minutes of the Monthly Meeting report the service performed. The committee to visit John G. Warner is continued.

The committee on the subject of Elders, Report that they had conferred together, and united in proposin the name of Aaron Packer to serve in that station in addition to those previously appointed, with which this & womens meeting are united; the clerk is directed to furnish the select Preparative Meeting with a copy of the above minutes.

Robert Hatton, Aaron Packer & Isaac Warner are appointed in conjunction with a like Committee of women friends to visit the different neighborhods and families of friends belonging to four Monthly Meeting as way may open, to endeavour to encourage our members in the cause of truth & if way should open therefore to appoint public meetings in some neighborhods of friends and report when ready.

Wm D. Mendenhall & Annie E. Warner inform this meeting that they intend marriage with each other, the friend will be expected to produce to next meeting a Certificate suitable to the occasion from the Monthly Meeting of which he is a member.

Then Concluded.

---

Green Plain M. M. of friends held 9th Mo. 13th 1865. the committee to visit John G. Warner on account of his outgoing in Marriage report that they visited him on the occasion, and that he did not want to retain his right of membership. Robert Hatton and Thomas Branson are appointed to produce to next meeting a testification against him. A certificate was received from White Water Monthly Meeting Ind dated 8th Mo 22 1865, informing that W. D. Mendenhall is a Member of that meeting and so far as appears is clear of other Marriage engagements, and he & Annie E. Warner continuing their intentions of marriage with eachother and she having consent of parents, if he satisfies the Committee in their case as to his parents consent. No other obstructions appearing the meeting leaves them at liberty to accomplish their marriage according to discipline.

Joshua Harrison & Simeon Warner are appointed to attend the Marriage see that good order is observed, Return the Certificate to be recorded and report tonext meeting.

Jacob Nichols & Peace Mosher inform that they intend marriage with each other. Thomas Branson & Aaron Packer are appointed to make the necessary inquiry in the case and report to next meeting.
The friend heretofore appointed to read marriage certificates being deceased, Robert Hatton is appointed to perform that service.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Mt. of friends held 10th Mo 18th 1865. The Committee to prepare a testification against John G. Warner is continued.

The committee to attend the marriage of William D. Mendenhall & Annie E. Warner, Report that they attended to the appointment, that his parents consented tereto & that the marriage was orderly accomplished. Jacob Nichols & Peace Mosher continue their intentions of marriage with each other, & no obstructions appearing & having consent of surviving parents are left at liberty to accomplish the same according to discipline. And at their request a meeting is appointed at 9 oclock tomorrow morning at our usual place of meeting. Aaron Packer & Isaac Warner are appointed to attend the marriage, see that good order is observed, return the certificate to be recorded & report to next meeting.

Isaac Warner & William Schooley & Robert Hatton are appointed Representatives to attend the ensuing Quarterly Meeting & report to next meeting.

Robert Hatton & Nixon G. Brown, Thomas Branson & Edward E. Harrison are appointed to consider the propriety of making a change in our book of discipline in regard to the length of time for which members of the meeting for sufferings are appointed & report to a future meeting, what in their judgement would be best. Oakland Indulged meeting has been kept up.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Mt. of friends held 11th Mo 15th 1865.

The committee to prepare a testification against John G. Warner produced one which was read & with a slight alteration, united with, and directed to be signed. Thomas Branson is appointed to furnish him with a copy thereof, inform him of his right of appeal and report to next meeting.

The friend appointed to attend the marriage of Jacob Nichols & Peace Mosher, Report that they attended to the appointment & the marriage was orderly accomplished.

The Representatives to the quarterly meeting report they all attended, and produced about 55 copies of the printed minutes of our late Yearly Meeting. Isaac Warner is appointed to distribute them among our members.

The Committee appointed to consider the propriety of making a change in our book of discipline in regard to the length of time for which members of the meeting for sufferings are appointed, Report in writing that after conferring together the agreed to propose, the paragraph under the head of "Meetings for sufferings" page 45 be altered so as to read as follows, in order that the Yearly Mt. may be properly represented in the intervals thereof: it is directed that each Quarterly Meeting appoint four suitable friends & forward their names to the Yearly Meeting, who with 26 friends appointed by the Yearly Meeting (and which appointment shall be for 3 years) shall constitute a meeting for sufferings, to be held at such time and place as the Yearly Meeting shall direct. It is also advised that friends submitting to this appointment be diligent in attending to the service & when prevented from attending any of its regular meetings by circumstances beyond their control that they be careful to inform the meeting thereof. When any member of the said meeting shall decease or shall fail to attend two successive regular sittings of the same without forwarding the reasons for their absence, or become otherwise disqualified, information thereof should be forwarded to the meeting which appointed them that it by a new appointment may fill the place of such deceased, delinquent or disqualified member. The said meeting is privileged on its own adjournments or to call a special meeting werever four of its members shall judge it necessary & it is to be subject to the following rules.

Which report is united with by this and women's Meeting & is directed to
Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 12th Mo 13th 1865
The friend named to offer John G. Warner a copy of our testification against him, & reported the service performed.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 1st Mo 17th 1866.
The 1st 2nd & 9th queries have been read in this meeting, and answers thereto agreed upon to be forwarded to the ensuing Quarterly Mt. by Geo. W. Brown, Robert Hatton & Edward E. Harrison who are appointed our representatives & report to next meeting.

Isaac Michener requests our certificate for himself & family to Miami Monthly Meeting. Simeon Warner & Robert Hatton are appointed in conjunction with a committee of women friends to make the necessary inquiry & if no obstructions appear produce one to next meeting.

Oakland Indulged Mt. has been kept up. Isaac Warner, Robert Hatton & Joshua Harrison are appointed to endeavor to ascertain to whom the grounds formerly occupied by this meeting legally belongs, and report to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 2nd Mo 14th 1866. The representatives to the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended. The committee appointed to prepare a certificate for Isaac Michener & family, produced one which was read & united with and directed to be signed & recorded & Robert Hatton is appointed to forward it to Miami Monthly Meeting.

The committee to make enquiry respecting the old Meeting house property, report that they had made some examination and were satisfied that the title is rested in this meeting. Isaac Warner, Edward E. Harrison & Robert Hatton are appointed trustees for this meeting, to have the care of the property & to make whatever disposition of it they may think best, and report when ready.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 3rd Mo 14th 1866. The friend named to forward the certificate of Isaac Michener & family to Miami Monthly Meeting is continued.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 4th Mo 18th 1866.
The 1st 2nd & 9th queries have been read in this meeting and answers agreed upon to be forwarded to the ensuing quarterly meeting to attend which we appoint Isaac Warner, Robert Hatton & Thomas Thorp, our representatives who are to report to next meeting. Oakland Indulged meeting has been kept up. The friend appointed to forward the Certificate for Isaac Michener & family to Miami Monthly Meeting report the service attended to. Robert Hatton and Isaac Warner are appointed to endeavor to ascertain the names of the members of this meeting belonging formerly to Alum Creek Monthly Meeting & have the same recorded & report when ready.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 5th Mo 16th 1866.
The Representatives to the quarterly meeting report they all attended. Simeon Warner & Joshua Harrison are appointed to raise money by subscription & settle with the friend for his care of the meeting.
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house the past year & agree with some friend to have that care the ensuing year and report to next meeting. Simeon Warner, Robert Hatton & Nixon G. Brown are appointed to propose to next meeting the names of friends to serve this meeting as clerk & assistant.

Isaac Warner, Robert & Jehu Brown are appointed to propose to next meeting the names of suitable friends for trustees for the meeting house property at Goshen.

Our friend Ann Packer expressed in this meeting a concern to pay a religious visit to White Water Quarterly meeting & its branches & appoint some meetings within its limits; which concern was united with by this meeting she being a minister in unity with us; the Clerk is directed to furnish her with a copy of the above minute.

Our friend Aaron Packer expressed his prospect of accompanying his wife on a religious visit to White Water Q M. & its branches, with which this meeting unites he being an elder in unity with us; the Clerk is directed to furnish him with a copy of the above minute.

A proposition was made in this meeting to have the time holding our monthly meeting changed from the fourth after the second seventh day to the fourth day after the first seventh day in each month, which proposition is left for consideration till next monthly meeting.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 6th Mo 13th 1866.

The friends appointed to settle with the caretaker of the meeting house, Report they attended to the appointment & have agreed with Thomas Thorp to have the care of the house the ensuing year for $20.00 (wood to be furnished by the meeting) with which the meeting united.

The committee to propose names for Clerk & Assistant propose Edward E. Harrison for Clerk & Edward Merritt for Assistant, which proposition is united with & they appointed to that service the ensuing year.

The committee to propose names of friends to serve as trustees for the meeting house property at Goshen propose Jehu Brown & Oliver Fawcet & Simeon Warner who are united with & appointed to that service. The clerk is directed to inform Jehu Brown & Oliver Fawcet of their Appointment.

The Clerk informs that Aaron & Ann Packer were furnished with minutes as directed.

The subject of changing the time of holding the M. M is deferred for consideration another month.

Isaac Warner and Robert Hatton are appointed to propose the names of friends to serve as trustees for the meeting house property at Whetstone in Morrow County.

Then Concluded

Green Plain M. Meeting of Friends held 7th Mo 18th 1866.

All the queries addressed to the M Meeting have been read at this time & answers agreed upon to be forwarded to the ensuing Quarterly Meeting, to which Robert Hatton, Edward Merritt & Nixon G. Brown are appointed our representatives who are to report to next meeting.

The committee to propose names of friends to serve as trustees for the meeting house property at Whetstone, report some attention thereto; the committee is continued.

The committee having charge of Oakland School report that a school has been taught 9 months, the average daily attendance being about 15 scholars. The school was visited at several different times by the committee & found to be conducted in a satisfactory manner & we believe the scholars made good progress in learning. We would recommend the subject to the further care of the monthly meeting. Signed on behalf of the Committee.

Simeon Warner
Hannah Brown

Which report is satisfactory and the committee is continued another year. The subject of changing the time of holding the M. meeting again claiming the attention of the meeting, it is concluded that friends are
Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 9th Mo 12th 1866

The meeting house & lot at Whitestone proposed Robert Mosher & Simeon Warner, which is left to another month as they are not present.

Simeon Warner, Nixon

is appointed to attend the ensuing Quarterly Meeting & report to next meeting.

Then Concludes.

Green Plain M. Meeting of friends held 8th Mo. 15th 1866

The clerk not being present, Robert Hatton is appointed clerk for the day.

Robert Hatton reports that Aaron & Ann Packer were furnished with minutes as directed.

The subject of placing stones at the graves of our departed friends in our burying ground, claiming the consideration of the meeting after deliberation it is thought best to appoint a committee to consider the subject and report their judgement thereon to next meeting, and if it is their judgement that consent might be given to place stones in our yard to propose a size that would be suitable. G. W. Brown, Robert Hatton, Isaac Warner & Simeon Warner are appointed for that purpose who are to report to next meeting. At his request Joshua Harrison is released from care of the Grave Yard

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 10th Mo 17th 1866

Simeon Warner, Nixon G. Brown & Isaac Warner are appointed representatives to attend the ensuing Quarterly Meeting & report to next meeting.

The committee to consider the subject of placing stones in our burying grounds report that they agreed that stones should not be permitted to exceed 12 inches in height above the level of the ground & 14 in. in width, with no other mark than the name of the deceased & the year of the death.

Signed on behalf of the committee Geo. W. Brown which report is refered to the committee having the care of the burying ground, to which service Isaac Warner & Thomas Thorp & Phineas Walker & Simeon Warner are appointed.

Our friends Aaron & Ann Packer returned the minutes granted them to attend Ohio Yearky Meeting & some branches & informed that they had accomplished the visit to their satisfaction & produced minutes of acceptance from those meetings.

Then Concluded.
Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 11th Mo 14th 1866.

The committee to raise money for the Yearly Meeting purposes is not continued.

The committee to raise money for the Yearly Meeting Stock & for the use of the committee to assist the colored people in education. Simeon Warner & William Schooley are appointed to open free subscription for that purpose and to report to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 12th Mo 12th 1866

The committee to raise money as directed by the Yearly Meeting is continued.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 1st Mo 16th 1867

The committee to raise money as directed by the Yearly Meeting is continued.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Mtg. of Friends held 2nd Mo 18th 1867

The committee to raise money for the Yearly Meeting purposes is continued.

The representatives to the quarterly meeting report they all attended.

Robert Hatton, Isaac Warner, Nixon G. Brown & Simeon Warner are appointed in conjunction with a like committee of women friends to propose & produce to next meeting a list of the names of those of our members, whose residence is unknown or from among friends, and whose right of membership is considered as released.

Womens meeting produced a certificate of membership for Annie E. Mendenhall to Whitewater Monthly Meeting Indiana, which was read approved & directed to be signed.

The preparative meeting informed that Jesse W. Cook Jr. has not been punctual in complying with his contracts; has neglected his family, and associated with another woman, introducing her as his wife. This meeting is decided in judgement that further labor with him would be of noadvantage, and appoints Simeon Warner & Robert Hatton to prepare, & produce at next meeting, a testification against him.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 3rd Mo 12th 1867

The clerk being absent Robert Hatton is appointed for the day.

Then Concluded.
The 1st 2nd & 9th queries were read & answers to them prepared & directed.
The clerk having removed from the limits of this meeting, Thomas Thorp, Simeon Warner & Thomas Branson are appointed to propose to next meeting friends to serve as clerk & assistant.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 4th Mo 17th 1867

The 1st 2nd & 9th queries were read & answers to them prepared & directed to be forwarded to the quarterly meeting by George W. Brown, Robert Hatton & Isaac Warner, our representatives thereto, who are to report to next meeting.

The committee to raise funds reported fifteen dollars for the Yearly Meeting Stock, & fifty cents for the benefit of the children of color; which is directed to be forwarded to the Treasurer of the Quarterly Meeting.

The committee to make out a list of such members as have removed out of our knowledge, or placed themselves beyond the Christian care of friends, reported as follows: "The committee found the names of the following persons on the record whose residence is unknown."

Viz. Morton Willits (Elizabeth Williams & children, William, Asa, Rachel, Mary, Lott, Daniel & Thomas)
John Willits
Willis S. Wilson William Lapham James L. Bennett
Theodore Wilson Lorana Lapham Joseph Bennett
Deborah Wilson Amelia Lapham Lydia W. Bennett
Elizabeth Garwood
Ruth Thompson Virginia C. Brown Margaret W. Brown
Asa Williams & Samuel B. Crashaw.

The following have placed themselves out of the care of friends, by uniting with other societies: Eli Willets, John Spencer, Elwood Spencer, Hannah Jane Spencer, William T. Pawcet, Amos Curl, Katy Curl, Joseph Curl, Esther Downs, Asa Brown & Hannah Brown his wife.

The following have expressed by letter that they have no desire in their present location to retain a right in the society, viz Henry Michener, Woodrow Michener, Levi Warner Michener, Lydia W. Michener & Elizabeth Michener.

Signed on behalf of the committee
Simeon Warner
Hannah Walker

Which report was satisfactory and the names reported are directed to be omitted from our record of members.

The committee not having completed the work is continued to report to next meeting.

The Committee appointed in 8th Mo 1866 to visit the different neighborhoods of our members reported as follows: "Though the committee has kept the subject in view has not satisfactorily opened to proceed much in it. The few friends residing in the neighborhood of Goshen were visited to the comfort of the committee and such an encouragement offered them as the (way) opened, and the committee believes they should from time to time receive such attention as the Monthly Meeting may be able to bestow.

The Committee is united in sentiment "that the religious visiting of families is a service that has been too much neglected by the society".

Signed on behalf of the committee
Robert Hatton
Ann Packer

Which report is satisfactory.

Simeon Warner & Robert Hatton are appointed to offer Jesse W. Cook Jr. a copy of the testament signed at last Mtg against him and inform him...
of his right of appealing from the judgement of this meeting in his case & report to next meeting.

The Committee having the care of Oakland Indulged Meeting, Reported it has been kept up.

Robert Hatton & Isaac Warner are appointed to assist the Recorder of Births & Deaths in making out a new record of the names of the members of this meeting.

The Committee appointed last month proposed Robert Hatton for Clerk & Edward Merrit for Assistant, which being satisfactory to the meeting they are appointed for those services.

Our esteemed friend Ann Packer with much feeling opened to this meeting a concern that for some time has mightily engaged her mind to visit Blue Liver Quarterly Meeting, the Meetings composing it and such families as found within its limits as are remotely situated from meeting & to appoint meeting among them as way may open to attend Meetings going & returning, which being considered, concurrence & sympathy with her therein were fully expressed she being a minister in unity with us.

The Clerk is directed to furnish her with a copy of this signed on behalf of this meeting.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 5th Mo 15th 1867

The Representatives report they all attended the Quarterly Mtg.

The Committee in relation to such members as are out of the knowledge of friends, is continued to the service.

The committee to offer Jesse W. Cook Jr a copy of the testification against him Report that it has been done.

The committee to assist the recorder not having completed it, it is continued.

Aaron Packer informed that he proposed to accompany his wife Ann Packer in her visit as opened at last meeting, which claiming consideration, friends approved of his doing so, he being an Elder in unity with us.

The Clerk is to furnish him with a copy of this minute.

Women friends produced a certificate to Miami Monthly Meeting for Louisa Lukens, which was approved & signed.

To raise money and settle with Caretaker of the meeting house Isaac Warner & Phineas Walker are appointed, they are to agree with a friend to have charge of it the ensuing year & to report to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 6th Mo 12th 1867

The Committee on such as are out of the knowledge of friends, having paid further attention to the work, but not being ready to report in full, is continued.

The Committee to assist the Recorder, not having completed the list of names is continued.

The Committee to settle for taking care of the meeting house report that it has done so, and also agreed with Thomas Thorp to have the care of it the ensuing year for twenty dollars, which is satisfactory to the meeting.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 7th Mo 17th 1867

The Queries were read & answers to them prepared to be forwarded to our next Q. Meeting by Joshua Hatton, George Brown & Robert Hatton our Representatives who are to report to next meeting.

The Committee having care of Oakland Indulged Meeting report that it has been kept up.

The committee to assist the Recorder in making out a list of the names of our members reported that the subject has been attended to.

The committee on such as are out of the knowledge of Friends is continued.

The committee having the care of the school at Oakland reported
the school has been taught for eight months within the last year. The scholars made good progress, which report is satisfactory & the Committee is continued (Women friends having continued their) to report this time next year. Edward Merit is added to the Committee in place of Edward E. Harrison who has removed out of the limits of this meeting. Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 8th Mo 14th 1867
The Representatives to the Quarterly Meeting reported they all attended it.

The Committee on such as are out of the knowledge of friends reported a list of about 100 names which appears as members whose residence the committee was unable to ascertain. The meeting feeling some strait about releasing so many it was generally thought safe to inform the Quarterly Meeting of the subject and ask its advice thereon.

Women friends inform that Avis Fisher & Susan Fisher (formerly Smoma) accomplished marriage by aid of a hireling minister, that they have been written to and replied they have no desire to retain a right with friends and women friends were united in discontinuing them from membership with us with which this meeting unites. Isaac Warner, & Robert Hatton are appointed to prepare testimonies against them and produce to next meeting. Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 9th Mo 18th 1867
The Committee to prepare testimonies against Avis Fisher & Susan Fisher have done so, which being read were concurred in and signed & forwarded to women friends for the further care necessary.

To assist the clerk to revise and record the minutes of this meeting Simeon Warner & Nixon G. Brown were appointed who are to report to next meeting. Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 10th Mo 16th 1867
The Committee to assist in revising and recording the minutes not being ready to report is continued.

Our Friend Aaron Packer being prevented from attending this meeting by severe illness, has forwarded the minute granted him in fifth Mo last, with several returning minutes expressing that his company was acceptable to friends of Blue River Quarterly & Clear Creek, Blue River & Milford Monthly Meetings.

Our Friend Ann Packer has also forwarded to this meeting the minutes granted her in 4th Mo last, with information that she had accomplished the visit to the satisfaction of her own mind & also returning minutes from Blue River Quarterly & Clear Creek & Blue River & Milford Monthly Meetings expressing that her company & labors were satisfactory to them.

The preparative meeting informs that Edward Walker, Henry Harrison & Thomas Swayne have accomplished marriages contrary to the order of Society. Robert Hatton & Isaac Warner are to treat with Edward Walker & Thomas Swayne & report to next meeting. They are also to wrote to Wapesanonoc Monthly Meeting Iowa, & request them to treat with Henry Harrison on our behalf & inform us of the result of their labor in his case.

Women friends inform that Sarah J. Pervis (formerly Lee) had accomplished marriage by the aid of a hireling minister, they having extended care in the case & come to the judge, emt it would be right to disown her, which this meeting unites & appointed Nixon C. Brown & Thomas Thorp to produce to next meeting a testimony against her. Robert Hatton informed that being on an appointment of the meeting for sufferings to meet in Baltimore, he & his wife Susanna E. Hatton, had some prospect of attending the ensuing Yearly Meeting at that place, which this meeting approves, they being members in unity with us.

The assistant Clerk is directed to sign a suitable copy of this minute for them on behalf of the meeting.
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Isaac Warner, Simeon Warner & Edward Marritt are appointed
Representatives to the Quarterly Meeting & are to report to next meeting
Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 13 of 11 Mo 1867.
The committee to revise & record the minutes reported it had been attended to.
The committee in the case of Edward Walker, Thomas Swayne and Henry Harrison, inform they have paid some attention, but are not ready to report fully. It is continued to report.
The committee therefore produced a testification against Sarah Purvis, which being read was approved & signed and forwarded to women friends for further care necessary.
Robert and Susanna E. Hatton returned the minutes granted them with information that they attended Baltimore Yearly Meeting as proposed, to their own satisfaction.
The representatives to the late Quarterly Meeting report they all attended, and have produced about 80 copies of the printed minutes of our last Yearly Meeting; Phineas Walker is appointed to distribute them among our members and report to next meeting.
The preparative meeting informs that Simeon W. Oldham & Edward Oldham have accomplished marriage contrary to the order of our Society & neglected the attendance of our religious Meetings.
The Quarterly Meeting by an extract from its minutes requests that Monthly Meetings should forward an account of the number of children who are members between the ages of 5 & 10, 10 & 15, 15 & 21 respectively male & female, which is referred to the committee having charge of the school which is directed to report to next meeting.
The Quarterly Meeting also directs attention of Monthly Meetings to minute of the Yearly Meeting in regard to the violation of our testimony against Military Services, which is referred to our overseers.
A member of the committee appointed by the Quarterly Meeting to advise and assist the Meeting in relation to persons whose residence is not known, as referred by this meeting in the 8th Mo last. The friends who formed the committee of this meeting on that subject are directed to confer with them and report to next meeting.
Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 13 of 11 Mo 1867. The committee in the cases of Edward Walker, Thomas Swayne and Henry Harrison not being prepared to report in full is continued. The friends appointed to distribute the minutes of our yearly meeting among our members reported that it has been done.
The committee on Schools not having prepared the list of children is continued to the service and directed to report to next meeting.
The friends directed to meet with the committee of the Quarterly Meeting appointed to assist in relation to lost members reported they attended thereto, they are directed to report in writing to next meeting.
Women friends informed that Emeline Stowe & Sarah E Cooper formerly Schooley accomplished marriage contrary to the order of our Society, that they have been written to but do not manifest sufficient interest to reply and it was the judgement of their meeting that testification be prepared against them, with which this meeting concurs and Isaac Warner & Robert Hatton are appointed to produce them to next meeting.
They also inform that Susanna B Crumrine & Sarah A. Johnson, formerly Mosher have deviated from the order of our Society in accomplishing marriage, and on the consideration it is the judgement of women friends to erase their names from the list of members without further labor, as they manifest no disposition to make any acknowledgement, with which this meeting unites, they being out of the proper limits of any Monthly Meeting of friends.
Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 15th 1 Mo 1867.
The committee in the case of Edward Walker not being prepared to report in full was continued; it also informed that the complaint against Henry Harrison was forwarded to Wapsanonoc Monthly Meeting Iowa and that Thomas Swayne is now residing some where in the South Western States out of the reach of our Society; the Meeting considering that he has placed himself in such a situation that he cannot be benefited by having a right with Friends directs his name to be omitted from our list of members.

The committee reported a list of children as requested by last Quarterly Meeting which is as follows: Males between 5 & 10 = 2, between 10 & 15 = 5, between 15 & 21 = 6; total males 13.

Females between 5 & 10 = 2, between 10 & 15 = 4, between 15 & 21 = 7; total females 13; both males & females 26 which is directed to be forwarded to the next Quarterly Meeting.

The committee therefore produced a testimonial against Emeline Stowe which was approved signed & sent to womens friends. It also produced one against Sarah E. Cooper but women friends informed that since last monthly meeting she forwarded an acknowledgement which they are willing to accept she is therefore retained a member.

The committee on those members whose residence cannot be ascertained produced the following report, which is united with and the persons so named are no longer recognized to be members. "We met with the Quarterly Meetings committee and after conferring together we were all united in proposing that the following be no longer considered members" ie Sarah Ann Coats; Phebe B Paxson (Formerly Wood), Samuel N. Wood, Jonathan Wood, Ruth T. Peirce (formerly Wood), David J. Wood, Joseph John Farington, Willis S. Wilson, Theodore Wilson, Deborah Wilson, Eli Willets, Morton Willits, Jacob E. Willits, Hannah Parkins, John Spencer, Elwood Spencer, Hannah Jane Spencer, William T Fawcett, Edward L. Fawcett, Susan Williams, Mary Ann Vansycle, Mary Coats, & three ch, Sarah Ann Coats and children, Mary White, Ephraim Homan, Samuel & Sarah Tenny & three children, Isaac & Martha Williams and four children, Elizabeth Palmer, Prudence Palmer, Ann Wright & children, Parthenia Fraer, Roger Kirk & wife & ten children, Abraham Bell & wife & ten children, Mercy Windham, Caleb .Jefferis & family, William Kester, Mary Kester, Mouser Kester, Charles Kester, Jason Kester, Henry Kester, Alonzo Kester, Alvin Kester, Stephen Kester, Joseph Warner, Elinor Kenton, Eliasha Wilson, Huldah Wilson, Elvira Wilson, John R. Wilson, Zachariah Wilson, Rogella Wilson, Jonathan Kester, Elizabeth Kester, Mary Ann Kester, Sabina Kester, Jason Kester, Sarah L. Kester, Louisa J. Kester, John Kirk, Charles Combs & children, Samuel & Lydia Van Law & children, & Deborah Coats.

The 1st 2nd & 9th Queries were read and answers prepared to be forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting by Robert Hatton, Thomas Branson, Isaac Warner & Nixson C. Brown our Representatives who are to report to next meeting. Asa Mosher & Sarah P. his wife request a certificate of membership to Prairie Grove Mo. Mtg. Iowa. Thomas Thorp & Isaac Warner are appointed with a committee of women to make proper inquiry, and if nothing obstructs, produce one for them to next Mtg. They are directed to enquire and if nothing prevents produce certificates for Stephen & Asa Obidiah Mosher to the same meeting, one for John Mosher to Wapsanonoc Iowa, one for Joseph Wright to Wapsanonoc & Alpheus Fawcett Fall Creek Ind.

Oliver Fawcett & Lucetta his wife request that their minor son Addison Fawcett be received into membership. The meeting united in granting the request and Isaac Warner was appointed to inform them and report to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 12-2-1868

The committee in the case of Edward Walker produced an acknowledgement (from him) of his deviation, which stated that he desired to be retained in membership which this meeting feels willing to grant. Robert Hatton is appointed to inform him and report.

The representatives reported they all attended the Quarterly Meeting.

The committee therefore produced certificate for Asa & Sarah P. Mosher to
The representatives of the late Quarterly Meeting produced a number of
The Preparative Meeting informs that Joel Schooley has accomplished
The committee appointed 11th Mo. last to treat with Simeon Oldham & Edward
The friends in the case of Simeon Warner Jr. reported that he did not
\[\text{Sarah E. Cooper which was approved & signed. Thomas Thorp reported that}
The Preparative Meeting also informed that Simeon Warner has
accomplished marriage without procuring a certificate of his right of
membership. Thomas Branson & Nixon G. Brown are appointed to treat with
him and report to next meeting.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 18th of 3rd No 1868. The
friend appointed to inform Edward Walker of his retention in membership
reported that it has been done
The committee to prepare testifications against Simeon W. Oldham & John
Edward Oldham produced them, which being read were approved and signed.
Robert Hatton was appointed to offer them copies inform them of the right
to appeal & report.

Women friends produced a certificate to Whitewater No. Mtg. Ind. for
Sarah E. Cooper which was approved & signed. Thomas Thorp reported that
he forwarded Whitewater No. Mtg. the complaint against Joel Schooley
The friends in the case of Simeon Warner Jr. reported that he did not
seem sensible of any departure from our order in accomplishing his marriage
and is not inclined to make any satisfaction to friends. Thomas Branson
& Thomas Thorp are appointed to produce a testification against him to
next meeting

Green Plain Monthly of Friends held 4th Mo 15th 1868
Answers to the 1st 2nd & 9th Queries were agreed on, and directed to be
forwarded to our next Quarterly Meeting by George W. Brown, Phineas L.
Walker & William Schooley our representatives, who are to report to
next meeting.

The friend to furnish Simeon W. & J. Edward Oldham with the testifications
against them not having attended to it, is continued and is to report to
next meeting. The friends for that purpose produced a testimony against
Simeon Warner Jr. which being approved was signed and Robert Hatton
appointed to furnish him with a copy etc. and report. Nixon G. Brown,
Thomas Thorp & Isaac Warner were appointed to propose to next meeting
a friend for clerk & one for assistant.

Women friends informed that they had treated with Eunice Purvis
formerly Spencer for accomplishing her marriage out of the order of
friends and that they were united in disowning her, this meeting united
The time for which the caretaker of the meeting house was engaged having been kept up, Robert Hatton informed that for some time past his mind has been impressed with a prospect that it would be right for him if the way should open to attend the ensuing yearly meeting of friends in Philadelphia and perhaps the monthly meeting of friends at Camden, Delaware which being considered was approved he being a member in unity with us. The assistant Clerk was directed to sign a copy of this minute for him.

Then meeting then concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 5th of June 1868.
The Clerk being absent Edward Merritt was appointed for the day. The Representatives to the Quarterly meeting reported they all attended. The Friends to offer testimonies to Simeon W Oldham, John Edward Oldham, and Simeon Warner Jr, not being present is continued. The committee on the subject of Clerks proposed Robert Hatton for Clerk and Edward Merritt for assistant which was united with and Edward Merritt appointed to the service; Robert Hatton being absent his appointment was deferred to next Mtg. The committee appointed therefore produced a testimony against Eunice Pervis (formerly Spencer) which was approved and signed. A certificate dated 10th of 3rd Mo. last for Rebecca Packer from Short Creek monthly meeting (Ohio) was read and accepted. The time for which the caretaker of the meeting house was engaged having expired Isaac Warner and Edward Merritt were appointed to receive subscription pay him for his service and engage some person to have care of the house the next year.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 17th of June 1868. The friend to offer copies of their testimonies to Simeon Warner Oldham & John Edward Oldham & Simeon Warner Jr. was continued to the service. The subject of Clerk as referred by last meeting was taken up and Robert Hatton was appointed to the service. The Friends to settle for the care of the meeting house reported they have done so and agreed with Thomas Thorp to have the care of it the ensuing year for Twenty Dollars wood to be furnished on the ground which is satisfactory to the Mtg. A certificate for Paul Tomlinson from Miami Monthly Meeting held the 27th of last month was read and accepted. Our esteemed Friend Ann Packer opened to this Meeting a concern that has impressed her mind for some time to visit the several meetings and neighbourhoods of friends, and also to appoint some meetings among friends and others as way may open within the limits of our Quarterly Meetings. Which claimed the serious consideration of the meeting was united with her being a minister in unity. The clerk is directed to furnish her with a copy of the foregoing minutes.

No further business appearing the mtg concludes.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 15 of July 1868. The Queries were read and answers directed to be forwarded to our next Quarterly Meeting by George W. Brown, Robert Hatton & William Schooley, our representatives, who are to report to next meeting.

The committee having care of Oakland Indulged mtg. reported that it has been kept up.

Our friend Joseph Branson a minister is acceptably with us, with a minute from Hopewell Monthly Meeting Virginia held 7th of 5 Mo. endorsed by Fairfax Quarterly Meeting held 18th of same month 1868. The clerk is directed to furnish him with a copy of the above minute.

The committee having care of the school at Oakland made the following report, which was acceptable.

A communication was received from Wapsanonoc Mo. Mtg. Iowa returning the certificate for Joseph & Rachel Wright with information that they now reside within the limits of this meeting.
The friend to offer testifications to Simeon W & John Edward Oldham and Simeon Warner Jr. reported the service attended to.

Robert Hatton returned the minute given him in the 4th Mo with information that he attended Philadelphia Yearly & Camden Mo Mtg to his own satisfaction.

Joseph Warner requested a certificate to proceed in marriage with Mary J. Mendenhall a member of Whitewater Monthly Meeting. Thomas Thorn & Joshua Harrison were appointed to inquire into his clearness from similar engagements with others and if nothing appears to prevent, produce one for him to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 12th of 8 Mo 1868.
The representatives to the Quarterly Meeting reported that they all attended.
The committee to inquire into Joseph Warner's clearness to other marriage engagements, produced a certificate for him, which being approved was signed.

Women friends informed that Lydia Ann Tomlinson requests to be received into membership with friends, which they are willing to grant. On consideration this meeting concurs therewith & she is accordingly received.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 9th Mo 16th 1868.
Our friends David H. and Naomi Barnes ministers acceptably attended this meeting with a certificate of unity from Purchase MoMt held the 7th of last month, endorsed by Purchase Quarterly Meeting held 23rd of the same.

Our friend Thomas Foulke a minister acceptably attended this meeting with a certificate from New York Mo Mtg held the 1st of 4th Mo last, endorsed by Westbury Quarterly Meeting held 23rd of the same. The clerk is directed to furnish them with proper extracts from these minutes.

The Preparative mtg. informed that Paul & Lydia Ann Tomlinson request that their minor sons Moses, Joseph and Samuel be admitted into membership with friends. On consideration the meeting was satisfied to grant the request and they are accordingly received. Nixon G. Brown & Robert Hatton are appointed to give the parents information and report to next meeting.

William P. Moor and Theresa E. Myers informed in writing that they intend marriage with each other. The Young man produced his parents consent and also a certificate from Milford Monthly Meeting Indiana of his clearness from similar engagements with others. The consent of the Young woman's parents will be expected at our next meeting.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 14th of 10 Mo 1868.
The consent of Theresa E. Myers' parents to her marriage with William P. Moor was produced, and nothing appearing to prevent they having informed in writing that they continue their intentions, are left at liberty to accomplish it according to our order. Nixon G. Brown & William Schooley are appointed to attend, see that good order is observed, place the marriage certificate with the Recorder and report to next meeting. The Young friends request that a meeting for the accomplishment of their marriage be appointed tomorrow at Oakland at 11 o'clock, with which this meeting concurs, and it is appointed accordingly.

The committee to inform Paul & Lydia Ann Tomlinson of the reception of their sons into membership reported that it has been done.

Isaac Warner, Robert Hatton and Edward Merritt are appointed representatives to our next Quarterly Meeting and are to report to next meeting.

Then Concluded.
Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 18th of 11 Mo. 1868.
The committee to attend the marriage of William P. Moor, reported
that it was orderly accomplished at the time appointed, and that the
certificate has been placed with the Recorder.
The representatives reported they all attended the Quarterly
Meeting, and have produced a portion of the printed minutes of the Yearly
Mt. which Phineas L. Walker is to distribute among our members and
report to next meeting.
The committee appointed in tenth Mo. 1867 produced an acknowledgement
from Henry Harrison which is accepted and the committee is directed to
inform Wapsanoc Monthly Meeting Iowa thereof.
The Meeting then Concluded.

Green Plain Mo. Mtg. of friends held 16th of 12 Mo. 1868.
The friend to distribute the minutes of the Yearly Meeting reported
that it was done.

By a minute of our Quarterly Meeting money is directed to be raised
for Yearly Meeting stock and also for the committee to assist in the
Education of the People of color. Robert Hatton, George W. Brown &
Nathan V. Branson are appointed to open subscription for those purposes
and report to next meeting.

Our friend Ann Packer returned the minute given her in the 6th Mo.
last with information that the prospect had been attended to nearly as
far as opened to the satisfaction of her own mind
The Meeting then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 13th of 1st Mo. 1869.
The 1st, 2nd and 9th Queries were read and answers thereto directed
to be forwarded to our next Quarterly Meeting by Robert Hatton, Joshua
Harrison and Oliver Fawcett our representative thereto, who are to
report to next Monthly Mtg.
The committee to raise money reported fifty dollars for Yearly
Meeting stock and one dollar for the Committee to assist the Education of
the People of Color, which the Representatives are directed to pay to the
Treasurer of our Quarterly Mtg.
The Committee having charge of the meeting at Oakland reports that
it has been kept up.

Friends at Goshen (Logan County) inform that they have concluded to
sell a part of the lot at that place about ½ of an acre and appropriate
the money in repairing their meeting house which proposition this meeting
approves and directs the Trustees to make the proper deed to the purchaser.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held 17th of 2nd Month 1869
The Representatives to the Quarterly Mtg reported they all attended.
Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 3rd Mo. 17th 1869
It was proposed to improve our Grave-yard by draining it and making
the needful repairs to the fences. Joshua Harrison, Phineas L. Walker,
Thomas Thorp and Edward Merritt were appointed to have it done, open
subscription to pay for it and report when done.
Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 14th of 4th Mo. 1869
Answers to the 1st 2nd and 8th Queries were agreed to and directed
to the Quarterly Mtg by our Representatives Isaac Warner, George W. Brown
and Phineas L. Walker who are to report to next meeting.

A number of copies of the Discipline adopted by our late Yearly
Meeting were produced. Robert Hatton, Isaac Warner, Thomas Branson and
Nixon C. Brown were appointed with a like Committee of Women Friends to
examine and report what action is proper to be taken by this Meeting,
under its provisions.
Our friend Ann Packer informed that she had it in prospect to attend the next Ohio Yearly Meeting of friends; visit the most of its constituent branches and to appoint meetings for worship in the course of her journey; which after deliberation the meeting approves, she being a minister in unity with us.

Our friend Aaron Packer informed that it is his prospect to accompany his wife, Ann Packer in her proposed visit to Ohio Yearly Meeting with which the meeting concurs, he being a member and elder in unity with us, the clerk is directed to furnish them with copies of the above minutes.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 12th of 5 Mo 1869

The representatives reported they attended the Quarterly Meeting except Phineas L. Walker who was prevented by the illness of his mother.

The committee to examine the discipline reported that it would be proper to appoint friends for Recorder to births & deaths, And for the Recorder, of Certificates of Marriage & removal also for Elders & overseers.

To propose a friend for Recorder of Births and Deaths, and one for Recorder of Certificates of marriage and removal, Isaac Warner, Nixon C. Brown & Robert Hatton were appointed in conjunction with a like committee of Women friends and are to report to next meeting.

To propose friends for overseers Robert Hatton, Thomas Branson and William Schooley were appointed; they are also to unite with a committee of Women friends in proposing friends for Elders as way may open to next meeting.

The time having expired for which Thomas Thorp was employed to have care of the meeting house, Isaac Warner & Phineas L. Walker were appointed to raise money and pay him, agree with a person to have care of it the coming year and report.

Then concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 16th of 6th Mo 1869.

The committee appointed last month proposed Simeon Warner for Recorder of Births and deaths and Elizabeth E. Hatton for Recorder of Marriage Certificates and certificates of Removal, which being united with they are appointed to those services.

The committee to propose overseers proposed Thomas Branson, Thomas Thorp & Nixon G. Brown who were united with and appointed.

The committee on the subject of Elders reported in writing as follows,

"The committee to propose Elders all met and was united in proposing the following friends for that service that is, Thomas Branson, Robert Hatton, Isaac Warner, Aaron Packer, Hannah Walker, Elizabeth P. Harrison, Susanna E. Hatton, Eliza Brown & George W. Brown, signed on behalf of the committee Robert Hatton, Ann Packer, 10th of 5th Mo 1869.

Which was read and they being considered separately were united with and Thomas Branson, Robert Hatton, Isaac Warner, Elizabeth P. Harrison, Susanna E. Hatton, Eliza Brown & George W. Brown appointed to the service.

The clerk is directed to furnish the Select Preparative Meeting with information thereof, The appointment of Hannah Walker and Aaron Packer is deferred till they can be present. Hannah Walker deceased before the next appointment 11th Mo 1870.

Isaac Warner and Nixon G. Brown are appointed in conjunction with women friends to collect and furnish the Recorder with the Births & deaths of members which have occurred since the last revision of the record, and report to next meeting.

The committee having charge of Oakland meeting having been standing for several years, it was thought best to make a new appointment, to which service (in conjunction with a committee of women friends) Edward Merritt, William Schooley, Robert Hatton and George W. Brown were appointed and directed to report to the Monthly Meetings next previous to each of our Quarterly Meetings.

The time for which the clerks were appointed having expired, Nathan
V. Branson, William Schooley and Joshua Harrison are appointed to propose names for that service to next meeting.

By information from the clerk it appears that the further sum of ten Dollars is needed by the Quarterly Meeting for Yearly Meeting stock, and also a small sum for Quarterly Meeting stock. Isaac Warner, Thomas Thorp and Nixon G. Brown are appointed to attend to the subject, and report to next meeting.

The committee reported it has settled with Thomas Thorp for his care of the meeting house, and agreed with him to have charge of it the next year for $20. It appearing proper to have some improvement to the meeting house yard, Simeon Warner was added to the committee to improve the Grave yard etc and it was directed to make such improvements as it may judge proper, call on friends for the needful funds to defray the expenses and report.

Then concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 14 of 7th Mo 1869.

Answers to all the Queries were prepared to be forwarded to the next Quarterly meeting by Geo W. Brown, Nixon G. Brown & Thomas Branson our representatives who are to report to next meeting.

The committee having the care of the school at Oakland made the following report, to wit, There had been a school taught for the term of 8 months average daily attendance about fourteen scholars. A part of the committee visited the school at different times, and were well satisfied with the manner in which the school was conducted, and with the progress of the pupils, we recommend the further care of that No. Mtg.
signed on behalf of the committee. Simeon Warner, Sn.

Hannah P. Brown

Women Friends produced a certificate for Theresa E. Moore to Milford Monthly Meeting Indiana which was approved and signed.

The committee to furnish the recorder with the Births and deaths of members not being ready to report is continued.

The committee having care of Oakland meeting reported that all its meetings have been attended.

The committee proposed Robert Hatton for clerk and Edward Merritt for assistant, which being satisfactory to the meeting, they are appointed to those services the ensuing year.

The committee to raise money reported $2,50 for Yearly meeting stock and $4.75 for Quarterly Meeting purposes which is to be forwarded by the representatives to the treasurer of the Quarterly Meeting and an account of it in the report to the Quarterly Meeting.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 16th 8th Mo 1869.
The representatives to the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended.
The committee to furnish the recorder with the births & deaths of members is continued.

Clarkson Cause & Ruth Richardson informed in writing that they intend marriage with each other. Clarkson being a member of another Monthly Meeting will be expected to furnish our next meeting with a suitable certificate. The parents of both the friends are deceased.

Our friend Thomas Branson informed he expected to attend his Yearly Meeting, which this meeting approved, he being a member and an elder in unity with us, the clerk is to furnish him with a copy of the above.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain M. Meeting of Friends held 15 9 mo 1869.

Agreeably to the direction of last meeting Clarkson Cause produced a certificate from Miami Monthly Meeting of his membership and clearness from marriage engagements with others, and nothing now appearing to obstruct his proceedings with Ruth Richardson, and they continuing their
intentions are left at liberty to accomplish their marriage agreeably to our order at Green Plain on 4th day next at the usual hour of Meeting. Simeon Warner & Isaac Warner are appointed to attend, see that good order be observed, place the certificate with the Recorder and report to next meeting.

The friends appointed to furnish the Recorder with the list of Births & Deaths is continued.

Our friends Aaron & Ann Packer returned the minute granted them in the 5th & 4th months, respectively, with information that their prospect had been accomplished to satisfaction, they have attended Ohio Yearly Meeting and its constituent meetings (except one) and some of them several times and produced several minutes from meetings which they attended expressive of unity with the visit.

The appointment of Elders as deferred in 5th month last was brought before the meeting and Aaron Packer being now present was appointed to that service, and the clerk directed to inform the select-preparative meeting.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 13 10 Mo 1669.
The committee to attend the marriage of Clarkson Cause & Ruth Richardson reported they attended it, that it was orderly accomplished, and that the certificate is ready for the Recorder.
The committee to collect the list of Births & Deaths report the service performed.
The Clerk reported that he furnished the select-preparative meeting with information of the appointment of Aaron Packer to the service of Elder.

Thomas Branson returned the minute granted him in the 8th Mo last, with information that he attended Ohio Yearly Meeting to his satisfaction and produced a minute from that meeting expressing that he was acceptably with them.

The friends appointed in 3rd Mo last, and continued in the 5th Mo, reported that they had made such improvement to the Grave Yard and the Meeting House & yards as they thought needful at a cost of $285.83 which has been collected and paid to those who did the work with a few posts remaining which have been sold but not paid for which is satisfactory and the money for the posts directed to be paid to Phineas L. Walker who is now appointed treasurer to the meeting.

It appearing necessary to procure a new book in which to record marriage certificates Isaa Warner is directed to procure one and report.

Nixon C. Brown, Paul Tomlinson & Isaac Warner were appointed representatives to the next Quarterly Meeting & are to report.

Robert Hatton, N. C. Brown, Edward Merritt in conjunction with women friends were appointed to solicit contributions for indigent and suffering Indians in the agencies under the care of friends, place it in charge of the Yearly Meeting's Indian committee and report to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 17, 11th Mo 1669.
The representatives to the late Qly. Mtg. report they all attended.

Isaac Warner reported that he had purchased a book in which to record marriage certificates at a cost of 60 cents which the Treasurer is directed to pay when funds are received.

To raise a sum for the use of this meeting and procure plank for the Grave Yard to be used in the graves Thomas Thorp & Phineas L. Walker were appointed and are to report to next meeting.
The representatives to the Quarterly Meeting produced this meetings quota for the printed minutes of our late Yearly Meeting which Robert Hatton was directed to distribute among our members.

The committee appointed therefore reported they have given attention to collecting contributions for the Indians; it is continued to report to
Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 15th of 12th 1869.
The committee to raise money for this meeting etc. reported they
have attended to the appointment.
The committee for that purpose reported it had raised and forwarded
to the Indian committee of the Yearly Meeting contributions to the esti-
mated value of about $125.00 which is satisfactory to the meeting.
By a note from the Quarterly Meeting's clerk we are requested to
raise our portion of $315.00 for Yearly Meeting stock. Simeon Warner &
George W. Brown were appointed to open subscription to obtain it and
report to next meeting.
Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 12th of 1st Mo. 1870.
The 1st 2nd & 8th Queries were read and answers to them agreed to,
which are directed to be forwarded to our next Quarterly Meeting by
Robert Hatton, Nixon G. Brown & Phineas L. Walker our representatives,
who are to report to next meeting.
The committee to raise money for the Yearly Meeting reported $63.50
for that purpose. The money is directed to be paid to the Treasurer of
the Quarterly Meeting and an account rendered in the reports.
Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 16th of 2nd Mo 1870.
The Representatives reported that they all attended the Quarterly
meeting and that the money raised for the use of the Yearly Meeting was
paid to the treasurer of the Quarterly Meeting as directed.
Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 16th of 3rd Mo 1870.
The committee of men & women friends appointed by the Quarterly Meeting
to consider the propriety of holding that meeting Alternately at the
places of holding the Mo. Mtg's and also of circular Mtg's for worship
are acceptably present at this time.
A certificate for Ruth Gause to Miami Mo. Mtg. was produced by women
friends which was approved and signed.
Agreeably to a direction of the Quarterly Meeting we are informed
that our quo'to of monies to be raised for Superior meetings is 20% of the
amount to be raised.
A certificate from Whitewater Mo. Mtg. held 23rd of last mont for
Mary J. M. Warner was read & accepted.
Then Concluded.

Green Plain Mo Mtg of friends held 13th of 4th Mo 1870.
The 1st 2nd & 8th Queries were read and answers to them united upon to
be forwarded to our next Quarterly Meeting by Thomas Branson, Nixon G.
Brown & Edward Merritt who are appointed representatives thereto and are
to report to next meeting.
This meeting considering (women friends uniting therewith) that
omissions and errors were made in printing the last book of Discipline, thought
proper to suggest to the Quarterly meeting that it propose to
our next Yearly Meeting that steps be taken to supply the omissions and
correct the errors.
Our friends Robert & Susanna E. Hatton informed that being on an
appointment from the Indian Committee of our Yearly Meetings of friends
in Philadelphia the 6th of next month they had some prospect of attending
the Yearly Meeting of friends at that place which this meeting approves
they being elders in unity.
Our friend Ann Packer informed she had a prospect of attending the
approaching Yearly Meeting in Philadelphia which this meeting approves

Then Concluded.
The clerk not being present Edward Merritt was appointed for the day.

Assistant, proposed Robert Hatton for clerk and Nixon G. Brown for assistant to settle with him and agree with a person to have care of it untill next meeting.

She being a minister in unity. The clerks are directed to furnish them with suitable copies of the above.

To propose friends for clerk and assistant for next year Joshua Harrison, George W. Brown & Isaac Warner were appointed and are to report to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 18th of 5th Mo 1870. The clerk not being present Edward Merritt was appointed clerk for the day.

The representatives to the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended. The committee to propose the name of a friend for clerk and one for assistant, proposed Robert Hatton for clerk and Nixon G. Brown for assistant which being satisfactory to the meeting, Nixon was appointed for the ensuing year, Robert not being present, his appointment was deferred untill next meeting.

Robert & Susanna E. Hatton informs they have a desire if way opens to attend the approaching Genessee Yearly Meeting, after consideration they were left at liberty to pursue their prospect as truth may direct they being elders in unity. The clerk is directed to furnish them a copy of the above minute.

The time having expired for which Thomas Thorp was employed to have care of the meeting house Nathan V. Branson & Phineas L. Walker were appointed to settle with him and agree with a person to have care of it the ensuing year and report to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain No. Mtg of friends held 15th of 6th Mo 1870
The clerk not being present Edward Merritt was appointed for the day.

The committee to settle with Thomas Thorp report they have settled with him and agreed with him to have the care of the meeting house the ensuing year for $22.50 which is satisfactory.

Our friend Ann Packer returned the minute granted her in the 4th Mo last with information that she had accomplished her prospect with a good degree of satisfaction.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 13th to 7th Mo 1870.
Robert Hatton now being present was appointed clerk for the ensuing year. Answers to all the Queries were agreed upon and directed to be forwarded to our ensuing Quarterly Meeting by George W. Brown, Nathan V. Branson and William Schooley our representatives who are to report to next meeting.

William Schooley on behalf of the committee having charge of akland reported that its meetings have been held with increasing interest.

The committee on Oakland School made a satisfactory report, and the committee is continued within the addition of Paul Tomlinson to report this time next year.

Robert & Susanna E. Hatton returned the minute granted them in 4th Mo last with information that they attended Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. And also the one granted them in 5th Mo with the information that they attended Genessee Yearly Meeting to their satisfaction and encouragement.

A proposition was made to hold this Meeting a part of the time at Oakland. On consideration it was united with (women friends concurring) to hold it at the time next following our Quarterly Meetings, that is in the 2, 5, 8, 11 months of each year, the change to begin in 1st Mo. It is directed to be forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 17th of 8th Mo. 1870.
The representatives to our last Quarterly Meeting reported they all attended.
The Indian committee of the Yearly Meeting informed that the Indians at the Omaha Agency are in need of supplies of clothing for children and infirm and sick persons, and that it is proposed that our Yearly Meeting should raise about Eleven hundred dollars worth for their use. Simeon Warner and Nixon G. Brown are appointed in conjunction with women friends to collect contributions for the purpose and report to next meeting.

To collect a list of births & deaths of our members occurring within the last year, Robert Hatton, Isaac Warner and George W. Brown are appointed in conjunction with a like committee of women friends and are to report next month.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 14th of 9th Mo 1870.
The committee to collect contributions for the Indians reported $77.00 which is ready in goods and clothing to be forwarded to the Treasurer of the Indian committee at Richmond.

The committee to revise the record of births & deaths reported some attention and is continued to report.

By a note from the Clerk of the Quarterly Meeting we are informed that it concurred in holding this meeting at Oakland as we proposed in the 7th Mo.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 12th of 10th Mo 1870.
The clerk not being present Thomas Thorp was appointed for the day.

The committee to revise the record of births & deaths not being ready to report is continued.

The committee to forward the goods and contributions for the Indians reported that it was done.

Thomas Branson, Simeon Warner and Nixon G. Brown were appointed representatives to our next Quarterly Meeting and are to report to next Mtg.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held at Oakland the 16th of 11th Mo 1870.
The committee to revise the record of births & deaths having attended to the service only in part was continued.

The representatives to our last Quarterly Meeting reported they all attended, and have produced our quota of the printed minutes of our Yearly Meeting and a memorial from Fall Creek Monthly Meeting concerning our deceased friends Charles W. and Sarah Ann Swain. Isaac Warner was appointed to distribute them to our members.

A communication from Thomas C Hurst regretting that his marriage was accomplished outside of our Society was produced by the overseers with the information that they were united in retaining him a member with which this meeting concurred. Thomas Branson was appointed to inform the young man of his being retained a member & report.

The meeting then concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 14th of 12th 1870.
The committee to revise the record of births & deaths has attended to the service.

Thomas Branson informed that he gave Thomas C Hirst information of his retention in membership.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 18 of the 1st Mo 1871.
Answers to the 1st 2nd & 8th queries were agreed to be forwarded to our ensuing quarterly Meeting by Simeon Warner, Phineas L. Walker and Nixon G. Brown our representatives who are to report to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held at Oakland 15th of 2nd Month 1871.
The representatives to our late quarterly Meeting reported that they all attended except one for whose absence a reason was given to the Meeting.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 15th of 3rd Month 1871

A communication from Whitewater monthly Meeting (Indiana) dated the 22nd of last month was received which informed that they had extended care in the case of Joel Schooley as requested by this meeting in the 3rd month 1868 and were satisfied to retain him a member of our Society. Edward Merritt and Phineas L. Walker were appointed to produce a certificate for him to Whitewater Monthly Meeting at next meeting if on inquiry nothing appears to obstruct.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held at Oakland 17th of 5th Month 1871

The clerk being prevented from attending Nixon G. Brown was appointed for the day.

The representatives to our late Quarterly Meeting reported that they all attended. The Friends to forward Joel Schooley's certificate not being present was continued.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 14th of 6th Month 1871

The Friends appointed to forward the certificate of Joel Schooley to Whitewater Monthly Meeting informed that it had been attended to. To propose to next Meeting a friend for Clerk and one for assistant Phineas L. Walker, Simeon Warner and Joshua Harrison were appointed.

The friends having care of the Meeting house informed that the time for which he was appointed has expired, Edward Merritt and Nathan V. Branson were appointed to raise money and settle with him and agree with some one to have charge of the house the ensuing year.

Edward Walker requested a certificate of removal to Maple Grove Monthly Meeting Indiana. Joshua Harrison and Thomas Thorp are appointed to make the needful inquiry & if nothing appears to prevent, produce one for him to next meeting.

The Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 12th of 7th Month 1871

Answers to all the queries were agreed to be forwarded to our next Quarterly Meeting by Nixon G. Brown, Simeon Warner and Joshua Harrison. The Committee having care of Oakland Meeting reported that it has been kept up and generally is attended by most of its members.

The committee having care of Oakland school reported that a school has been taught for 22 weeks averaging about 22. Some of the committee visited the school at different times; most of the scholars made good progress in their studies. They are united in recommending the Subject to the further care of the Monthly Meeting. On behalf of the committee Nixon G. Brown and Lydia A. Tomlinson which is satisfactory and the committee continued and to report this time next year.

The committee for the purpose propose Edward Merritt for Clerk and Nixon G. Brown for assistant which was satisfactory and they are appointed to those services for the ensuing year.

The committee reported that it had settled with Thomas Thorp and agreed with him to take charge of the Meeting house the ensuing year for Twenty dollars which is satisfactory.

A certificate for Edward Walker was produced by the committee which was approved by both meetings and signed and Phineas L. Walker was
Minister George W. Brown and William Scooley were appointed to visit the representatives to the Quarterly Meeting. They report they all attended. The committee to visit Amos P. Warner for his outgoing in marriage not being ready to report, are continued. Aaron & Ann Packer inform they have a desire to attend Ohio Yearly Meeting of Friends with which this meeting unites she being a minister and he an elder in unity with us. The clerk is directed to furnish them with a copy of this minute. Simeon Warner, Nixon G. Brown, Paul Tomlinson, Nathan Vail Branson & Jehu Brown are appointed to raise money for the use of the committee on Indian concerns, and forward it to Jason Evans Cincinnati and report to next meeting.

A proposition was made to change the time of holding the Mo. Mtg. to 4th day after the 1st 7th day in the 2, 5, 8 and 11 months; after consideration the meeting unites she being a minister and he an elder in unity with us. The clerk is directed to furnish them with a copy of this minute. Simeon Warner, Nixon G. Brown, Paul Tomlinson, Nathan Vail Branson & Jehu Brown are appointed to raise money for the use of the committee on Indian concerns, and forward it to Jason Evans Cincinnati and report to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held at Oakland 16th of 8th Mo. 1871. The representatives to the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended. The friend appointed to forward Edward Walker's certificate reported he had attended thereto. The committee to visit Amos P. Warner for his outgoing in marriage not being ready to report, are continued. Aaron & Ann Packer inform they have a desire to attend Ohio Yearly Meeting of Friends with which this meeting unites she being a minister and he an elder in unity with us. The clerk is directed to furnish them with a copy of this minute. Simeon Warner, Nixon G. Brown, Paul Tomlinson, Nathan Vail Branson & Jehu Brown are appointed to raise money for the use of the committee on Indian concerns, and forward it to Jason Evans Cincinnati and report to next meeting.

A proposition was made to change the time of holding the Mo. Mtg. to 4th day after the 1st 7th day in the 2, 5, 8 and 11 months; after consideration the meeting unites she being a minister and he an elder in unity with us. The clerk is directed to furnish them with a copy of this minute. Simeon Warner, Nixon G. Brown, Paul Tomlinson, Nathan Vail Branson & Jehu Brown are appointed to raise money for the use of the committee on Indian concerns, and forward it to Jason Evans Cincinnati and report to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 13th of 9th Mo 1871. The friends appointed to visit Amos P. Warner for his outgoing in marriage report they had an opportunity with him, and were satisfied with his acknowledgement and were willing to continue him a member, with which the meeting concurs, and Thomas Branson is appointed to inform his report thereof.

Aaron & Ann Packer returned the minute granted them last month with an endorsement from Ohio Yearly Meeting of Friends held by adjournment from the 28th of 8th Mo. 1871 to the 31st of the same inclusive, expressive of their acceptable attendance. The friends appointed to raise money for the committee on Indian concerns reported they had raised $40.00 and forwarded to Jason Evans as directed. The committee to consider the propriety of a change in the time of holding the Mo. Mtg. reported they had conferred together and there did not seem to be an opening to make a change at this time with which the meeting united.

Then Continue.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 18th of 10th Mo. 1871. The clerk not being present Thomas Thorp was appointed for the day. The friend, appointed to inform Amos P. Warner of his continuance as a member not being ready to report is continued. Nixon G. Brown, Thomas Thorp and Nathan V. Branson are appointed representatives to our ensuing Quarterly Meeting and are to report to next meeting.

Then Concluded.
Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 15th of 11th Mo 1871

The friend appointed to inform Amos P. Warner of his continuance as a member informs he has attended thereto.

The representatives to the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended except one for whose absence a satisfactory reason was given, and produced our quo of the minutes of the Yearly Meeting. Phineas L. Walker is appointed to distribute them and report to next meeting.

A minute was received from the clerk of the Quarterly Meeting requesting this meeting to raise its quo of $225. for Yearly Meeting stock, pay it to the treasurer of the Quarterly Meeting and report to next Quarterly Meeting.

William B. Harrison, Simeon Warner and Phineas L. Walker are appointed to receive the amount and report to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 13th of 12th Mo 1871

The friend appointed to distribute the minutes of the late yearly meeting not being present is continued.

The committee to raise money for yearly meeting stock report they have received forty five dollars and fifty cents and Simeon Warner is appointed to pay it to the treasurer of the quarterly meeting and report to next meeting.

The preparative meeting informs that Thomas G Farr requests to become a member of our Society. Isaac Warner, Edward Merritt and Nixon G. Brown are appointed to visit him on the occasion & report to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 1st Mo 17th 1872

The 1st 2nd and 8th Queries were read and answers thereto agreed on to be forwarded to our next Quarterly Meeting by Isaac Warner, Nixon G. Brown and Phineas L. Walker our representatives who are to report to our next meeting.

The friend appointed to distribute the minutes of the Yearly Meeting reported the service performed.

The friend appointed to pay the money for Yearly Meeting stock to the Treasurer of the Quarterly Meeting report that he has forwarded it as directed.

The committee to visit Thomas G Farr report they had a satisfactory interview with him and were satisfied to grant his request and receive him as a member of our Society with which the meeting unites and Thomas Branson is appointed to inform him thereof and report to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 2nd Month 14th 1872

The representatives to the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended except one for whose absents a satisfactory reason was given.

The friend appointed to inform Thomas G Farr that this request to become a member of our Society was granted reports that he has attended to the appointment.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held the 3rd Mo 13th 1872

A proposition was made to change the hour of holding meeting to ten o'clock from the 1st of 4th Mo to 1st of 11th Mo. Isaac Warner, Edward Merritt, Nixon G. Brown, Robert Hatton and William Schooley in conjunction with a committee of women Friends are appointed to consider the propriety thereof and report to next Meeting.

A certificate was received from Susan J. Dean from Springboro Monthly Meeting of Friends Ohio dated 28th of 12th Mo 1871 which was read and accepted.

Then Concluded.
Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 5th Mo 15th 1872

The 1st 2nd and 8th Queries were read and answers thereto agreed on to be forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting by Robert Hatton, Nixon G Brown and Simeon Warner our representative who are to report to next meeting.

The committee to consider the propriety of changing the hour for monthly meeting they have conferred together and are united in changing the hour of all our monthly meeting to ten o'clock from the 1st day following Monthly Meeting in the 4th Mo to the 1st of 10th Month, the change to take place on 1st day following Monthly Meeting in 5th Month next for the present year which was considered to by this and women's meeting and information of the change directed to be forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting.

This meeting feeling at a loss refers the case to the Quarterly Meeting in regard to the requirements of Discipline in receiving and disowning members which it requires the united judgement of men and women's friends or whether each receive and disown their own members.

Our friend Ann Packer informs this meeting of a concern that had rested with her for some time to visit Prairie Grove Quarterly meeting Iowa and the Meetings constituting it and to appoint some meetings and visit some families as way may open, after consideration the meeting unites in leaving her at liberty to pursue her prospect as truth may direct, She being a minister in unity with us the Clerk is directed to furnish her a copy of the above minute.

Simeon Warner and Phineas L. Walker are appointed to have the care of the Grave Yard and attend Funerals for the ensuing year.

To collect and account of births and deaths and hand them to the recorder Isaac Warner and Nixon G. Brown are appointed.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 4th Mo 17th 1872

The representatives to the Quarterly Meeting report the all attended.

The time for which Elders were appointed having expired Nixon G. Brown, Simeon Warner, Edward Merritt and Nathan V Branson in conjunction with a committee of women friends are appointed to propose names of Friends for that service.

Elizabeth Roberts a minister acceptibly attended this meeting and produced a minute from Fall Creek Monthly Meeting Indiana held 12th Mo 10th 1871.

The subject of extending care to our scattered members was feelingly brought before this meeting and its further consideration referred to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 6th Mo 12th 1872

The committee to propose names to serve this meeting as Elders reported, but not being fully satisfactory the committee were continued to report next month.

The subject of extending care to our scattered members was referred to next meeting.

The time having expired for which recorder of certificates of removal and marriages were appointed and also recorder of Births and deaths, Thomas Branson, Thomas Thorp and Isaac Warner are appointed in conjunction with a committee of women Friends to propose names to next meeting for these services.

The time having expired for which overseers were appointed, Nixon G. Brown, Isaac Warner and Edward Merritt were appointed names to next meeting to serve as overseers.

Thomas Thorp informed the time has expired that he was to have the care of the meeting house. Phineas L. Walker and Simeon Warner are appointed to raise money and settle with him and agree with a friend to have the care of the house the ensuing year and report.

Then Concluded.
Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 7th Mo 17th 1872

The Queries were all red and answers thereto agreed on to be forwarded to the Ensewing Quarterly Meeting by George W. Brown, Paul Tomlinson and Nathan V. Branson our representatives who are to report to next Meeting.

The Committee on the subject of Elders reported in writing as follows:

The committee on the subject of Elders continued from last month's report that they met and deliberated on the subject and was united in proposing the following names that is George W. Brown, Thomas Branson, Elizabeth Harrison, Eliza Brown, Isaac Warner and Aaron Packer which was united with by most friends and they appointed to the service except Isaac Warner who was excused at his request. The clerk is directed to forward the names to the select preparative meeting.

The committee to propose the name of a friend for recorder of certificates of removal and Marriages and also one for recorder of Births and Deaths, Propose Martha J. Warner for recorder of certificates of removal and Marriages and Simeon Warner for recorder of Births and Deaths which was united with and they appointed to those services.

The committee to propose names for overseers propose Nixon G. Brown, Simeon Warner and Nathan V. Branson who were united with and they appointed to the service.

The committee to settle with the friend having care of the meeting house and to propose the name of a person to have care of the house the ensuing year not being ready to report are continued.

The committee having charge of Oakland School made the following report viz: We had a school taught the months by a teacher not in membership with us with an average daily attendance of 11 11/100 scholars with satisfactory progress to most. We also had a school taught 5 months by one in membership with us with an average daily attendance of 11 77/100 which gave good satisfaction which report we submit and recommend the subject to your further care. Signed on behalf of the committee Paul Tomlinson and Hannah Brown which was satisfactory and the committee continued to report in the 7th Mo next.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 8th Mo 14th 1872

The representatives to the Quarterly Meeting reported they all attended.

The committee to settle with the friend for having care of the meeting house and to agree with a friend to have care of the house the ensuing year not being ready to report are continued.

The time for which clerks were appointed having expired Nixon G. Brown, Thomas Branson and Isaac Warner are appointed to the service except Edward Merritt who being separately considered were united. With Edward Merritt was appointed Clerk for the ensuing year.

The committee to propose the name of a friend for clerk and one for assistant clerk proposed Edward Merritt for clerk and Nixon C. Brown for assistant who being separately considered were united with and Edward Merritt was appointed Clerk for the ensuing year, Nixon C. Brown not being present his appointment is deferred till next Meeting.

Our Friend Ann Packer returned the minute granted her in 5th Mo 1871 also one granted her in 5th Mo last with information that she had accomplished her prospect and she was favoured to return in peace, she also produced returned minutes from Prairie Grove Quarterly Meeting.
Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 10th Mo 16th 1872.
William Schooley, George W. Brown and Robert Hatton are appointed to attend the ensuing Quarterly Meeting our representatives and report to next Meeting. Nixon C. Brown not being present his appointment is deferred till next Meeting.
Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 11th, Mo. 13th 1872.
The representatives to the Quarterly meeting report they attended except one for whose absence a reason was given.
Nixon C. Brown being present is appointed assistant clerk for the ensuing year.
Then concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 12th m0 18th 1872.
The Quarterly Meeting directs this meeting to raise $54 its quota of yearly meeting stock, forward it to the treasurer of the Quarterly meeting and forward an account thereof to next Quarterly meeting. Simeon Warner, Nixon C. Brown and Isaac Warner are appointed to receive the necessary amount, forward it as directed and report to next meeting.
our quota of the extracts of our late yearly meeting are received and Nathan V Banson is appointed to distribute them among our members and report to next meeting.
Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 1st mo 15th 1873.
The first, second, and eighth Queries were read and answers thereto united with to be forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting by Nixon C. Brown, Isaac Warner and Simeon Warner our representatives who are to report at next meeting.
The committee to receive money for yearly Meeting stock, report they have the necessary amount.
They are directed to pay it to the treasurer of the Quarterly meeting and report at next meeting.
The friend appointed to distribute the extracts of the Yearly meeting not being present is continued.
Simeon Warner and Robert Hatton are appointed to assist the Clerk to revise and record the minutes of this meeting and to report at next meeting.
Then Concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 2nd mo 12th 1873.
The representatives to the Quarterly meeting report one of them attended and a satisfactory was given for the nonattendance of the others.
The committee to receive money for Yearly meeting stock report they have paid fifty four dollars to the treasurer of the Quarterly meeting as directed.
The friend appointed to distribute the extracts of our late Yearly meeting reports the service performed.
The committee to assist the Clerks to revise and record the minutes not being prepared was continued.
Simeon Warner, Nathan V. Banson and Nixon C. Brown are appointed to settle with the treasurer and report what amount will be necessary to raise for the ensuing year and report at next meeting.
Then Concluded.

Green Plain No. Meeting of Friends held at Oakland 2nd Mo 12th 1873.
The representatives to the Quarterly meeting report one of them attended and satisfactory reason was given for the non attendance of the others.
The committee to receive money for yearly Meeting stock report they have paid Fifty four Dollars to the treasurer they have paid Fifty four Dollars to the treasurer as directed.

The friend appointed to distribute the extracts of our late quarterly meeting report the service performed. The committee to assist the clerk to revise and record the minutes not being ready to report is continued.

Simeon Warner, Nathan V. Branson and Nixon G. Brown are appointed to settle with the Treasurer and report what amount will be necessary to raise for the ensuing year and report to next meeting.

Simeon Warner, Nathan V. Branson and Nixon G. Brown are appointed to settle with the Treasurer and report what amount will be necessary to raise for the ensuing year and report to next meeting. Then Concluded.

Green Plain No meeting of Friends held 3rd Mo 12/73
The committee to assist the clerk to revise and record the minutes of this meeting report the services performed. The committee for that purpose report they have settled with the treasurer and find there is $16.70 on hand and it will be necessary to raise $20.00 for the ensuing year which was united with and Simeon Warner, Nathan V. Branson and Nixon G. Brown are continued to raise the sum, pay it to the Treasurer and report to next meeting.

Wm B. Harrison request our certificate in order to accomplish his marriage with Agnes Garrett a member of Wilmington Mo Meeting Delaware. Simeon Warner & Isaac Warner are appointed to make the necessary inquiry and if no obstruction appears produce one to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain No Meeting of Friends held 4th Mo 16th 1873
The 1st 2nd and 3rd Queries were read and answers thereto united with to be forwarded to our ensuing Quarterly Meeting by Nixon G. Brown, Simeon Warner and Phineas L. Walker our representatives who are to report to next meeting.

The committee to receive money for the use of the meeting report they have received twenty dollars which they are directed to pay to the treasurer. The friends appointed to prepare a certificate for William B. Harrison produced one which was read and with some alteration approved and signed. Our Friend Ann Backer informed that a concern had for some time rested on her mind to make a religious visit to the approaching yearly meeting of Tennessee and many of its constituents branches and to appoint meetings going and returning, after due deliberation this meeting united in leaving her at liberty to pursue her prospect as truth may direct, she being a minister in unity with us, the clerk is directed to furnish her a copy of the above minute.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain No Meeting of Friends held at Oakland 5th Mo 14th 1873. The Representatives to the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended and received one dollar that was paid to the school fund by Alum Creek No Meeting, some years ago which they were directed to pay to the treasurer. The friends for that purpose report they have paid $20 to the treasurer as directed.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain No Meeting of Friends 6th Mo 18th 1873
The Representatives report they have paid one dollar to the treasurer as directed. Women meeting produced a certificate directed to White Water No Meeting Ind. for Hannah Birdsall which was read approved and signed. Women's Meeting informed they have received Mary Ingram as a member of our society.

Then Concluded.

At Green Plain No. Meeting 7th Mo 16th 1873.
The Queries were all read and answers thereto united with to be forwarded.
to the ensuing Quarterly Meeting by Thomas Thorp, William Schooley, and Charles Fawcett our representatives who are to report to next meeting.
The Committee having care of Oakland indulged meeting report it has been kept up to satisfaction and the committee is continued to report in the 10th Mo next

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held at Oakland 8th Mo 13th 1873.
The Representatives to the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended except one for whom absence satisfactory reason was given.
The time having expired for which Isaac Warner was appointed to have care of the meeting house, Simeon Warner and Thomas Thorp are appointed to receive money and settle with him and agree with a person to have that care the ensuing year, and report to next meeting.
The time having expired for which clerks were appointed, Joshua Harrison, Simeon Warner, and Nathan V. Branson, are appointed to propose to next meeting the name of a friend to serve as clerk, and one for assistant clerk.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 9th Mo 11th 1873. The Clerk being absent Nixon G. Brown was appointed for the day.
The committee appointed to propose the name of a friend to serve as Clerk and one for Assistant proposed Edward Merritt for Clerk and Nixon G. Brown for Assistant which was united with, And Edward Merritt not being present his appointment is deferred until next month.
Ann Packer returned the minute granted her in 4th Mo. last, with information she had accomplished her concern with great peace of mind.
The committee appointed to settle with the friend who had care of the Meeting house, report they have settled with him and agreed with Thomas Thorp to have care of the house the ensuing year for twenty dollars.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 9th Mo 11th 1873. The Clerk being absent Nixon G. Brown was appointed for the day.
The committee appointed to propose the name of a friend to serve as Clerk and one for Assistant proposed Edward Merritt for Clerk and Nixon G. Brown for Assistant which was united with, And Edward Merritt not being present his appointment is deferred until next month.
Ann Packer returned the minute granted her in 4th Mo. last, with information she had accomplished her concern with great peace of mind.
The committee appointed to settle with the friend who had care of the Meeting house, report they have settled with him and agreed with Thomas Thorp to have care of the house the ensuing year for twenty dollars.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 9th Mo 11th 1873. The Clerk not being present Nixon G. Brown was appointed for the day.
The committee appointed to propose the name of a friend to serve as Clerk and one for Assistant proposed Edward Merritt for Clerk and Nixon G. Brown for Assistant which was united with, And Edward Merritt not being present his appointment is deferred until next month.
Ann Packer returned the minute granted her in 4th Mo. last, with information she had accomplished her concern with great peace of mind.
The committee appointed to settle with the friend who had care of the Meeting house, report they have settled with him and agreed with Thomas Thorp to have care of the house the ensuing year for twenty dollars.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 9th Mo 11th 1873. The Clerk not being present Nixon G. Brown was appointed for the day.
The committee appointed to propose the name of a friend to serve as Clerk and one for Assistant proposed Edward Merritt for Clerk and Nixon G. Brown for Assistant which was united with, And Edward Merritt not being present his appointment is deferred until next month.
Ann Packer returned the minute granted her in 4th Mo. last, with information she had accomplished her concern with great peace of mind.
The committee appointed to settle with the friend who had care of the Meeting house, report they have settled with him and agreed with Thomas Thorp to have care of the house the ensuing year for twenty dollars.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 9th Mo 11th 1873. The Clerk not being present Nixon G. Brown was appointed for the day.
The committee appointed to propose the name of a friend to serve as Clerk and one for Assistant proposed Edward Merritt for Clerk and Nixon G. Brown for Assistant which was united with, And Edward Merritt not being present his appointment is deferred until next month.
Ann Packer returned the minute granted her in 4th Mo. last, with information she had accomplished her concern with great peace of mind.
The committee appointed to settle with the friend who had care of the Meeting house, report they have settled with him and agreed with Thomas Thorp to have care of the house the ensuing year for twenty dollars.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 9th Mo 11th 1873. The Clerk not being present Nixon G. Brown was appointed for the day.
The committee appointed to propose the name of a friend to serve as Clerk and one for Assistant proposed Edward Merritt for Clerk and Nixon G. Brown for Assistant which was united with, And Edward Merritt not being present his appointment is deferred until next month.
Ann Packer returned the minute granted her in 4th Mo. last, with information she had accomplished her concern with great peace of mind.
The committee appointed to settle with the friend who had care of the Meeting house, report they have settled with him and agreed with Thomas Thorp to have care of the house the ensuing year for twenty dollars.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 9th Mo 11th 1873. The Clerk not being present Nixon G. Brown was appointed for the day.
The committee appointed to propose the name of a friend to serve as Clerk and one for Assistant proposed Edward Merritt for Clerk and Nixon G. Brown for Assistant which was united with, And Edward Merritt not being present his appointment is deferred until next month.
Ann Packer returned the minute granted her in 4th Mo. last, with information she had accomplished her concern with great peace of mind.
The committee appointed to settle with the friend who had care of the Meeting house, report they have settled with him and agreed with Thomas Thorp to have care of the house the ensuing year for twenty dollars.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 9th Mo 11th 1873. The Clerk not being present Nixon G. Brown was appointed for the day.
The committee appointed to propose the name of a friend to serve as Clerk and one for Assistant proposed Edward Merritt for Clerk and Nixon G. Brown for Assistant which was united with, And Edward Merrit
The friends appointed to receive money for Yearly Mtg. stock, report they have received $49.50 which they are directed to pay to the Treasurer of the Quarterly Mtg.
The friends appointed to have the change in the discipline in regard to marriage properly inserted not being ready to report are continued.
Then Concluded.

Green Plain Mo Mtg of friends held at Oakland 2nd Mo 18th 1874. The Clerk not being present, Nixon G. Brown was appointed for the day. The representatives report they all attended. The minutes of our last meeting, not being present, the business on them is referred to next Meeting.
Then Concluded.

Green Plain Mo Mtg of friends held 3rd Mo. 18th 1874.
The friends appointed to have the change in discipline, in regard to marriage properly inserted report the service performed.
Then Concluded

Green Plain Mo. Mtg of friends held 4th Mo. 15th 1874
The 1st 2nd & 8th Queries were read and answers thereto united with to be forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting by Phineas L. Walker, Paul Tomlinson, & Isaac Warner, our Representatives who are to report to next Meeting.
Thomas Thorp, Joshua Harrison, Nathan V. Branson, & Simeon Warner, & Robert Hatton are appointed to report to next Meeting, what repairs if any are necessary to our Meeting House, and also sheds for horses and the probable cost thereof.
Then Concluded.

Green Plain Mo. Mtg of friends held at Oakland 5th Mo. 13th 1874. The representatives to the Quarterly Mtg. report they all attended.
The committee to report what repairs if any are necessary to our Meeting house, report the floor is giving way, and needs repairing probable cost 25 or 30 Dollars, after consideration the meeting united in having the floor repaired and the seats in the Gallery & under the gallery altered so as to make them more comfortable. Edward Merritt, Thomas Thorp & Robert Hatton, are appointed to make the necessary repairs, raise money to pay the cost thereof, & report when ready; Also to report to next Mtg. the probable cost of sheds for horses.
Our friend Ann Packer informed this Mtg that a concern had rested on her mind to attend Genesee Yearly Meeting & to appoint some Meeting in the vicinity of Farmington, New York, also to appoint some meeting going & returning, after due deliberation this Mtg. united with the prospect, & the Clerk is directed to furnish her a suitable minute.
Then Concluded.

Green Plain Mo. Mtg of friends held 6th Mo 17th 1874. The Committee to report to the probable cost of sheds for horses, not being ready to report is continued.
Then Concluded

Green Plain Mo. Mtg of friends held 7th Mo. 15th 1874
The Queries were all read and answers thereto united with to be forwarded to the ensuing quarterly Mtg. by George W. Brown, Edward Merritt, & Thomas Branson, our representatives who are to report to next Mtg.
The committee to report the probable cost of sheds for horses, report the cost will be about $175 for ten stall eight feet wide and twelve feet deep, and about two hundred dollars for one hundred feet in length & fifteen feet deep.
Our friend Ann Packer returned the minuet granted her in fifth month last, with information that she had accomplished the visit with satisfaction to her own mind.
A Certificate was received for Samuel R. & Emily T. Battin & their minor children, Orlando T, Kersey R, & Martha Alma Battin from Salem Mo. Mtg. held 26th of 6th Mo. last, which was read and accepted.

A request was made on behalf of Samuel Lester & Mary E Lester his wife, for a certificate to East Jordan Mo. Mtg Ill. for themselves & three minor children, William E., Benjamin W. & Thomas Howard Lester. Isaac Warner & Robert Hatton are appointed to make the necessary enquiry and if no obstruction appears, to produce one to next Mtg. and also one for John Edward Lester.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Mtg of friends held at Oakland 8th Mo. 12th 1874. The Representatives to the Quarterly Mtg report they all attended. The time having expired for which Clerks were appointed, Thomas Branson, Samuel R. Battin, & George W. Brown are appointed to propose to next Mtg. the name of a friend to serve as Clerk & one for Assistant.

The time having expired that Thomas Thorp was to have care of the Mtg house, Phineas L. Walker & Simeon Warner are appointed to receive money & settle with him & agree with a person to have the care of the house the ensuing year.

The friends appointed to produce a certificate for Samuel Lester, Mary E. Lester, & their three minor Children & also one for John Edward Lester, not being ready to report are continued.

James W. Haines a Minister acceptably attended this Meeting & produced a minute of concurrence from Miami Mo. Mtg of friends held 8th Mo. 27th 1873.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Mo. Mtg of friends held 9th Mo 16th 1874. The Committee for the purpose proposed the name of Edward Merritt for Clerk & Nixon G. Brown for Assistant, who were united with & appointed to those services.

The Committee appointed to settle with Thomas Thorp & agree with a person to have care of the Meeting house report they have settled with him, and, agreed with Isaac Warner to have care of the house the ensuing year for $20 which was united with.

The friends appointed to produce a certificate for Samuel & Mary E. Lester & their three minor Children, Also one for John Edward Lester, produced them & they were read approved & directed to be signed. Robert Hatton was appointed to forward them and report to next Mtg.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Mo. Mtg of friends held 10th Mo 14th 1874

Robert Hatton, Simeon Warner & Edward Merritt were appointed representatives to attend the ensuing Quarterly Meeting, & report to next meeting.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Mo. Mtg. of friends held at Oakland 11th Mo 18th 1874. The Representatives to the Quarterly Mtg report they all attended except one, & produced our quo to the friends Minutes of our late Yearly Mtg.

Isaac Warner is appointed to distribute them among our members. By a minute from the Quarterly Meeting this Mtg. is expected to raise $63, for Yearly Mtg stock, Also to open free subscriptions to raise money for the purpose of the meeting for sufferings, to be applied to the publication of books for general distribution. Edward Merritt & Nixon G. Brown are appointed to receive the amount and report to next Meeting. Simeon Warner informed the reason of his not attending the Quarterly Meeting was on account of being absent from home at the time, the (clerk) is directed to forward Simeon's reason to the Quarterly Mtg.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Mo. Mtg of friends held 12th Mo 16th 1874

The Committee to receive money for Yearly Meeting stock not being ready to report is continued.

Then Concluded.
Green Plain Mo. Mtg of friends held 1st Mo. 13th 1875.
The 1st, 2nd & 8th Queries were read & answers thereto united with to be forwarded to the Quarterly Mtg by Paul Tomlinson, Nathan V. Branson, & Robert Hatton our representatives who are to report to next Meeting.
The Committee to receive money for Yearly Mtg. stock report some attention thereto, but not being ready to report in full, is continued.

Then Continued

Green Plain Mo Mtg. of friends held at Oakland 2nd Mo 17th 1875. The Representatives to the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended. The committee to raise money report they have Received sixty three dollars for Yearly Mtg. stock, & have twenty dollars fpr the use of the Meeting for sufferings, to be applied to the publication of books for free distribution.

It being some time since the minutes of the Mo Mtg. have been revised & recorded, Samuel R. Battin, Simeon Warner & Robert Hatton are appointed to assist the Clerks in so doing & report when ready

A certificate was received for Agnes C. Harrison, & her infant son Elwood G. Harrison, from Wilmington Mo. Mtg of friends held at Delaware 11th Mo 27th 1874, which was read & accepted.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Mo Mtg of friends held 3rd Mo. 17th 1875

The Committee to receive money for the meeting of sufferings is continued.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Mo Mtg of Friends held 4th Mo 14th 1875

The 1st 2nd and 8th queries were read and answers thereto united with to be forwarded to the ensuing Quarterly meeting by Robt Hatton, Nixon g Brown and Samuel Battin our representatives who are to report to next meeting. The committ'y to receive money for the use of the meeting for Sufferings is continued. The committ'y to assist the Ck to revise and copy the minutes report the service performed. Women friends inform they have received Efphama Battin in membership

The overseers inform that the marriage of Phineas L Walker and Catherine L Harrison has been accomplished with their aprobation and the marriage certificate has been recorded.

Edward E Harrison and family having removed within the limits of Wapsinonoc Mo Meeting Iowa Isaac Warner, Rob Hatton and Thomas Branson are appointed to make the necessary enquiries and if no obstacle appears to produce a certificate for them at next meeting.

Tho Thorp, Simeon Warner, Phineas L Walker and Nixon G Brown are appointed to collect and account of births and deaths hand them to the recorder and to have charge of the burying ground for the ensuing year.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Mo Mtg of friends held at Oakland 5th Mo 12th 1875.

The representatives to the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended. The committ'y to raise money for the meeting of sufferings report they have received two dollars in addition to the twenty dollars reported in 2nd Mo last and paid it to the treasurer of the quarterly meeting.

The committ'y to report a certificate for Edw E Harrison and family report they have paid some attention thereto

This meeting has now rec'd a request from Edw E Harrison and wife for their certificate to join them and their three minor children viz Cornelia, Mary Hannah and Elizabeth Harrison to Wapsinonoc Mo Mtg Iowa. The committ'y is continued to prepare it and produce it at next meeting.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Mo Mtg of friends held 6th Mo 10th 1875
The commity to prepare a certificate for Edward E and Esther L. Harrison and their three minor children produced one which was red and with some alteration was approved and signed. The Clk is directed to forward it and report to next meeting.

The commity appointed in 5th Mo to repair the Meeting house report the services performed Nixon G. Brown, Samuel Battin and Thos Thorp are appointed in conjunction with women friend to propose to next meeting the names of friends to fill the station of Elders

Then Concluded

-------------------------------------------------------------------

Green Plain Mo Mtg of friends held 7th Mo 14th 1875
The queries were all read and answers thereto united with to be forwarded to our ensuing Quarterly Meeting by Nathan V Branson, Robt Hatton and Wm Schooley our representatives who are to report to next meeting.

The commity to report the names of friends to fill the station of Elders proposed the names of George W Branson, Eliza Brown, Aaron Packer, Elizabeth P Harrison and Nixon G. Brown who being seperately considered were united with and appointed to the station except Nixon G Brown who not being present his appointment was deferred untill next meeting. The Clk informs he has forwarded the certificate of Edward E Harrison and family

Then Concluded

-------------------------------------------------------------------

Green Plain Mo Meeting of friends held at Oakland 8th Mo 18th 1875
The Clk not being present Robt Hatton was appointed for the day.
Several of the commity of friends appointed by the Yearly Meeting to visit subordinate meetings are acceptably present whose labors have been encouraging to us. The representatives to the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended. Nixon G. Brown now being present is appointed to service of Elder and the clerk is directed to furnish the select preparative meeting with the proper information.

Then Concluded.

-------------------------------------------------------------------

Green Plain Mo Meeting of friends held 9th Mo 15th 1875
The friend appointed to give information to select preparative meeting of Nixon G Brown's appointment not being present is continued.

The time having expired for which Isaac Warner was to have charge of the meetinghouse Samuel Battin and Phineas L Walker are appointed to receive money and settle with him and agree with a suitable person to have the care of the house for the ensuing year and report at next meeting.

The time having expired for which Clks were appointed Thos Thorp, Nathan V Branson and George W Brown are appointed to propose to next meeting the names of suitable persons to serve as Clk and assistant Clk for the ensuing year.

The time having expired for which over seers were appointed Edward Merritt, Wm Schooly and Phineas L Walker are appointed to propose to next meeting the names of suitable friends to serve in that station

Then Concluded

-------------------------------------------------------------------

Green Plain Mo Mtg of friends held 10 Mo 13th 1875
The Clk being absent Nixon G Brown was appointed for the day. As representatives to ensuing Quarterly Meeting Nixon G Brown and Wm B Harrison are appointed and are to report to next meeting.

The commity appointed to settle with Isaac Warner report they have raised two dollars and a half ($2.50) more than was required to pay him and propose to leave it in the hands of the treasurer for the use of the meeting, also report they have agreed with Samuel Battin to have charge of the Meeting house the ensuing year for the sum of twenty dollars.

The commity to propose the name of a friend for clerk and one for assistant clk reported the name of Edward Merritt for Clk which was united with but he being absent his appointment was deferred untill next
Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 12th Mo 15th 1875

Robt Hatton and family requesting a certificate to join them to Third Haven Monthly Meeting Md. George W Brown, Samuel Battin, Thos Thorp and Nathan V Branson are appointed to serve with a like committee of women friends to make necessary inquiry and if no obstructions appear to prepare one and report to next meeting

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 1st Mo 12th 1876

The representatives to the Quarterly meeting report they all attended except one for whose absence a satisfactory excuse was given; they produced our quota of the minutes of the late yearly meeting and Isaac Warner is appointed to distribute them among our members.

Edward Merritt being present is appointed Cik for the ensuing year

The committee to propose names for overseers proposed Nixon G Brown, Simeon Warner and Nathan V Branson who were united with and appointed to that service

The committee to prepare a certificate for Robt Hatton and family not being ready are continued

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 12th Mo 15th 1875

The friend appointed to distribute the yearly meeting reports the service performed.

The committee to prepare a certificate for Robt Hatton and family produced one which was read approved and signed. Isaac Warner is appointed to see that it is recorded and forwarded to Third Haven Monthly Meeting Md.

Isaac and Sarah Warner requests our certificate for themselves and three minor grandchildren viz Isaac W., Emma B. and Sarah A Cook to join them to Third Haven Monthly Meeting Md. Samuel Battin and Edward Merritt are appointed in conjunction of a committee of women friends to make the necessary inquiry and if no obstruction appear to prepare one and present it to next meeting

Ezekial Roberts and Elizabeth P Harrison inform that they intend marriage with each other. Ezekial will be expected to produce a certificate to next meeting shewing his clearness from like engagements with others

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 12th Mo 12th 1876

The 1st, 2nd and 8th queries were read and answers united thereto to be forwarded to the ensuing Quarterly Meeting by Nathan V Branson, Nixon G Brown & Phineas L Walker our representatives who are to report to next meeting.

The friend appointed to forward Robt Hatton's certificate reports he has attended thereto.

The committee appointed to prepare a certificate for Isaac and Sarah Ann Warner and the three minor grandchildren produced one which was read approved and signed. Samuel Battin is appointed to have it recorded and hand it to Isaac.

A certificate is received from Short Creek monthly meeting 1st Month 6th 1876 informing that Ezekial Roberts is clear of other marriage engagements and he and Elizabeth P Harrison continuing their intentions of marriage with each other nothing appearing to prevent they are left at liberty to accomplish the same according to discipline and a meeting is appointed for the accomplishment thereof to be held at the house of Abbie A Harrison tomorrow at twelve o'clock. Edward Merritt and Phineas L Walker are appointed to attend the marriage, see that good order is observed
return the certificate to the recorder and report to next meeting

The Quarterly Meeting informs that this Meeting is expected to raise Forty dollars for yearly meeting Stock, Simeon Warner and Nixon G Brown are appointed to receive the same and forward it to the treasurer of the Quarterly Meeting and report to the next meeting

The quarterly meeting inform that the change in discipline proposed by it to the Yearly Meeting was not united with and that the amendment made two years ago be abolished and that the discipline of 1869 be accepted as our rule

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held at Oakland 2nd Mo 16th 1876

The representatives to the quarterly meeting report they all attended.
The friend appointed to have Isaac Warners certificate recorded reported he attended thereto. The friends appointed to attend the marriage of Ezekiel Roberts and Elizabeth P Harrison report that good order was observed and that the certificate was left with the recorder

The commity appointed to receive money for yearly meeting stock report the have recied Forty dollars and forwarded it to the treasurer of the Quarterly Meeting.

Two of the trustees of the old Meeting house property and burying ground having moved within the limits of another Monthly Meeting, Edward Merritt, Samuel Battin and Simeon Warner are appointed trustees for said property.

The preparative meeting informs that William Dugdale requests to become a member of our religious society. Edward Merritt, Samuel Battin and George W Brown are appointed to confer with him and report to next meeting

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 3rd Month 15th 1876

The commity appointed to confer with William Dugdale report they had an opportunity with him and were satisfied to grant his request which the meeting receives And Samuel Battin is appointed to inform him thereof

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 4th Month 12th 1876

The 1st 2nd and 8th queries were read and answers united with to be forwarded to the ensuing Quarterly Meeting by Paul Tomlinson, Thomas C. Farr and Nixon C Brown our representatives who are to report to next meeting.
The friend appointed to inform William Dugdale of his reception into membership informs he has attended to that duty

A certificate is received from Deerfield Mo Meeting of friends held 8th of 3rd Mo last for Wm B Thompson which was read and accepted

A certificate was received from womens friends Meeting for Elizabeth P Roberts directed to short creek Mo Meeting which was read and signed

The assistant C|k having removed out of the verge of this meeting Nathan V Branson, Simeon Warner and Phineas L Walker are appointed to present to next meeting the name of a suitable friend to serve in that station

Then Concluded

Green Plain Mo Meeting of friends held at Oakland 5th Month 17th 1876

The representatives to the quarterly meeting report they all attended.
The commity to propose the name of a friend to serve as assistant cl|k proposed the name of Samuel Battin which was united with and he appointed to that service

Joseph F Scofield acceptably attended this meeting and produced a minute from Fall Creek Mo Meeting held 11th Mo 11th 1875 whose labors of love were encouraging and edifying.

Edward Merritt, Nathan V Branson and George W Brown are appointed in conjunction with a commity of women friends to propose the next
Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 6th Mo 14th 1876

The committee to propose the name of one or more friends for Elders proposed Edward Merritt and Maria Merritt which was united with and they appointed to that station. The clerk is directed to furnish the select preparative meeting with notice of their appointment.

Then concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 7th Month 12th 1876

The queries were all read and answers thereto united with and directed to be forwarded to the ensuing Quarterly Meeting by Phineas L Walker, Chas Merritt and Nixon G Brown our representatives who are to report to next meeting.

The clerk informs that he informed the select preparative Meeting of the appointment of Edward and Maria Merritt as Elders.

Then concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held at Oakland 8th Month 16th 1876

The representatives to the quarterly Meeting report they all attended except one for whose absence a satisfactory excuse was given.

Then concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 9th Mo 13th 1876

Then concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 1876

Nixon G Brown, Samuel Battin and Wm Schooly are appointed our representatives to the ensuing quarterly meeting to report to next meeting.

The time having expired for which Samuel Battin was to have charge of the meeting house Phineas L Walker and Thos G Farr are appointed to receive money and settle with him and agree with a suitable person to have charge of the same for the ensuing year and report to next meeting.

The time having expired for which clerks were appointed George W Brown, Thomas Thorp and Simeon Warner are appointed to produce the name of suitable persons for clerk and assistant clerk to next meeting.

Then concluded.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held at Oakland 11th Mo 15th 1876

Representatives to Quarterly Meeting report they all attended; also report they have our quota of the extracts of the minutes of our late Yearly Meeting. Phineas L Walker and Nixon G Brown are appointed to distribute them and report to next meeting.

The committee appointed to Settle with Samuel R Battin report they have settled with him and also agreed with him to have charge of the house for the ensuing year for the sum of twenty dollars.

Thos Thorp on behalf of the committee on appointing of Clerk and assistant report they agreed on the name of Edward Merritt for clerk and Samuel R Battin for assistant which was agreed to and Samuel R Battin is appointed as assistant. Edward being absent his appointment is deferred until next meeting.

A note is received from Miami Quarterly Meeting requesting us to raise the sum of Thirty dollars ($30.00) Yearly Meeting Stock. Paul Tomlinson and Thos Thorp are appointed to receive the amount and forward it to the treasurer of the Quarterly Meeting, take his receipt there for and report at next meeting.

The treasurer reports he has received thirteen dollars and Seven cents being our quota of the Albin Fawcett fund to be used for the benefit of the poor of our Society.

Then concluded.
Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 12 Month 135th 1876

The clerk being absent the assistant clerk acted in that capacity.

A certificate of Membership is received for Fanny Taylor from Salem Monthly Meeting Columbiana Co. Ohio dated 26th of 11th Mo. 1876 which is accepted to us. Phineas L. Walker one of the Committee to distribute our Quota of Yearly Meeting Minutes reports the duty performed. Edward Merritt being absent his appointment as Clerk is again deferred.

Thos Thorp reports they have paid some attention to raising Yearly Meeting stock; Committee are continued.

Then concluded...

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held 1st Mo 17th 1877

The 1st, 2nd, and 8th Queries were read and answers thereto united with to be forwarded to the ensuing Quarterly Meeting by Paul Tomlinson, Phineas L. Walker and Nixon G. Brown our representatives who are to report to next meeting.

Edward Merritt being present is appointed Clerk for the ensuing year.

The Committee to receive money for Yearly Meeting stock not being ready to report are continued.

Nathan V. Branson and Phineas L. Walker are appointed in conjunction with a Committee of Women Friends to present to next meeting the name of a friend for recorder of births and deaths and one to record marriage certificate and certificates of removal.

Then concluded...

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held at Oakland 2nd Month 14th 1877

The representatives to the quarterly meeting report they all attended.

The Committee to receive money for yearly meeting stock report they have received thirty four dollars ($34.00) and paid our quota ($30.00) to the treasurer of the Quarterly Meeting the remaining four dollars is directed to be paid to the treasurer of the monthly meeting.

The Committee to report the name of a friend for recorder of births and deaths and one for recorder of marriage certificates not being ready to report are continued.

Then concluded...

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 3rd Month 14th 1877

The Committee to propose the name of a friend for recorder of births and deaths report the name of Simeon Warner which being united with is appointed to that service and the name of Margaret Ann Warner for recorder of Marriage certificate and certificate (of removal) which being accepted she is appointed to that service.

Charles H. Merritt and Thos G. Farr are appointed to assist the clerk to revise and record to Minutes of the Monthly Meeting and report to next meeting.

Simeon Warner, Chas H. Merritt, Edward Merritt, Nixon G. Brown and Nathan V. Branson are appointed in conjunction with a Committee of Women Friends to consider the propriety of continuing the hour of holding meetings at 11 OC on first day's and report to next meeting.

Then concluded...

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends held 4th Month 18th 1877.

The Clerk being absent Samuel Battin is appointed for the day.

The 1st, 2nd, and 8th Queries were read and answers united there to be forwarded to the ensuing Quarterly Meeting by Charles Merritt, Phineas L. Walker and Nixon G. Brown our representatives who are to report at next meeting.

The Committee to assist the clerk to revise and record the minutes not being ready to report are continued.

The Committee to consider the propriety of continuing our first day Meeting at 11 OC conferred together and agreed to submit to holding our first day Meeting at 11 OC. at Green Plain, the Meeting at Oakland to continue as heretofore which was united with.

Then concluded...
The Clerk informed that he furnished Ann Packer and Fanny Taylor with the time having expired that Samuel R Battin was to have care of Meeting House the ensuing year and report to next meeting.

The Queries were read and answers thereto united with to be forwarded to accompanying her Sister Ann Packer in her proposed visit which was united.

The Clerk reports he has informed Anna Schooley of the reception of her money and settle with him and agree with a person to have care of the house Phenius L Walker informed that he had the fence repaired and whitewashed at a cost of $6.41 which was satisfactory.

One of the committee to raise money for Yearly Meeting Stock informs they have a Surplus of four dollars and paid it to the treasurer of this meeting as directed.

Phenius L Walker is appointed to have the fence about the Meeting House repaired and white washed pay for it out of the treasury and report when ready.

Our esteemed friend Ann Packer laid before this meeting a concern which was united with and She left at liberty to pursue her prospect as truth may direct She being a minister in unity with us. The Clerk is directed to inform her there of and have the name recorded.

The Representatives to the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended.

Our esteemed friend Ann Packer laid before this meeting a concern which was united with and She left at liberty to pursue her prospect as truth may direct She being a minister in unity with us. The Clerk is directed to inform her there of and have the name recorded.

The committee to assist the Clerk to revise and record the minutes & record the service performed.

The Clerk reports he has informed Anna Schooley of the reception of her Son John C Schooley into membership with us. Womens Meeting informs they have received Anna Schooley into membership.

Same not being ready to report are continued. Anna Schooley requests her minor Son John C Schooley be admitted into membership with us; which after deliberation was granted the Clerk is directed to inform her there of and have the name recorded.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held at Oakland 5th mo 16th 1877
The Representatives to the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended.

The Committee to assist the Clerk to revise the minutes & record the service performed.

The Clerk reports he has informed Anna Schooley of the reception of her Son John C Schooley into membership with us. Womens Meeting informs they have received Anna Schooley into membership.

One of the committee to raise money for Yearly Meeting Stock informs they have a surplus of four dollars and paid it to the treasurer of this meeting as directed.

Phenius L Walker is appointed to have the fence about the Meeting House repaired and white washed pay for it out of the treasury and report when ready.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held at Oakland 6th mo 13th 1878.

The Clerk being absent Samuel R Battin was appointed for the day.

The Representatives to the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended.

Our esteemed friend Ann Packer laid before this meeting a concern which was united with and She left at liberty to pursue her prospect as truth may direct She being a minister in unity with us. Our esteemed friend Fanny Taylor informed this meeting that she had a prospect of accompanying her Sister Ann Packer in her proposed visit which was united with She being a member in unity with us. The Clerk is directed to furnish them with a copy of the minute and report when ready.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held at Oakland 7th mo 1877.

The Queries were read and answers thereto united with to be forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting by Nixon G Brown, Phineas L Walker and Edward Merritt our representatives who are to report to next meeting.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held at Oakland 8th mo 16th 1877.

The Clerk being absent Samuel R Battin was appointed for the day.

The Representatives to the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended.

Our esteemed friend Ann Packer laid before this meeting a concern which was united with and She left at liberty to pursue her prospect as truth may direct She being a minister in unity with us. Our esteemed friend Fanny Taylor informed this meeting that she had a prospect of accompanying her Sister Ann Packer in her proposed visit which was united with She being a member in unity with us. The Clerk is directed to furnish them with a copy of the minute and report when ready.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held at Oakland 9th mo 12th 1877.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held at Oakland 10th mo 17th 1877.

The Clerk informed that he furnished Ann Packer and Fanny Taylor with the minute as directed.

Phenius L Walker informed that he had the fence repaired and whitewashed at a cost of $6.41 which was satisfactory.

The time having expired that Samuel R Battin was to have care of Meeting House Phenius L. Walker and Nathan V Branson are appointed to receive money and settle with him and a gree with a person to have care of the house the ensuing year and report to next meeting.

The time having expired for which Clerks were appointed George W Brown, Simeon Warner and Charles H Merritt are appointed to propose to the next Meeting the name of a Friend for Clerk & one to assist him.

Thomas Thorp, Edward Merritt, Wm B Thompson are appointed our representatives to attend the ensuing Quarterly Meeting and report to next meeting.

Ann Packer and Fanny Taylor returned the minutes granted them in 8th Mo. last with information that they had accomplished their visit with
Green Plain Mo. Mee. of Friends held at Oakland 11th Mo. 14th 1877
The committee to Settle with Samuel R Battin for the care of the Meeting
house report they have Settled with him but have not Succeeded in agreeing
with a person to have care of the house the ensuing year. They are
continued
The committee to propose the name of a Friend for Clerk and one for
assistant propose Edward Merritt for Clerk and Samuel R Battin for
assistant which being Seperately considered they were united with and
appointed to those Services
The Representatives to the Quarterly Meeting report they all
attended and received our proportion of the printed minutes of our late
Yearly Meeting. Edward Merritt is appointed to distribute them among our
members
A minute from the Quarterly Meeting inform that we are required
to raise ten dollars for Yearly Meeting Stock. Paul Tomlinson and Nathan V
Branson are appointed to receive the amount and forward the Same to the
Quarterly Meetings treasurer and report to next meeting
Then Concluded

Green Plain Mo. Mee. of Friends 12th Mo. 12th 1877
The committee to agree with a person to have care of the Meeting
house report they have agreed with David W Battin for the Sum of Twenty
dollars which is Satisfactory
The committee to receive money for Yearly Meeting Stock report they
have received the amount and paid it to the treasurer of the Quarterly
Meeting as directed which is Satisfactory
Phenius L Walker is appointed to inquire of Mo. Meetings constituting
Miami Quarterly Meeting if there is any poor amgst them requiring aid
from their Mo. Mee. and report to next
Then Concluded

Green Plain Mo. Mee. of Friends 1st 16th 1878
The 1st 2nd and 8th Queries were read with answers to them united
with to be forwarded to the ensuing Quarterly Meeting by Nixon G Brown,
Thomas Thorp and Samuel R Battin our Representatives who are to report
to next meeting
The friend appointed in the Mtt Mo Past to distribute the printed
minutes of our late Yearly Meeting reports the Service performed
The Friend appointed to enquire of Mo. Meetings if there is any
poor among them requiring aid from this reports he has corresponded with
the different Mo. Meetings finds Cincinnati has not Sufficient funds to
Supply their necessities of their poor. This meeting directs the treasurer
to pay to George W Brown for Eliheu Durfee twenty dollars and Cin. Mo.
Mee. thirty dollars from the Jason Evans fund and a receipt for the Same
Then Concluded

Green Plain Mo. Mee. of Friends 2nd mo 13th 1878
The representatives to the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended
Then Concluded

Green Plain Mo. Mee. of Friends 3d Mo 13th 1878
Then Concluded

Green Plain Mo. Mee. of Friends 4th Mo 17th 1878
The 1st 2nd and 8th Queries were read and answers thereto united with to
be forwarded to the ensuing Quarterly Meeting by Phineas L Walker, Nixon
G Brown and Thomas G Farr our representatives who are to report to next
meeting
Our esteemed Friend Ann Packer laid a concern before this meeting
to visit the meetings constituting Indiana Yearly Meeting, Blue River
Quarterly Meeting, the neighborhood of Friends of Battle creek Mo. Mee. Michigan, Ohio Yearly Meeting and some of the meetings constituting it and to appoint meetings as way may open. After deliberation this meeting united in leaving her at liberty to pursue her prospect as truth may direct She being a Minister in unity with us. The Clerk is directed to furnish her with a copy of this minute.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Mo. Mee. of Friends held at Oakland 5th mo 15th 1878
The Representatives to the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended except one for whose absence a Satisfactory reason was given

George W Brown, Phineas L Walker, Samuel R Battin and Thomas Thorp are appointed in conjunction with a committee of women friends to propose to next meeting the names of friends to Serve as elders and also friends to Serve as overseers

Then Concluded

Green Plain Mo. Mee. of Friends 6th Mo. 12th 1878
The committee to propose the names of friends for elders and overseers proposed George W Brown, Eliza Brown, Edward and Mari Merritt, Fanny Taylor & Nixon G Brown for elders who being Seperately considered were united with and they are appointed to the Station. And Nixon G Brown, Simeon Warner and Nathan V Branson for overseers (Nathan V Branson was excused by his request) and Samule R Battin was named who were united with and appointed to the Service.

There was a proposition laid before the meeting to lay down the preparative Meeting which was refered for further consideration to next meeting.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Mo. Mee. of Friends 7th Mo 17th 1878
The Queries were all read and answers there to united with to be forwarded to Quarterly Meeting by Thomas Thorp, Edward Merritt and Nixon G Brown our representatives who are to report to next meeting

In considering the propriety of laying down the preparative Meeting it was agreed to ask the Quarterly Meeting to lay it before the Discipline Committee.

Then Concluded

Green Plain Mo. Meeting of Friends held at Oakland 8th Mo 14th 1878
The Clerk being absent the assistant acted in that capacity. One of the representatives to the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended

Then Concluded

Green Plain Mo. Mee. 9th mo 1878
A Certificate was received from Deerfield Mo. Meeting of Friends held 7th Mo. 8th 1878 for Samuel Thorp; Also one for Ann T. Thorp of the same date and place which was read and accepted. Phineas L Walker and Nathan V Branson are appointed to produce to next meeting the name of a friend for Clerk and one for assistant.

The time for which David W Battin was to have care of meeting house having expired Thomas Thorp and Simeon Warner are appointed to receive money and Settle with him and agree with a Friend to have care of the Meeting House the ensuing year and report to next meeting

Then Concluded

Green Plain Mo. Mee. of Friends 10th Mo 16th 1878
The committee to produce the name of a friend for Clerk and one for assistant not being present they are continued.

Samuel R Battin, William B Thompson and George W Brown are appointed Representatives to attend the ensuing Quarterly Meeting and are to report to next meeting.
Thomas G Farr and Samuel R Battin are appointed to assist the clerk in revising and recording the minutes of the Meeting and report when ready.

Our Friend Ann Packer returned the minute granted her in 4th Mo. past with information that she had accomplished the visit to the satisfaction of her own mind.

The committee to Settle with David W Battin for the care of the meeting House report they have settled with him and agreed with Samuel Thorp to have care of the Meeting House the ensuing year for twenty dollars ($20) which is satisfactory.

Then Concluded.

Green Plain Mo. Mee. of Friends held at Oakland 11th mo. 13th 1878

The committee to propose the name of a Friend for Clerk and assistant propose Samuel R Battin for Clerk and Charles H Merritt for assistant who being separately considered were united with and Samuel was appointed Clerk for the ensuing year; Charles not being present his appointment was deferred until next meeting.

The Representatives to the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended and produced our quota of the extracts of the late Yearly Meeting. Simeon Warner is appointed to distribute them among our members.

By a Minute from the Quarterly Meeting it appears our quota of Yearly Meeting Stock is forty dollars ($40). Samuel R Battin, Wm B Harrison and Phineas L Walker are appointed to receive the amount pay to the treasurer of the Quarterly and report to next meeting.

By a request from the Quarterly Mee. Edward Merritt and Nixon G Brown are appointed to properly insert the changes made by our late Yearly Meeting in our Book of Discipline and report to next meeting.

The Mee. was also referred to the printed minutes of our late Yearly Meeting for instructions in regard to the benevolent fund and report their conclusion to the Quarterly Meeting in the 8th Mo.

Then Concluded.

At Green Plain Mo. Mee. of Friends held 12th mo 1878

The Clerk being absent Phineas L Walker was appointed for the day.

Charles H Merritt being present he is appointed assistant Clerk for the ensuing year.

The committee to revise and record the minutes report the Service performed. They also report the book in which the minutes are recorded nearly full. Phineas L Walker is appointed to procure another one suitable for the purpose pay for the same out of the funds belonging to the Mee. and report to next meeting. The friend appointed to distribute the minutes of our late Yearly Meeting reports the Service performed. The committee to collect Yearly Meeting Stock report they have forwarded the amount required ($40.00) to the treasurer of the Quarterly Meeting. The committee to insert the changes in our book of Discipline not being present are continued.

Then Concluded.

At Green Plain Mo. Mee. of Friends held 15th of 1st mo 1879

The queries addressed to this meeting were read and written answers thereto united with to be forwarded to our next Quarterly Meeting by Charles H Merritt, Phineas L Walker and Nixon G Brown our representatives who are to report to next meeting.

The friend to procure a new book to record the minutes in reports he has not yet procured one and he is continued.

The committee to insert the changes in our books of discipline have paid some attention to their appointment, but are not ready to report they are continued.

Then Concluded.

At Green Plain Mo. Mee. of Friends held at Oakland the 12th of 2nd mo 1879

One of the representatives to the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended. The friend to procure a new book for records procured on as
The committee to insert the changes in our book of discipline report the service performed.

The committee to raise Yearly Meeting Stock report they have a surplus of $4.50 after paying to the Quarterly Meeting's treasurer the amount required. This meeting directs the money to be paid to the treasurer of this meeting for its use. To Settle with the treasurer of this meeting we appoint Samuel R Battin and Thomas Thorp who are to report to next meeting.

John Cole and Ephama Ann Battin laid before this meeting their intentions of marriage with each other. To inquire whether the young man is clear of other like engagements we appoint Nathan V Branson and Nixon G Brown who are to report to next meeting.

Then Concluded.

At Green Plain Mo. Meeting of Friends held 12th of 3rd mo 1879

Our treasurer is directed to inquire of the treasurer of the Quarterly Meeting what disposition has been made of our quota of the benevolent fund and report to next meeting.

John Cole and Ephama Ann Battin continue their intentions of marriage with each other. The committee to inquire of the young man's clearness from other like engagements report they have found nothing to prevent them from proceeding in their marriage as proposed. To attend the marriage to See that good order is observed. And that the certificate is placed in the hands of the recorder we appoint Edward Merritt and Thomas Thorp who are to report to next meeting. It is proposed that the marriage take place at the house of Samuel R Battin on the 25 inst at 11 o'clock A.M.

Samuel R Battin having expended the sum of $4.34 in purchasing material to cushion the Seats of this house the treasurer is directed to pay him that amount out of funds in his hands for such purposes.

Then Concluded.

At Green Plain Mo. Mee. of Friends held 4th mo 16th 1879  The 1st 2nd 8th queries were read in this meeting with written answers thereto agreed upon to be forwarded to our next Quarterly Meeting by Nixon C Brown, Thomas Thorp and Phineas L Walker our representatives who are to report to next meeting.

The committee to attend the marriage of John Cole and Ephama Ann Battin reports it orderly accomplished and the certificate placed in the hands of the recorder. The treasurer reports he has received from the Quarterly Meeting's treasurer the sum of forty five dollars and fifteen cents (45 15/100) of the benevolent fund. Samuel R Battin reports he has received the money for cushions as directed last month.

Our esteemed friend Ann Packer opened in this meeting a concern resting with her to visit in Gospel Love the approaching Yearly Meetings of.
Philadelphia and New York, also attend and appoint Some meetings as way may open. This meeting unites with her concern and leaves her at liberty to pursue her prospect as Best Wisdom may direct. She being a minister in unity with us. The clerk is directed to furnish her with a copy of the above minute and sign it on behalf of the meeting.

Then Concluded

At Green Plain Mo. Mee. of Friends held at Oakland 14th of 5th mo 1879
The clerk not being present Nixon G Brown was appointed for the day. The queries were all read in this meeting with written answers thereto agreed upon to be forwarded to our next Quarterly Meeting by Nixon G Brown, Charles H Merritt and William B Thompson our representatives who are to report to next meeting. Our esteemed friend Ann Packer returned her minute granted her in 4th Mo last to visit the approaching Yearly Meetings of Philadelphia and New York And some of the meetings constituting the Same. She reports having attended the Yearly Meetings, Shrewsberry Quarterly Meeting of New York Yearly Meeting, Salem Quarterly Meeting of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. Also Some other Meetings by appointment And others as they came in course to the peace of her own mind. She also laid before this meeting a concern resting with her to visit in Gospel Love the approaching Yearly Meeting of Baltimore and Some of its constituent branches, also to appoint some meetings as way opened; after consideration this meeting unites with her concern and she is left at liberty to pursue her prospect as Best Wisdom may direct. She being a minister in unity with us. The Clerk is directed to furnish her with a copy of the above minute and sign it on behalf of the meeting.

Then Concluded

At Green Plain Mo. Mee. of Friends held at Oakland 13th of 8th Mo 1879
One of the representatives to the Quarterly Meeting reports they all attended

Then Concluded

At Green Plain Mo. Mee. of Friends held 6th Mo 18th 1879
The clerk not being present Nixon G Brown was appointed for the day. The representatives report that two of them attended the Quarterly Meeting and a Satisfactory reason given for the non attendance of the other friend.

Then Concluded

At Green Plain Mo Meeting of Friends held 17th of 9th Mo 1879
Samuel R Battin was authorized to draw out of the benevolent fund the sum of fifty dollars ($50.00) and pay to the treasurer of Miami Valley College for the benefit of Mary Elizabeth Ennos when called for and report when done. The time having expired for which Samuel Thorp was employed to have the care of the meetinghouse, Edward Merritt and Simeon Warner were appointed to raise the sum of twenty dollars the amount agreed upon for his services and also agree with some friend to have the care the ensuing year and report to next meeting.

Then Concluded

At Green Plain Monthly Meeting of Friends held 15th of 10th mo 1879
We appoint as our representatives to attend the ensuing Quarterly Meeting Edward Merritt, Phineas L Walker and Nixon G Brown who are to report to next meeting. The time having expired for which the clerks were appointed Nathan V Branson and Thomas Thorp are appointed to propose to our next meeting the names of two friends one for clerk the other for assistant. The Committee appointed last month to settle with Samuel Thorp are not prepared to report are continued.

Then Concluded